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Dear readers, 
The evolving meaning we make of revelation lies at the core of 

this latest issue of Zeramim. From reliving the mystery of encountering 
divinity to rethinking the origins of religious doctrines, the pages that 
follow invite the reader to uncover Judaism’s Biblical roots and 
offshoots anew. 

Rereading the Israelites’ first collective near-death experience 
in “Love as Strong as Death: Eros and Thanatos in the Sinai 
Theophany,” Rachel Adelman depicts one critical intersection of the 
ecstatic with the fatal as clearly witnessed through the lens of rabbinic 
interpretation. In her article, Adelman supplements Rosenzweig’s 
summoning of Alcestis to convince others of death’s transcendence in 
moments of heightened passion; Adelman turns to rabbinic narratives 
themselves that paint a similar image. 

Love and death quietly merged as Reform Jewish leaders in the 
1980s argued as to how their communities should determine the 
religious identity of the children of intermarriage—an act that some 
leaders espoused as a commitment to love and others pronounced as 
a death sentence to American Jewry. Zev Eleff’s “Patrilineal Descent 
& the Shaping of Intermarriage Discourse in American Judaism” 
documents the debates rabbis held when responding to both the 
shifting demographics in American Judaism and the Reform mandate 
to embrace the sanctity of tradition and simultaneously to advance 
viable visions of a Jewish people with new needs in every generation. 

The developments and stages of the many iterations of Judaism 
may in fact mirror the ever-transforming realm that process 
theologians consider the morphing quiddities of their God. Bar Guzi, 
in “Jewish Process Theology and the Problem of Evil: The Cases of 
Hans Jonas and Bradley Shavit Artson,” compares and contrasts the 
theological writings of two Jews tackling theodicy and provides his 
own analysis of what it is that this shared outlook—even in its own 
various forms—offers seekers today. 

For those who search the universe for meaning—spiritual and 
otherwise—Michael Wasserman suggests that religion and science do 
far more than contradict or complement the findings of the other. In 
his essay “Overlapping Magesteria: What Science and Religion Have 
In Common,” Wasserman purports that religion and science both 
constitute utterly empiricist endeavors of making sense of observed 
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data—one set of observations focusing on a public external world, and 
the other concentrating on our private internal lives. 

The meaning embedded in religious texts has never been 
confined solely to a superficial reading of these corpuses, and 
scholars’ efforts to determine the most appropriate path to coherence 
have rarely been a simple, straightforward undertaking. In 
highlighting the complexities of interpretation that result from diverse 
theorizations of Biblical history, Richard Claman’s “A Biblical 
Challenge: Can an Academic Approach Aimed at ‘Best Explanation’ 
of the Biblical Text Be Imported Into the Synagogue-Sermon World of 
‘Interpretation?’” asks how religious and ritual engagement with the 
Hebrew Bible can attempt to preach religious truths that can be 
affirmed by modern critical scholars’ often-conflicting interpretations 
of ancient passages. 

Not merely a single supernatural act that took place in a mythos 
set upon a mountaintop in some wilderness several millennia ago—
revelation continuously finds itself reinterpreted and the contents 
attributed to it reread and reevaluated as those who engage with 
Scriptures encounter old and new questions that demand answers 
that feel both truthful and compelling. Rooted in such explorations, 
our issue concludes with a call for submissions for our upcoming 
special issue dedicated to the ways that modern Biblical scholarship 
can offer tools for advancing forms of Jewish thought and life best 
suited for the 21st century. 

With the release of this issue coming on the heels of the tragic 
loss of lives of Jews at prayer at the Tree of Life*Or L’Simcha 
synagogue in Pittsburgh, PA, just a few weeks earlier, to be able to 
begin our third year of publishing our journal bespeaks Jewish 
longevity—a commitment to breathing Jewish life into study and 
Jewish study into life. A free online journal—catalogued by ISSN, 
indexed by RAMBI (The Index of Articles on Jewish Studies), and ar-
chived on our website—Zeramim, in this issue (as always), is blessed 
to present to a wide readership some of the most relevant conversa-
tions taking place in Jewish Studies today. 
   With gratitude, 

Jonah Rank, Managing Editor & Designer 
SENIOR EDITORS:   Joshua Cahan Richard Claman 

Sharon Keller Sara Labaton 
CONSULTING EDITORS: Judith Hauptman 

Rachel Sabath Beit-Halachmi
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LOVE AS STRONG AS DEATH: 
EROS AND THANATOS IN THE SINAI THEOPHANY1 

 
Rachel Adelman 

 
 

Franz Rosenzweig (Germany, 1886–1929), philosopher of Jew-
ish thought, opens the second section of his opus, The Star of Redemp-
tion, with the evocative quote from Song of Songs, “Love is as strong 
as death [‘azzah kha-mavet ’ahavah]”2—and asks: “Strong in the same 
way as death? But, against whom does death display its strength?” 
Rosenzweig then answers: against the beloved (that is, the woman), 
whom love seizes.  In making this gendered distinction, he adopts the 
classic analogy in rabbinic literature of a male lover possessing the fe-
male beloved as a model for God’s love of Israel—with the Sinai theo-
phany likened to the consummation of a marriage.3 Yet that marriage 

                                                
1  This paper was originally delivered at the World Congress of Jewish 

Studies, Jerusalem, August 2017. 
2  Song of Songs 8:6, Franz Rosenzweig, Star of Redemption, trans. Barbara 

E. Galli (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press 2005), p. 169; for an 
alternative, see trans. William W. Hallo, (New York: Holt, Rinehart 
and Winston, 1970), p. 156.  

3  As in the allegorical reading of Song of Songs (see, for example, the 
Mekhilta of Rabbi Ishmael Ba-ḥodesh 3 and Song of Songs Rabbah 1). 
This metaphor or allegory originates in Biblical prophecy, where God 
is represented as a man who marries a woman—Israel, the nation—
and then rejects her when she goes astray in worshipping foreign gods 
(see Hosea 1–3, Jeremiah 2–3, and Ezekiel 16 and 23). The relationship 
mirrors the unilateral and exclusive nature of marriage in the Bible—
as the man “takes” a woman just as God “took” Israel out of Egypt 
and betrothed Israel to Him through the covenant at Sinai. For a cri-
tique of the patriarchal values underlying this metaphor, see Renita J. 
Weems, Battered Love: Marriage, Sex, and Violence in the Hebrew Prophets 
(Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1997); Gerlinde Baumann, Love and Vio-
lence: Marriage as Metaphor for the Relationship between YHWH and Israel 
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is fraught with danger—Eros and Thanatos, love and death personi-
fied, engaged in a dance between mortality and transcendence, as dra-
matized in the medieval hymn Dies Irae and in musical compositions 
such as Franz Liszt’s Totentanz.  

In this paper, I engage with what emotionally and existentially 
undergirds the nature of that experience of “love and death at Sinai.” 
In what way does Israel, the beloved seized by death, “survive” the 
theophany at Revelation? While Emmanuel Levinas, the French phi-
losopher so strongly influenced by Rosenzweig’s work, comments di-
rectly on the Talmud,4 Rosenzweig’s sources are more covert. In an at-
tempt to understand his phenomenological reading of Revelation, I 
turn to the midrashic corpus—comparing the rabbinic interpretation 
of the Sinai encounter with the modern philosophical reading. Based 
on the description of the Israelites trembling at the foot of Sinai in the 
biblical text, the Mekhilta (a tannaitic exegetical midrash, circa 2nd cen-
tury CE) and the narrative 8th century midrash Pirqe deRabbi Eliezer 
(henceforth, PRE)5 dramatize the experience of Revelation as a close 
encounter with death, or even a death and resurrection. While—in or-
der to elucidate the experience of Eros and Thanatos at Sinai—Rosen-
zweig relied on Greek myth (a corpus with which his own readership 
might have been more familiar), I turn to rabbinic commentary. As 
traditional sources may enlighten the philosopher’s reading of Reve-
lation, Rosenzweig may enhance our understanding of the midrash. It 
is this mutual dance between classical texts and a modern reading that 
this essay sets out to choreograph. 

 
 

                                                
in the Prophetic Books (Collegeville, MN: Liturgical Press, 2003), and 
Amy Kalmanofsky, Dangerous Sisters in the Hebrew Bible (Minneapolis: 
Fortress Press 2014), pp. 53–68. 

4  See, for example, Emmanuel Levinas, “The Temptation of Tempta-
tion,” on the famous rabbinic understanding of עמשנו השענ  (na‘aseh ve-
nish-ma‘, “we will do, and then we will hear”) in the Babylonian 
Talmud (henceforth b.), Shabbat 88b, in Nine Talmudic Readings 
(Bloomington: University of Indiana Press 1990), pp. 30–50.  

5  PRE is an aggadic, i.e. narrative, midrash, most likely composed in Pa-
lestine under Islamic rule. On the genre and provenance, See Rachel 
Adelman, The Return of the Repressed: Pirqe deRabbi Eliezer and the Pseu-
depigrapha (Leiden: Brill 2008), pp. 3–23 and 35–41.  
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Love and Death—Lover and Beloved 
 
 For the model of the transcendence of death at Sinai, Rosen-

zweig draws on the Greek myth of Alcestis (dramatized circa 438 BCE 
by Euripides).6 Betrothed to King Admetus, she willingly gives up her 
own life to save her husband’s: 

 
Against whom does death display its strength? Against 
the one whom it seizes. And love, of course, it seizes 
both, the lover as well as the beloved. But the beloved 
differently from the lover. It is in the lover that it origi-
nates. The beloved is seized: her love is already a re-
sponse to the being-seized… Moreover, nature has given 
only the woman, and not the man, the capacity to die for 
love… Thanatos can approach her, too, in the sweet 
name of Eros, and most often the most feminine of wo-
man… Her heart has already become firm in the tremors 
of love; it no longer needs the tremor of death. A young 
woman can be as ready for eternity, as a man only be-
comes when his threshold is crossed by Thanatos… Once 
touched by Eros, a woman is what man only becomes at 
the Faustian age of a hundred: ready for the final encoun-
ter—strong as death.7 

 
“By nature,” according to Rosenzweig, a woman is ready for 

death, for eternity, at the moment she is seized by love—which forti-
fies her to cross the boundary between life and death earlier than a 
man, within her own life-time.  

In mapping this “earthly analogy” onto Sinai, Rosenzweig sug-
gests that Israel, at the Revelation of the Torah, moves beyond death, 
which  

 

                                                
6  For a summary of the story, see “Alcestis” in the Encyclopaedia 

Britannica, as accessed at https://www.britannica.com/topic/ 
Alcestis-Greek-mythology on October 11, 2018. 

7  The Star, translation based on Hallo, p. 156 (modified in relation to Gal-
li, p. 169). 
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imprints everything created with the indelible stamp of 
its condition of creature, with the words ‘has been…’ 
[Whereas] Love knows only the present, it lives only out 
of the present, aspires only to the present… For the soul, 
Revelation is the lived experience of a present that, 
though resting on the existence of the past, does not 
dwell in it; on the contrary this present walks in the light 
of the divine countenance.8 
 

That is, the experience of receiving the Torah (through love) enables 
the mortal being in some way to transcend death by abiding in an eter-
nal present.  

Now, for Rosenzweig, it must be understood, Revelation is not 
the one-time encounter with God at Sinai upon the giving of the To-
rah, but the ongoing response to mitzvah in the present, to being com-
manded by the Torah, a carry-over of the original commanding pres-
ence of the ’Anokhi at Sinai9, and the command, “Love me,” which is 
imbedded in the ritual declaration of the Shema‘.10 Famously, when 
Rosenzweig was asked whether he laid tefillin, he would answer: “Not 

                                                
8  Ibid., p. 156. 
9  I.e., the utterance of “’Anokhi (“I am”) the LORD your God who 

brought you out of the land of Egypt…” (Exodus 20:2 and Deuterono-
my 5:6). 

10  See the discussion on “the Commandment:” 
 
But the ‘Love me!’ [of the first paragraph of the Shema’, Deu-
teronomy 6:5] of the lover—that is wholly perfect ex-
pression, wholly pure language of love. It is the imperative 
commandment, immediate, born of the moment… (The Star, 
trans. Hallo, pp. 175–176). 
 

Rosenzweig elaborates further: “The imperative of the commandment 
makes no provision for the future; it can only conceive of the 
immediacy of obedience” (p. 177).  
On Rosenzweig’s concept of ongoing revelation and the centrality of 
love, see Benjamin Sommer’s discussion in Revelation and Authority: Si-
nai in Jewish Scripture and Tradition (New Haven and London: Yale Uni-
versity Press 2015), pp. 104–105, and Jon D. Levenson, The Love of God 
(Princeton and Oxford: Princeton University Press 2016), pp. 188–197. 
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yet.”11 The ongoing experience of Revelation in the ideal practice of 
halakhah would enable the “external voice of God” in the Law (Gesetz) 
to be transformed into a personal imperative that proceeded from 
within, as Commandment (Gebot).12 The sense of being commanded 
[metzuvveh], paradoxically, invites the heteronomy, literally “Law of 
the Other,” hetero-nomos of Revelation, into the experience of autono-
my, the intimate enclave of the self, auto-nomos. This tension between 
the authority of Sinai—as an external, commanding, historically-
bound voice from the past—and the private conscience of the indivi-
dual constitutes the greatest challenge of Revelation today. 

While I am keenly aware that these categories—autonomy and 
heteronomy—are post-Kantian, they can be mapped onto the aggadic, 
i.e., narrative, reading of Sinai, with Rosenzweig as our bridge. In turn, 
the narrative and poetic imagery of the ’aggadah can help us navigate 
the modern phenomenological concepts. In the rabbinic corpus, the 
Sinai theophany may be understood as a passionate consummation, 
which entails a suspension of individual autonomy, a kind of trance 
or ecstasy—literally, an “ek-statis…removal of mind or body from normal 
function.”13 Alternatively, Revelation may be described as being whol-
ly present in the body, yet transcending mortality through the experi-
ence of the divine presence.  
 
 
Theophany: A Breakdance or Passionate Embrace 

 
This experience of “the Present,” the beloved seized by love, is 

beautifully captured by the midrash on Israel’s wavering to the very 
                                                
11  Alan T. Levenson recounts this story in his essay on Franz 

Rosenzweig, An Introduction to Modern Jewish Thinkers: From Spinoza to 
Soloveitchik, 2nd ed. (Oxford, UK: Rowman & Littlefield 2006), p. 93. 

12  This distinction between Gesetz, the objective or external source of 
Law, and Gebot, the subjective experience of being commanded by law 
(as mitzvah), is elucidated in Rosenzweig’s essay Die Bauleute (The 
Builders, 1923), and draws heavily upon the philosophy of Immanuel 
Kant. See Alan Levenson, Modern Jewish Thinkers: An Introduction 
(Northvale, NJ: Jason Aronson Inc. 2000), p. 112; see also Levenson’s 
excellent chapter on the impact of Immanuel Kant on modern Jewish 
thought; ibid., pp. 321–325. 

13  The Oxford Classical Dictionary (3rd ed. revised), p. 505. 
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borders of their being in the Mekhilta de-Rabbi Ishmael. In the biblical 
account, the Israelites react in trembling terror to ֹתלֹוּקַה  (ha-qolot)—
having literally seen “the sounds/voices”):14  

 
 רָהָה תֶאְו רָפֹּׁשַה לֹוק תֵאְו םִדיִּפַּלַה תֶאְו ֹתלֹוּקַה תֶא םיִאֹר םָעָה לָכְו
 :קֹחָרֵמ ּודְמַעַּיַו ּועֻנָּיַו םָעָה אְרַּיַו ןֵׁשָע

And all the people saw the sounds and the light-flashes 
and the sound of the Shofar and the smoking mountain, 
and they were afraid, trembling, and stood far off.15 

  
Instead of breaking through the boundary at the base of the 

mountain, as anticipated by God’s repeated warnings (Exodus 19:12–
13, 21, and 24), the Israelites surge back.16 The exegetical prompt for 
the Mekhilta is found in the tension between the two verbs, ּועֻנָּיַו  (va-
yanu’u, “they wavered”) and ּודְמַעַּיַו  (va-ya’amdu, “they stood”). How 
could they both “stand” (still) and also “waver?”17 The midrash com-
ments:  
                                                
14  The term qolot (in Exodus 20:15 of the standard Hebrew Masoretic [i.e., 

traditional] text—MT hereon), “sounds/voices,” is often translated as 
“thunder” (NJPS—New Jewish Publication Society translation of Ta-
nakh, 1985; NRSV—the New Revised Standard Version, 1989) or 
“thunderings” (KJV—King James Version, 1611; JPS—first Jewish 
Publication Society translation of The Holy Scriptures, 1917); but the 
singular qol is repeatedly used to refer to the sound of the shofar blast 
or the voice/sound of God (Exodus 19:19). See the discussion in Benja-
min Sommer, “Revelation at Sinai in the Hebrew Bible and in Jewish 
Theology,” Journal of Religion 79:3 (1999), pp. 422–451, esp. p. 428. 

15  Exodus 20:15 MT; author’s translation. 
16  Higher Biblical Criticism ascribes these to different sources. For a 

pointed reading of the contradictions between the various strands in 
Exodus chapters 19–20, and 24, see Baruch Schwartz, “What Really 
Happened at Mount Sinai? Four Biblical Answers to One Question,” 
Bible Review 12, no. 5 (October 1997), 20–46, esp. pp. 23–25. See also 
Sommer, “Revelation at Sinai,” 426–429. 

17  The verb ּועֻנָּי  meaning—([nun-vav-‘ayin] נ-ו-ע va-yanu’u, with the root) ַו
to quake, tremble, or quaver—is a term that describes the wavering of 
trees (as in Judges 9:9, 11, and 13). The prophet Isaiah uses the verb 
metaphorically: “ ַחּור יֵנְּפִמ רַעַי יֵצֲע ַעֹונְּכ ֹוּמַע בַבְלּו ֹובָבְל עַנָּיַו ” (“their hearts 
and the hearts of their people trembled as trees of the forest sway be-
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 לארשי ויהש דיגמ ;לימ רשע םינשמ ץוח ,"...קוחרמ ודמעיו"
 ,לימ רשע םינש םהינפל ןירזוחו לימ רשע םינש םהירוחאל םיעתרנ
 םיכלהמ ואצמנ ,רובידו רוביד לכ לע לימ העבראו םירשע ירה
 ה"בקה רמא העש התואב .לימ םיעבראו םיתאמ םויה ותואב
 "ןּודֹּדִי ןּודֹּדִי תֹואָבְצ יֵכְלַמ" ,םכיחא תא ועייסו ודד תרשה יכאלמל
 תרשה יכאלמ אלו .הרזחב ןודודיו הכילהב ןודודי ,)גי:חס 'הת(
 "יִנֵקְּבַחְּת ֹוניִמיִו יִׁשֹאר תַחַּת ֹולֹאמְׂש" ,ה"בקה ףא אלא ,דבלב
 .)ו :ב ש”הש(

And they stood afar off (Exodus 20:15). Beyond twelve mil.18 
This  tells that the Israelites were startled and moved 
backward twelve mil and then again, returning, moved 
forward twelve mil—twenty-four mil at each dibbur (“ut-
terance”), thus covering two hundred and forty mil on 
that day. Then God said to the ministering angels: Go 
down, and assist your brothers, as it is said: “The kings 
of the armies they flee, they flee [yiddodun, yiddodun]! 
(Psalms 68:13 MT);19 [that is, they are in headlong flight, 
staggering after the Israelites]—they yiddodun ba-halikhah 

                                                
fore a wind”) (Isaiah 7:2). They are seized with terror in response to 
attack: “King Rezin of Aram and King Pekah son of Remaliah of Israel 
marched upon Jerusalem to attack it” (Isaiah 7:1). 

18  A mil is about 2000 amot, about 1 km; 12 mil constitutes the outer 
boundary of the desert encampment; see Rashi on Babylonian Tal-
mud, Shabbat 88b. 

19  I draw from the NRSV translation: “The kings of the armies they flee, 
they flee!” (Psalms 68:12). Alternatives read: “did flee apace” (KJV), or 
“are in headlong flight” (NJPS, v. 13). But this could be, in rabbinic 
“creative philology,” a play on the words dod (“lover”), dodim (“love”), 
or yedid (“friend”). On the level of plain meaning, the root נ-ד-ד (nun-
dalet-dalet) conveys (in the qal, here a participle verb form) to flee, re-
treat, run away as in Isaiah 10:31, 21:15, and 33:3; but also to wander, 
flutter, or stray. See Francis Brown, Samuel Rolles Driver, and Charles 
Augustus Briggs; A Hebrew and English Lexicon of the Old Testament 
(Oxford, U.K.: Clarendon Press, 1906), entry 5903, p. 622. 
The NRSV and KJV translations are based on the versification in the 
Christian canon and therefore occasionally differ from the MT. 
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(“hasten after them as they lurch back”), and yiddodun ba-
ḥazarah (“hasten them to return”). And not only did the 
ministering angels assist Israel, but the Holy One, 
blessed be He, Himself also did,20 as it is said: “His left 
hand is under my head and His right hand embraces me” 
(Song of Songs 2:6).21 
 
What is described in the Mekhilta is a kind of shuckling dance, 

the swaying of worshippers bent in prayer. They are drawn forward 
and leap back, darting to and fro like a flickering flame, like the ratzo’ 
vashov of the heavenly creatures in Ezekiel’s vision of the Chariot (Eze-
kiel 1:14). At first, it is merely the angels, in headlong flight (pursuing 
the Israelites), who carry them back to Mount Sinai—identified as 
“ ןּודֹּדִי ןּודֹּדִי  תֹואָבְצ  יֵכְלַמ  ” (“The kings of the armies they flee, they 
flee!”)22. Deploying rabbinic “creative philology,” the repeated ןּודֹּדִי  
(yiddodun) resonates with the words דוד  (dod, “lover”), דידי  (yedid, 
“friend”), or even םידוד  (dodim, “erotic love”). But, when the Divine 
Hosts are exhausted by the marathon, it is God who must intervene, 
cradling them Himself in His arms, as the quote from Song of Songs 
suggests: “ יִנֵקְּבַחְּת ֹוניִמיִו יִׁשֹאר תַחַּת ֹולֹאמְׂש ” (“His left hand is under my 
head, and His right hand embraces me”)23. Is it a chase? A loving em-
brace? Perhaps a breakdance? The image conveys a choreography of 
ambivalence, desire to hear the word of God, to be privy to prophecy 
in the direct Revelation at Sinai, and the terror of all that entails. They 

                                                
20  Here I identify God in explicitly male language, following the cue of 

the midrashic narrative and the analogy to the male lover in Song of 
Songs. 

21  Mekhilta deRabbi Ishmael Baḥodesh Yitro 9 (ed. H.S. Horovitz and I. 
A. Rabin, 2nd ed., Jerusalem 1960), p. 236. The words in square brackets 
are added for clarification. For an alternative version, see ed. J. Lauter-
bach, Mekilta deRabbi Ishmael, Vol. 2 (Philadelphia: JPS 1993), p. 340. 
For parallel midrashic accounts, see Babylonian Talmud, Shabbat 88b; 
Exodus Rabbah Yitro 29:4 and 9; Song of Songs Rabbah 5:1 (on Song of 
Songs 2:6); Tanḥuma (ed. Buber) VaYikra 1:1; Tanḥuma Yelammeden-
nu VaYikra 1:1; and Pirqe deRabbi Eliezer 41. 

22  Psalms 68:13. 
23  Song of Songs 2:6. 
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flee to the limits of the camp,24 for hearing the word of God moves 
them to the limits of their very being. In Deuteronomy, the mountain 
is described, like the burning bush, as being “ םִיַמָּׁשַה בֵל דַע ׁשֵאָּב רֵעֹּב ” 
(“ablaze with flames to the very skies [literally, the heart of the Heav-
ens]”), though not consumed, “ לֶפָרֲעַֽו ןָנָע ךְךֶׁשֹח ” (“dark with the densest 
clouds”).25 “The LORD spoke to the people out of the fire, but they per-
ceived no shape—nothing but a voice” (v. 12). In a deeply existential way, 
the Israelites were the heart of that flame and, yet, like the burning 
bush, not consumed.26 

The Israelites then beseech Moses to intervene:  
 
 םיִֹהלֱא ּונָּמִע רֵּבַדְי־לַאְו הָעָמְׁשִנְו ּונָּמִע הָּתַא־רֶּבַּד הֶׁשֹמ־לֶא ּורְמֹאּיַו
  :תּומָנ־ןֶּפ

And they said to Moses: “Speak you with us, and we will 
hear/heed, and let God not speak with us lest we die.”27  

 
Moses affirms the terror of death that they experience at the base of 
Sinai as a necessary trial:  
 

 הֶיְהִּת רּובֲעַבּו םיִֹהלֱאָה אָּב םֶכְתֶא תֹוּסַנ רּובֲעַבְל יִּכ ּואָריִּת־לַא
 :ּואָטֱחֶת יִּתְלִבְל םֶכיֵנְּפ־לַע ֹותָאְרִי

Be not afraid; for God has come only in order to test you 
and in order for the fear of Him to be ever with you—so 
that you do not go astray.28 

 
How much of the Torah or Decalogue was actually heard before the 
people asked Moses to intervene is a matter of debate—from the maxi-
mal: all Five Books of the Torah (and 613 mitzvot); to the minimal: only 
the first two of the Ten Commandments, or just the silent ’alef of the 

                                                
24  See Rashi’s comment on the 12 mil (b. Shabbat 88b).  
25  Deuteronomy 4:11. 
26  See the discussion in Avivah Zornberg, Particulars of Rapture: Reflec-

tions on Exodus (New York: Doubleday 2001), pp. 278–279. 
27  Exodus 20:16; cf. Deuteronomy 5:21–24 MT. 
28  Exodus 20:17. 
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’Anokhi, (Exodus 20:2).29 The implication of the latter is that the Israel-
ites request intervention during the Revelation, not after.  

In Exodus, but even more so in the Deuteronomistic account, it 
is this fear of the experience of God’s voice (qol) that prompts Moses 
to become the intermediary. Specifically, the Israelites pronounce 
their terror in response to the fire of the theophany: 

 
 ּונְחַנֲא םיִפְסֹי םִא תֹאּזַה הָלֹדְּגַה ׁשֵאָה ּונֵלְכֹאת יִּכ תּומָנ הָּמָל הָּתַעְו
 לֹוק עַמָׁש רֶׁשֲא רָׂשָּב לָכ יִמ יִּכ :ּונְתָמָו דֹוע ּוניֵֹהלֱא 'ה לֹוק תֶא ַעֹמְׁשִל
 :יִחֶּיַו ּונֹמָּכ ׁשֵאָה ךְךֹוּתִמ רֵּבַדְמ םיִּיַח םיִֹהלֱא

So now why should we die? For this great fire will con-
sume us; if we hear the voice of the LORD our God any 
longer, we shall die. For who is there of all flesh that has 
heard the voice of the living God speaking out of fire, as 
we have, and remained alive?30 
 

 
Near Death: Too Close to the Flames 

 
 It is precisely this proximity to the consuming fire (the modus 

vivendi of God’s presence)31 that prompts the midrash to imagine that 
God thereupon draws rain and dew from heaven to quench the fire, 

                                                
29  In the minimalist reading, the experience of recoil in Exodus 20:15–16 

took place during the Revelation not after it, despite the alignment in 
the Torah. See Song of Songs Rabbah 1:2—in which the range of 
opinions are debated (discussed by Benjamin Sommer in Revelation 
and Authority, pp, 77–78). See also R. Yosef Qara (France, 1065–1135) 
quoted in the commentary of Bekhor Shor on Exodus 20:1. The Hasidic 
Rebbe Naftali Tzevi Horowitz of Ropshitz (d. 1827), quoting his teach-
er, Menachem Mendel of Rymanov (d. 1815), maintained that they on-
ly heard the silent ’alef of the ’Anokhi (discussed in Sommer, Revelation 
and Authority, pp. 89–92). 

30  Translation from NRSV; paralleling MT Deuteronomy 5:21–24 MT. 
31  God appears in the mode of fire at the burning bush (Exodus 3:2), at 

Sinai (Exodus 19:18 and Deuteronomy 5:4), in the consecration of the 
Tabernacle (Leviticus 9:23–24), with Elijah at Mount Carmel (1 Kings 
18:38), and at the inauguration of Solomon’s Temple (at least accord-
ing to 2 Chronicles 7:1).  
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and spare the Israelites—inspired by the Sinai motif in Psalms 68. The 
Mekhilta continues: 

 
 תמחמ ןיבהלושמ לארשי ויהש יפל רמוא יאעליא יברב הדוהי 'ר
 םייח לט וליזה ,דובכ יננעל אוה ךורב שודקה רמא ןלעמ לש שאה
 םיליהת( 'וגו ״םיִֹהלֱא יֵנְּפִמ ּופְטָנ םִיַמָׁש ףַא הָׁשָעָר ץֶרֶא" 'נש ,ינב לע
 .)י–ט :חס םילהת( ״ךָךְתָלֲחַנ םיִֹהלֱא ףיִנָּת תֹובָדְנ םֶׁשֶּג" רמואו ,)ח:חס

R. Judah b. Il‘ai says: As the Israelites were scorched by 
the heat of the fire from above, the Holy One, blessed be 
He, said to the clouds of glory: Drop the dew of life upon 
My children, as it is said: “The earth trembled, the sky 
rained because of God, [this Sinai, because of God, the 
God of Israel]” (Ps. 68:9; cf. Judg. 5.4),32 and it also says: 

                                                
32  In fuller context: 
 

 םִיַמָׁש ףַא הָׁשָעָר ץֶרֶא :הָלֶס ןֹומיִׁשיִב ךָךְּדְעַצְּב ךָךֶּמַע יֵנְפִל ךָךְתאֵצְּב םיִֹהלֱא
 ףיִנָּת תֹובָדְנ םֶׁשֶּג :לֵאָרְׂשִי יֵֹהלֱא םיִֹהלֱא יֵנְּפִמ יַניִס הֶז םיִֹהלֱא יֵנְּפִמ ּופְטָנ
 :ּהָּתְנַנֹוכ הָּתַא הָאְלִנְו ךָךְתָלֲחַנ םיִֹהלֱא

O God, when you went out before your people, 
when you marched through the wilderness, Selah 
the earth quaked, the heavens poured down rain 
at the presence of God, zeh Sinai (“the God of Sinai”), 
at the presence of God, the God of Israel. 
Rain in abundance, O God, you showered abroad; 
you restored your heritage when it languished… (Based on 
NRSV translation, Psalms 68:7–9; MT, ibid. 68:8–10.) 

 
It is the reference to the “God of Sinai,” or, rather, “this Sinai” [zeh 
Sinai], that seems to undergird the midrash. The same wording 
appears in Judges 5 (the Song of Deborah, Shirat Devorah), though (in 
that context) with reference to the battle against King Jabin of Canaan 
and his commander, Sisera. Given that Shirat Devorah is characterized 
as one of the earliest linguistic layers in the Hebrew Bible, it could be 
that this description originally referred to Sinai and was coopted for 
the battle description here; the reference to Sinai follows (v. 5):  

 
 םַּג ּופָטָנ םִיַמָׁש םַּג הָׁשָעָר ץֶרֶא םֹודֱא הֵדְּׂשִמ ךָךְּדְעַצְּב ריִעֵּׂשִמ ךָךְתאֵצְּב 'ה
 :לֵאָרְׂשִי יֵֹהלֱא 'ה יֵנְּפִמ יַניִס הֶז 'ה יֵנְּפִמ ּולְזָנ םיִרָה :םִיָמ ּופְטָנ םיִבָע
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“You released a bountiful rain, O God; when Your inheri-
tance [languished, You sustained it]” (Ps. 68:10). 
 
This mythic account of Sinai, drawing on the poetic imagery of 

Psalm 68 and Judges 5, where the mountain quakes, the heavens pour 
forth rain, the clouds drip dew in response to God’s compassionate 
summons, is more than personification of nature, more that an expres-
sion of “prosopopeia” (Sir Philip Sidney’s term), a rendering in verbal 
terms that which cannot be seen by eyes of the flesh.33 According to 
Murray Krieger:  

 
The prosopopeia is a form of personification which gives 
a voice to that which does not speak and thereby gives 
presence to that which is absent. Through this figure, Sid-
ney argues, God enters David’s poem (we are made to 
“see God coming in his majesty”). It is as if this figure is 
made to serve the larger objective of enargeia, the verbal 
art of forcing us to see vividly. Through “the eyes of the 
mind”—an appropriately Platonic notion—we are 
shown the coming of God and his “unspeakable and ev-
erlasting beauty.” Here, then, are words invoking a visi-
ble presence, though of course to “the eyes of the mind” 
alone. Though God’s may be only a figurative entrance, 
through His personified creatures, the poet makes us, “as 

                                                
O LORD, when You came forth from Seir, advanced from 
the country of Edom, the earth trembled; the heavens 
dripped, yea, the clouds dripped water. The mountains 
quaked—before the LORD, zeh Sinai (“Him of Sinai”), be-
fore the LORD, God of Israel. (Based on NRSV translation, 
Judges 5:4–5.) 

 
The Rabbinic sources quote either Psalm 68 or Judges 5. 

33  See the discussion in Daniel Boyarin’s essay, “The Sea Resists: Midrash 
and the (Psycho)Dynamics of Intertextuality,” in Poetics Today 10:4 
(1989), pp. 661–667. 
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it were,” see this entrance. He is there, in His living crea-
tion, and absent no longer.34 
 
But the Mekhilta does more; it has narrativized the drama of na-

ture in response to the theophany. Nature does not merely mirror hu-
man emotion or dress the coming of God’s Presence in trembling 
leaves or quaking earth. It dramatizes God’s compassionate response 
to the near-death encounter at Sinai, when the Israelites (moth-like) 
came too close to the flames and were scorched: “  ןיבהלושמ לארשי ויהש

שאה תמחמ ” (“the Israelites were enthralled [or enflamed] because of 
the fire”), or (in the language of the Tosefta), “  ינפמ ןיחלתשמ לארשי ויהו
שא ” (“the Israelites were released [or sent] into the fire”).35 In either 

case, these tannaitic sources do not imply an actual experience of 
death but a mere brush with death. When the heavens pour forth rain 
or the clouds drip cool drops, nature quenches the fire before Israel is 

                                                
34  Murray Krieger, "Poetic Presence and Illusion: Renaissance Theory 

and the Duplicity of Metaphor," Critical Inquiry 5 (1979), pp. 597–619, 
esp. pp. 601–602. 

35  See Tosefta ‘Arakhin (Zuckermandel edition) 1:10: 
 

 םינש ןהירוחאל ןיכשמנ ינס רה ינפל ןידמוע לארשי ויהש וניצמ ןכו
 העברא רובדו רובד לכ לע לימ רשע םינש םהינפל ןיאב לימ רשע
 ןהל רמא שא ינפמ ןיחלתשמ לארשי ויהו רורב םויה היה לימ םירשעו
 ריעשמ ךתאצב י"י 'נש ינב ינפל לט וצבר דובכ יננעל אוה ךורב שודקה
 םשג 'נש םימשגו םיללט םהינפל ץיברמ ה"בקהו םודא ידשמ ךדעצב
 :׳גו םיהלא ףינת תובדנ

And so we find that the Israelites stood at Mount Sinai, 
drawn back 12 mil and advancing forward 12 mil—at every 
single utterance, 24 mil. Clear as day, the Israelites were sent 
into the fire.  The Holy One, blessed be He, said the Clouds 
of Glory, “Gather dew for My children,” as it says: “LORD, 
when you went out from Seir, when you marched from the 
region of Edom,” (Judges 5:4 NRSV), the Holy One, blessed 
be He, caused the dew to gather, as it says, “Rain in abun-
dance, O God, you showered abroad” (Psalm 68:9 NRSV [v. 
10, MT]). 
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consumed. While this divine command essentially saves them, it also 
dampens their desire for more.  

 
 

Death and Resurrection at Sinai 
 

By contrast, later rabbinic work of the Amoraic period (from the 
3rd to 6th century) and beyond36 conjecture a death and resurrection—
not by fire but by exposure to the divine presence. I will analyze the 
passage in the late midrash of PRE, chapter 41, which—while acknow-
ledging its dependence and overlap with earlier rabbinic sources—
has the most elaborate account of the near-death encounter at Sinai. 
This chapter does not align chronologically with the prior one (PRE 
40, on the burning bush), or the next (PRE 42, on the Exodus from 
Egypt), but, rather, chapter 41 follows the list of Ten Descents:37 in the 
fourth descent, God promises to go down to Egypt with Jacob (PRE 
39, cf. Genesis 46:3); in the fifth descent, God descends into the burning 
bush (PRE 40, cf. Exodus 3:8); and, in the sixth, God alights upon 
Mount Sinai (PRE 41, cf. Exodus 19:20). The composition then primes 

                                                
36  As in the Babylonian Talmud Shabbat 88b, Exodus Rabbah (Yitro 29:4, 

9), Song of Songs Rabbah 5:1 (on Song of Songs 2:6), Tanḥuma (ed. 
Buber) VaYiqra 1:1, Tanḥuma Yelammedennu VaYiqra 1:1, and PRE 41. 

37 “The Ten Descents” in PRE refers to the ten occasions when God 
“descends” to the world in order to intervene in history, either to pun-
ish or to save. The list of the ten descents appears in PRE 14 (albeit 
flawed in the first printed edition). Here is a translation of the list, with 
corrections from the manuscripts:  

 
God descended to the world in ten descents, as follows: 1) 
in the Garden of Eden, 2) during the generation of the dis-
persion [Tower of Babel], 3) in Sodom, 4) in the burning 
bush, 5) in Egypt, 6) at Mount Sinai, 7) in the cleft of the rock 
[after the sin of the ‘golden calf’], 8) and 9) twice in the Tab-
ernacle, 10) and in the Future to Come. 

 
See the discussion in Adelman, Return of the Repressed, p. 23. 
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us for the juxtaposition of the theophany at the burning bush and the-
ophany at Sinai. From PRE 41 (2nd printed ed.38):  

 
 יכנא״ רמאל הלאה םירבדה לכ תא םיהלא רבדיו ?הירתב ביתכ המ
 ןושאר לוק אצי )ב–א :כ תומש( ״...ךיתאצוה רשא ךיהלא ’יי
 םירהה 40וחרב תורהנהו םימיהו 39ונממ ושער ץראהו םימשהו
 ויח לואשבש םיתמהו 42וערכ תונליאה לכו 41וטטומתנ תועבגהו
 ״םויה 43דמע ונמע הפ ונשי רשא תא יכ״ רמאנש םהילגר לע ודמעו

                                                
38  There is no published critical edition of PRE, so I have selected the text 

from the Warsaw 1852, second printed edition (as published by 
Börner-Klein, Pirke de-Rabbi Elieser), providing reference to alternative 
manuscript and printed versions in the footnotes.  For details, see 
Adelman, Return of the Repressed, pp. 306–307.  

39  The earthquake and storm are one way God manifests Himself in 
nature, “ ֹוּכְרַּד הָרָעְׂשִבּו הָפּוסְּב 'ה ” (“His way is in the whirlwind and 
storm”) (Nahum 1:3). See Judges 5:4 (which we have already read as a 
reference to Sinai) and Joel 4:16 and Nahum 1:5. 

40  Based on Psalms 114:3. 
41  See Nahum 1:5 (above), Habakuk 3:6.  
42  As in Psalms 29:5, 9. But because the verbal root of כ-ר-ע (kaf-reysh-

‘ayin, “fall prostrate/genuflect”) does not collocate with trees, Rav Da-
vid Luria (“Radal”), in his 19th commentary on PRE, suggests “ḥolel 
’eylot” (“the calving of the hinds/deer”), as in Job 39:1 (though this 
phenomenon, wholly natural, even mundane, does not resonate with 
nature’s response to theophany in the poetic passages of Psalms and 
Prophets to which PRE alludes). See Radal on PRE 41, n. 44, repr. Jeru-
salem 1963. 

43  In the 1st printed ed. (Vienna [ האיציניו דמוע :(1544 ,[  (‘omed, “standing”). 
Radal comments (PRE 41, n. 45) on the use of the verb ‘amad (“stood”) 
and suggests that the dead are made to stand as in Ezekiel’s vision in 
the Valley of the Dry Bones (Ezekiel 37:10, cf. 2 Kings 13:21 and the 
end of Daniel [12:2]): “When the dead man came in contact with Eli-
sha’s bones, he came to life and stood up” (2 Kings 13:21), and in the 
midrashic paraphrase: “They [at Sinai] stood [but only] on that day 
[ha-yom]” (Deuteronomy 29:14). 
The resurrection of the dead is a prominent theme throughout PRE. 
Isaac sets the precedent in the aftermath of the ‘Aqedah (PRE 31–32), 
with a whole chapter devoted to the topic (ibid., 34). Most significantly 
with regard to our topic, the soul “beholds” the Shekhinah (“Divine 
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 םש תורודה לכ ףוס דע תוארבהל םידיתעה לכו )די :טכ םירבד(
 ״םויה ונמע הפ ונניא רשא תאו״ רמאנש יניס רהב םהמע ודמע
 לוק אציו ותמו םהינפ לע ולפנ םייח םהש לארשיו )די :טכ םירבד(

 ונא ןיא וניבר השמ השמל ורמאו םהילגר לע ודמעו 44ויחו ינש
 ישפנ״ רמאנש ונתמש םשכ ונתמו ה״בקה לש ולוק עומשל ןילוכי
 ונמע התא רבד השמ לא ורמאיו״ ביתכו )ו :ה ש״הש( ״ורבדב האצי
 חלשו ול ברעו לארשי לש ןלוק ]תא[ ה״בקה )טי :כ תומש( ״העמשנו
 לא והושיגהו ונוצרכ אלש השמ לש וידיב וזחאו לאירבגלו לאכימל
 .)אכ :כ תומש( ״לפרעה לא שגנ השמו״ רמאנש לפרעה

What is written after that? “And God spoke all these 
words, saying: “I, the LORD, am your God who took you 
out…” (Exodus 20:1–2). The voice of the first (utterance) 
went forth, and the heavens and earth quaked from it, 
and the waters and rivers fled, and the mountains and 
hills trembled, and all the trees fell prostrate, and the 
dead in Sheol were revived and stood on their feet, as it 
is said, “not only with those who are standing here with 
us this day…” (Deuteronomy 29:14), and those (also) 

                                                
Presence”) upon death and says, “No man shall see me and live” (Exo-
dus 33:20), but, upon dying, the human may see God (ibid.)! The ob-
verse may also be the case; because they behold the Shekhinah, they die. 
The classic midrashic corpus concerned with resurrection limits it to 
the End of Days (Numbers Rabbah 14:22, Tanḥuma BeMidbar 17;17, 
Midrash Psalms 103:5, and so forth). PRE, however, expounds exten-
sively on the resurrection scenes within the Bible and reads the quick-
ening of the dead into many more biblical episodes. This aligns with 
the sense of apocalyptic eschatology that runs throughout the work 
(see Adelman, Return of the Repressed, 5–21). So, when the Israelites be-
hold the full revelation of God’s self at Sinai—as they see the Divine 
Presence—they die. Norms would dictate that people fall on their fac-
es (i.e., םהינפ לע ולפיו , “they fell on their faces”) in supplication—or in 
order not to see, as Radal notes (PRE 41, n. 68; cf. Leviticus 9:24, 1 Kings 
18:39, and Ezekiel 1:28 and 3:23). Only by the grace of the second utter-
ance are they brought back to life as they ask to hear no more. For a 
list of parallel midrashic sources on Resurrection at Sinai, see footnote 
36. 

44  See the parallel in the Babylonian Talmud, Shabbat 88b, to be dis-
cussed later. 
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who in the future will be created—until the end of all the 
generations—stood there with them at Mount Sinai, as it 
is said, “but also with those who are not here with us to-
day” (ibid.), and the Israelites who were alive (then) fell 
upon their faces and died. The voice of the second (utter-
ance) went forth, and they were revived, and they stood 
upon their feet and said to Moses, “Moses, our teacher, 
we cannot hear the voice of the Holy One, blessed be He, 
for we shall die as we died (just now), as it is said, ‘My 
soul failed me when he spoke’ (Song of Songs 5:6), and 
‘And they said to Moses: ‘Speak you with us, and we will 
hear, [and let God not speak with us lest we die]’ (Exodus 
20:16).” The Holy One, blessed be He, heard the voice of 
Israel, and it was pleasing to Him, and He sent for Mi-
chael and Gabriel, and they took hold of the two hands 
of Moses against his will, and they brought him near 
unto the thick darkness, as it is said, “And Moses drew 
near unto the thick darkness where God was” (ibid., v. 
21). 
 
The extraordinary response of nature to the Sinai theophany is 

nearly ubiquitous in the rabbinic corpus, based on intimations in the 
biblical text (Exodus 19:16), and poetic elaborations in Psalms and Pro-
phets (Deuteronomy 33:2, Micah 1:3–4, Psalms 97:4, and so forth). 
Those metaphors, or (in Heinemann’s term) “condensed myths”45, are 
re-enlivened here: trembling mountains and skies, quaking of the 
earth, rushing waters, and fallen trees. But what makes this midrashic 
vignette unique is the explicit introduction of the Resurrection motif, 
not just for those standing at Sinai, but for all the dead. Drawing upon 
a homiletical interpretation on Parashat Nitzavim, Moses’ last exhorta-
tion to all of Israel, the author applies the verse as referring to the par-
ticipants in the renewal of the covenant in the Plains of Moab to Sinai, 
and extends it not only beyond the present generation to the future, 
but to the dead (from the past), as it says: “ םויה ונמע הפ ונניא רשא תאו ” 
(“but also with those who are not here with us today”) (Deuteronomy 

                                                
45  My translation of his term; Isaac Heinemann, Darkhei Ha-’Aggadah 

(“The Methods of Aggadah”) (Jerusalem: Magnes Press 1970), p. 19 and 
p. 203, n. 45. 
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29:14).46 Resurrection is wholly inclusive: all the dead stood on their 
feet and heard the opening of the Decalogue—so that the Sinai experi-
ence is pictured as an absolute encounter with Thanatos, a reversal of 
direction from that “undiscovered country from whose bourn no tra-
veler returns” (Hamlet 3.1).47 While those who had died were quick-
ened at the first utterance, those alive and present fell on their faces 
and died. The prooftext, quoted in PRE, draws from the passionate 
near-encounter between the beloved and her dod, the male lover in the 
Song of Songs—“ ורבדב האצי  My soul failed me [literally, left“) ” ישפנ
me] when he spoke.”48  The Israelites, then, were only resurrected 
with the second utterance. And they beg to hear no more. The author 
of PRE then explains why they heard only the first two of the dibberot 

                                                
46  This is a classic homiletical midrash on Parashat Nitzavim (see, for ex-

ample Tanḥuma Yelammedennu, Nitzavim 3; Tanḥuma [ed. Buber] Ni-
tzavim 8:8). In the biblical context, the scene concerns the renewal of 
the covenant in the plains of Moab (‘arvot Mo’av), as a “supplement” 
to the Revelation at Sinai: 

 
 ּוּנֶניֵא רֶׁשֲא תֵאְו ּוניֵֹהלֱא 'ה יֵנְפִל םֹוּיַה דֵמֹע ּונָּמִע הֹּפ ֹונְׁשֶי רֶׁשֲא תֶא יִּכ
 :םֹוּיַה ּונָּמִע הֹּפ

I am making this covenant, sworn by an oath, not only with 
you who stand here with us today before the LORD our 
God, but also with those who are not here with us today. 
(NRSV translation, Deuteronomy 29:14–15.) 

 
In context, the renewal of the covenant refers to the present generation 
and all future generations. But, in this homiletical interpretation (PRE 
41), it refers to all the past generations (the dead, who are made to 
stand—which is quickened by the voice of God), as well as to future 
generations. 
The parallel midrashic literature only intimates that “those who are 
not here with us today” (Deuteronomy 29:14), refers to the Jewish 
souls that have not yet been born (Exodus Rabbah, Yitro 28:6) or to 
those who have already died (Tanḥuma [ed. Buber] Nitzavim 8:8). 

47  The ‘Abode of the Dead’ is referred to in Akkadian Ancient Near East-
ern sources as “the land of no return” (māt la târi); see T. J. Lewis, “The 
Abode of the Dead,” in The Anchor Bible Dictionary, vol. 2, ed. D. N. 
Freedman (New York: Doubleday, 1992), pp. 101–111. 

48  Song of Songs 5:6. 
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[commandments]—one knocked them dead, presumably “  'ה יכנא
ךיהלא ” (“I am the LORD your God”) (Exodus 20:2), while the next 

brought them back to the land of the living, “  םירחא םיהלא ךל היהי אל
ינפ לע ” (“You shall have no other gods before me”)49. God then hears 

the pleas of Israel to withdraw from the experience of theophany, and 
Moses is forcibly drawn into the crucible, by God’s dynamic duo, Mi-
chael and Gabriel, presumably against his will.  

The same idea is conveyed in the Babylonian Talmud (Shabbat 
88b), combining the motifs of resurrection and the breakdance motion 
into the outer-limits of the camp (both homilies here attributed to Rab-
bi Yehoshua ben Levi): 

 
 ךורב שודקה יפמ אציש רובידו רוביד לכ :יול ןב עשוהי יבר רמאו
 ריש( "ורבדב האצי ישפנ" רמאנש ,לארשי לש ןתמשנ התצי אוה
 ינש רוביד ,ןתמשנ התצי ןושאר רובידמש רחאמו .)ו :ה םירישה
 .םתוא היחהו ,םיתמ וב תויחהל דיתעש לט דירוה – ?ולביק ךאיה
 ״]ּהָּתְנַנֹוכ הָּתַא הָאְלִנְו[ ךָךְתָלֲחַנ םיִֹהלֱא ףיִנָּת תֹובָדְנ םֶׁשֶּג״ רמאנש
 .)י – ט :חס םילהת(
 ךורב שודקה יפמ אציש רובידו רוביד לכ :יול ןב עשוהי יבר רמאו
 תרשה יכאלמ ויהו ,לימ רשע םינש ןהירוחאל לארשי ורזח אוה
 .)גי :חס 'הת( "ןּודֹּדִי ןּודֹּדִי תואָבְצ יֵכְלַמ” רמאנש ,ןתוא ןידדמ

Rabbi Yehoshua ben Levi said: at every single utterance 
that left the mouth of the Holy One blessed be He, the 
soul of Israelites left them, as it says: “ ורבדב האצי ישפנ ” 
(“My soul failed me [literally, left me] when he spoke”) 
(Song of Songs 5:6), for, from the first utterance, their 
souls left them. [With regard to] the second utterance—
how did they receive it? [God caused] dew to drop, 
which would, in the future, quicken the dead, and resur-
rected them, as it says, “The sky rained because of God, 
[this Sinai, because of God, the God of Israel when Your 
inheritance [languished, You sustained it]” (Psalms 68:9–
10).  
Rabbi Yehoshua ben Levi said: at every utterance that left 
the mouth of the Holy One blessed be He, the Israelites 

                                                
49  Exodus 20:3. 
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moved backward twelve mil, and the ministering angels 
led them back: “The kings of the armies they flee, they 
flee [yiddodun, yiddodun]!” (Psalms 68:13, MT).50 
 
While the Talmud, drawing from Song of Songs 5:6 and Psalms 

68:9–10 (like the Mekhilta), suggests that there was a death and resur-
rection of sorts, not all the dead of the past were quickened with the 
first dibbur (“commandment”) as the author of PRE 41 suggests. That 
is, the word of God has the power to slay, but more importantly to en-
liven in the latter midrash. While the first dibbur awakens all the dead, 
“those who are not here with us today” (Deuteronomy 29:14), the se-
cond enlivens only those who could not withstand the first. “My soul 
failed me [literally: left me] when he spoke” (Song 5:6). According to 
PRE, it is not the rains or dew that quickens them, that sends their 
blood again pulsing through their arteries, but the word of God itself, 
as Hannah intoned in her prayer of thanksgiving: “The LORD deals 
death and gives life, / Casts down into Sheol and raises up” (1 Samuel 
2:6, NJPS). In PRE 10, these words are attributed to Jonah in his prayer 
within the belly of the Great Fish, before he was vomited onto dry 
ground.51 The reluctant prophet also experienced a three-day death (e-
vading the word of God) and a return to life when he relents, resum-
ing his mission. 

 
 

Conclusion: Into Life 
 
What then brings Israel back to a sense of life, to groundedness, 

following the ecstatic, and near-death, or perhaps even real death, en-
counter at Sinai? The tannaitic sources emphasize the people’s terror, 
a breakdance response to the very boundary of being—somewhere 
between near-death and ecstasy. The later midrash takes this further: 
where the Israelites actually expire and need to be revived and Moses’ 
takes up the role of intermediary, and allows them to continue a rela-
tionship with God, albeit indirectly. 

                                                
50  B. Shabbat 88b. 
51  For an expanded discussion of Jonah in relation to the resurrection 

motif in PRE 10, see Adelman, “Jonah’s Sojourn through the Nether-
world,” in Return of the Repressed, pp. 211–258. 
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How do we map this back onto the contemporary tension, as 
depicted by Rosenzweig, between heteronomy and autonomy, be-
tween God’s Law and individual conscience? Between the authority 
of Sinai and the ongoing experience of Revelation in one’s present en-
counter with Torah? To answer this, I’d like to return to the question 
of Love, through the story of Alcestis who serves as Rosenzweig’s fe-
minine model for Israel. According to the Greek legend, she willingly 
relinquishes her life on her wedding night to save her husband from 
death (who had been cursed by the Fates to a bed of snakes, when he 
failed to make any sacrifice to the goddess Artemis for his success in 
the hunt by which he had won Alcestis’ hand). For her, Eros over-
comes Thanatos or, at least, the fear of death. Their names speak to 
this very dynamic: Alcestis [Ἄλκηστις] from the Greek, alke [ἀλκὴ] 
meaning “valiant, brave, strong”, and Admetus [Ἄδµητος], meaning 
“untamed,” “untameable,” or perhaps impervious and invincible, like 
the adamantine stone. 

In Rainier Maria Rilke’s rendition of the myth, Alcestis address-
es the god who comes to claim her as the sacrificial stand-in for her 
husband: 

 
No other can be a substitute for him. I am. 
I am his ransom. For no one else is finished, 
as I am. What remains to me then of that 
which I was, here? That is it, yes, that I’m dying. 
Didn’t she tell you, Artemis, when she commanded this, 
that the bed, that one which waits inside, 
belongs to the other world below? I’m really taking leave. 
Parting upon parting. 
No one who dies takes more. I truly depart, 
so that all this, buried beneath him 
who is now my husband, melts and dissolves itself – 
So take me there: I die indeed for him.52 
 
The reason Alcestis is ready for death, willing to sacrifice her 

life in love for Admetus (echoing the Hebrew ‘ad mavet, “unto death,” 

                                                
52  Rainer Maria Rilke, “Alcestis”, translated by A. S. Kline (2001); 

https://www.poetryintranslation.com/PITBR/German/MoreRilke.
php#anchor_Toc527606965 (accessed Oct., 2018). 
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with an inter-linguistic pun), is precisely because she already belongs 
to that other world; she, like no one else, is “finished,” or, rather, com-
pleted. Love satiates the soul to the brim, completes the sense of being. 
Likewise, the word of God filled the Israelites to the brim such that 
they leapt to the borders of their collective being (12 mil, the boundary 
of the camp); or, in the other midrashic image, their souls left their bo-
dies. As death or dying, it is not an ecstatic experience, in the sense of 
“out-of-body,” but a total presence that fills the body to the limits of 
the skin with another Presence in love, manifest in the word of God. 
Only in this paradoxical way—Rosenzweig’s “not yet”—can the in-
dividual meet the commanding voice of Law.  

However, Alcestis returns from the Land of the Dead—rescued 
by Heracles from Hades. So Rosenzweig ends The Star, with the words 
Into Life, the promise of Eternal Life.53  Seized by love unto death, ‘azzah 
kha-mavet ’ahavah, the beloved returns to herself, dissolved in the rela-
tion of love with the Other, when Revelation finally culminates in the 
final Redemption. Both Rosenzweig, writing during the Weimar Re-
public in Germany after the “war to end all wars,” and PRE, composed 
after the Islamic conquest of Palestine in the 8th century, offer us a way 
to navigate the paradox of revelation through a myth of romantic love, 
in which one can live through the overwhelming encounter with the 
ultimate Other while holding onto the embodied, boundaried self.  
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53  See the discussion in Zachary Braiterman on Rosenzweig’s persistent 

obsession with death: “’Into Life’??! Franz Rosenzweig and the Figure 
of Death,” AJS Review, Vol. 23, No. 2 (1998), pp. 203–221. 
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PATRILINEAL DESCENT & THE SHAPING OF 
INTERMARRIAGE DISCOURSE IN AMERICAN 
JUDAISM1 

 
Zev Eleff 

 
 

In 1982, historian Jonathan Sarna issued a critique of the com-
mon acceptance of intermarriage in American Jewish life as a “dis-
ease” afflicting the Jewish community. The young professor argued 
that Jews ought to consider exogamy as an “unfortunate” and consid-
erable “defect” in an otherwise unprecedently positive situation in the 
United States. To him, intermarriage  

 
stems from our free, open and highly individualistic so-
ciety. Intermarriage must be accepted as normative—an 
unfortunate but inescapable result of our voluntaristic 
democratic system.2  
 
Much of the vociferous discussion about intermarriage was 

well within earshot of Sarna, whose intellectual home in those days 
was Hebrew Union College in Cincinnati. There, the faculty and stud-
ents at the Reform rabbinical seminary were hardly of one mind on 
the matter. At this particular moment, the Reform Movement was em-
broiled in a fierce debate over how Jewish status could be altered to 
keep intermarried women and men in the religious fold. Sarna’s com-

                                                
1  I have delivered various versions of this essay: once at the 2015 confer-

ence of the Association for Jewish Studies in Boston, and once at the 
2018 Rabbinical Assembly convention held in Chicago. I am grateful 
for the thoughtful discussion and comments at those sessions and the 
helpful recommendations offered by the editors of Zeramim. 

2  Jonathan D. Sarna, “Coping with Intermarriage,” Jewish Spectator 47 
(Summer 1982), p. 26. 
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ments reflected the need to get a better handle on the rhetoric and dis-
course that surrounded this crucial issue. 

For many Jews, “intermarriage,” as Sarna made clear, was 
viewed as a contagion, the root of an American assimilation epidemic 
that threatened the continuity of the Jewish people in the United 
States. Since the 1960s, Jewish leaders had watched as coreligionists 
“vanished” amid romantic comingling with gentiles.3 Fair or not, lay-
people and researchers singled out the Reform rabbinate for its inabili-
ty to stymie the trend.4 For a long time, there had been much ado over 
Reform rabbis who had made it their policy to officiate at intermar-
riages. In 1973, the Central Conference of American Rabbis (CCAR) 
had forbidden its members from officiating at mixed marriages.5 In 
the subsequent decade, the volume of the outcry increased to a fero-
cious decibel. Much of this had to do with the decision of the Reform 
rabbinical group to accept “patrilineal descent” as a valid determinant 
of Jewish identity. That is, on the face of it, the Reform community 
agreed to accept the children of Jewish fathers and non-Jewish 
mothers into its ranks to increase the number of women and men who 
could conceivably identify as Jewish.  

The CCAR’s decision represented a major shift in determining 
Jewish status. For almost two thousand years, matrilineal Jewishness 
was stated to be the essential factor to decide religious status.6 For 
many Reform rabbis, the change was motivated by an intermarriage 
rate that some claimed had climbed to about forty percent of Jewish 

                                                
3  See Thomas B. Morgan, “The Vanishing American Jew,” Look 28 (May 

5, 1964), pp. 42–46.  
4  See, for example, Bernard J. Bamberger, “Mixed Marriages: Some 

Reflections on a Debate,” CCAR Journal 11 (April 1963), pp. 19–22. 
5  See David Max Eichhorn, Jewish Intermarriages: Fact and Fiction 

(Satellite Beach: Satellite Books, 1974), pp. 127–35. 
6  See Shaye J. D. Cohen, The Beginnings of Jewishness: Boundaries, Varie-

ties, Uncertainties (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1999), 263–
307. There are areas of intra-Jewish identity that are determined by 
patrilineal descent. For example, membership to the priestly group (ke-
hunah) is determined based on the lineage of a Jew’s father. However, 
overall Jewish status, for the past millennia, has been a matter of matri-
lineal descent. 
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nuptials and an even larger swath of Jewish men.7 In these latter cases, 
traditional Jewish law considered the offspring of these unions non-
Jews. The new method to accept a larger number of children of inter-
marriage was viewed as advantageous to mute the clamor over mixed 
marriages and Jewish continuity. 

Yet, the architects of the patrilineal descent decision had more 
on their minds than intermarriage. Other scholars writing on the hala-
khic justifications and sociological underpinnings of the turn to patri-
lineality have overlooked a crucial point of this historical episode.8 In 
line with social commentators at that time, Reform Judaism’s acknow-
ledgement of patrilineal descent represented an acceptance of an 
American culture that allowed—or perhaps encouraged—women and 
men to “live in a world of choice.”9  

The leaders who spearheaded the move toward patrilineal de-
scent hoped to redefine the sometimes-interconnected notions of “sta-
tus” and “identity” in American Jewish life—while also curtailing the 
religious and demographic attrition due to intermarriage.10 I write 
“sometimes” because, according to traditional Jewish law, an individ-
ual’s personal religious identification has no bearing on her or his 

                                                
7  See Erich Rosenthal, “Studies in Jewish Intermarriage in the United 

States,” American Jewish Year Book 64 (1963), pp. 3–53.  
8  See, for example, Dana Evan Kaplan, Contemporary American Judaism: 

Transformation and Renewal (New York: Columbia University Press, 
2009), pp. 161–205; Sylvia Fishman, “Fathers of the Faith? Three De-
cades of Patrilineal Descent in American Reform Judaism,” The Jewish 
People Policy Institute (May 2013), pp. 1–47; and Joan S. Friedman, 
“Guidance, Not Governance”: Rabbi Solomon B. Freehof and Reform Re-
sponsa (Cincinnati: Hebrew Union College Press, 2013), pp. 248–51. See 
also the many articles in a special issue on patrilineal descent in Juda-
ism 34 (Winter 1985). For an exception to the aforementioned, see the 
terrific treatment of this issue in Samira K. Mehta, Beyond Chrismukkah: 
The Christian-Jewish Interfaith Family in the United States (Chapel Hill: 
University of North Carolina Press, 2018), pp. 78–111. 

9  See Peter L. Berger, The Heretical Imperative: Contemporary Possibilities 
of Religious Affirmation (Garden City: Anchor Press, 1979), p. 18. 

10  On these two terms, see David Ellenson and Daniel Gordis, Pledges of 
Jewish Allegiance: Conversion, Law, and Policymaking in Nineteenth- and 
Twentieth-Century Orthodox Responsa (Stanford: Stanford University 
Press, 2012), pp. 2–4. 
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status as a Jew. The traditional view of Halakhah requires matrilineal 
descent or the various ritual acts involved in formal conversion for en-
try into Jewish peoplehood. In fact, someone whose mother is Jewish 
but does not “identify” as Jewish is, in most cases, still very much a 
Jew in the traditional view of Halakhah.  

For a growing number within the Reform community, this 
seemed unfair and unwise. Patrilineal descent, thus, was a means to 
synergize status and identity. Moving forward, neither a claim to a 
Jewish mother nor to a Jewish father would be sufficient to obtain sta-
tus as a Jew. Instead, the patrilineal resolution determined that the 
“offspring of any mixed marriage is to be established through appro-
priate and timely public and formal acts of identification with the Jew-
ish faith and people.”11 Henceforth, affirmative Jewish identity 
emerged in Reform circles as the defining quality of Jewishness. Both 
status and identity were now understood as an individual’s choice. 
Patrilineal descent was therefore a uniquely American solution to the 
so-described “defect” within a pluralistic culture of “choice.”  

The trouble for Reform leaders was in the messaging. The 
CCAR never countenanced intermarriage, nor did it allow its mem-
bers to officiate at religiously mixed matrimonies. Yet, this was not at 
all apparent to American Jews in the 1980s. There was a widespread 
perception in this period that patrilineal descent represented “some 
kind of a nefarious plot to compel rabbis to officiate at mixed mar-
riages.”12 For many observers, the patrilineal decision had far more to 
do with identifying an ‘easy way out’ of the intermarriage dilemma 
than it concerned a dynamic attempt to merge Jewish personal identi-
ty with legal and religious status. Of course, this reaction had a great 
deal to do with Conservative and Orthodox rabbis’ and laypeople’s 
firm opposition to the patrilineal decision.13 Contextualized more 

                                                
11  “Report of the Committee on Patrilineal Descent on the Status of 

Children of Mixed Marriages,” CCAR Year Book 93 (1983), p. 154. 
12  Alexander M. Schindler, “Remarks by the President of the Union of 

American Hebrew Congregations,” CCAR Year Book 93 (1983), p. 65. 
13  See, for example, Ari L. Goldman, “Conservatives Reaffirm Rule on 

Determining Jewishness,” New York Times (March 12, 1985), p. A29; 
and Norman Lamm, “Seventy Faces,” Moment 11 (December 1986), pp. 
26–27. The former source indicates that there were some within the 
Conservative camp who were willing to reconsider matrilineal de-
scent. 
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broadly, it was also the result of a culture within the larger arena of 
American religion in the 1980s, marked by polarizing labels such as 
the “Christian Right” and “Liberals,” leaving little room for nuance 
and moderation.14 Both factors impelled one prominent Reform leader 
to admit in the mid-1980s: 

 
For some reason, which I have never quite been able to 
fathom, the passage of the resolution… triggered an ex-
plosion which has led directly to the question of Jewish 
unity being raised in alarm.15 
 

Ultimately, however, it was chiefly Reform Judaism’s inability to dis-
entangle the discussion of personal status from intermarriage that hin-
dered the movement’s attempt to stymie the concerns over religious 
exogamy. To the contrary, the patrilineal decision enhanced intermar-
riage anxieties and the general attention paid to it within and without 
Reform Judaism. Before long, it became an all-too-difficult task to per-
suade rabbinic and lay stakeholders to champion both components of 
the patrilineal descent decision and to telegraph a clear and persuasive 
message to American Jews. 

The idea for patrilineal descent and its attachment to concerns 
over intermarriage emerged in the late-1970s. In December 1979, Rab-
bi Alexander Schindler, president of the Union of American Hebrew 
Congregations, called for a change in Reform policy at the biennial as-
sembly in Toronto.16 Apart from Reconstructionist Judaism, the lead-
ing Jewish movements at that time all upheld matrilineal descent as 
the foundational marker of Jewish status.17 Schindler wished to 
                                                
14  See David John Marley, “Ronald Reagan and the Splintering of the 

Christian Right,” Journal of Church and State 48 (Autumn 2006), pp. 851–
68; and David Greenberg, “The Reorientation of Liberalism in the 
1980s,” in Living in the Eighties, eds. Gil Troy and Vincent J. Cannato 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2009), pp. 51–69. 

15  Joseph B. Glaser, “Will There Be One Jewish People?” in The Life of Co-
venant: The Challenge of Contemporary Judaism, Essays in Honor of Herman 
E. Schaalman, ed. Joseph A. Edelheit (Chicago: SCJ, 1986), p. 46. 

16  See Marjorie Hyer, “Change Proposed in Parental Link to Jews’ Line-
age,” Washington Post (December 8, 1979), p. A4. 

17  See Richard A. Hirsh, “Jewish Identity and Patrilineal Descent: Some 
Second Thoughts,” Reconstructionist (March 1984), pp. 25–34. 
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change that. “The status of Jew,” he declared, “should be conferred on 
any child, either of whose parents is Jewish, provided they both agree 
to raise their child Jewishly and do so.”18 The Reform spokesman be-
lieved he had sufficiently emphasized both pillars that scaffolded his 
patrilineal campaign: the threat of intermarriage and Jewish status de-
termined by pronounced and proactive Jewish identity. In the heat of 
the Cold War and amidst American Jewry’s widespread support for 
the State of Israel, Schindler conjured up the following image to argue 
his point: 

 
Let me give you a dramatic case in point: Traditional Ju-
daism denies the Jewishness of Ben Gurion’s grandson, 
because his mother was converted to Judaism by a Re-
form Rabbi. Yet it accords Jewishness to the grandchild 
of Khrushchev because the mother, Khrushchev’s daugh-
ter-in-law, was a Jewess.19 
 
This sort of dual-rhetoric was crucial in the broadcasting of the 

patrilineal decision. Owing to Schindler’s prominent profile, the re-
sponse to his call in Toronto was forceful and forthcoming. The Israel 
Movement for Progressive Judaism criticized Schindler for suggest-
ing, as that organization interpreted it, “that a child also be considered 
Jewish if only his father is Jewish.”20 Schindler responded, claiming 
that he had been misunderstood. His plan was not solely predicated 
on the acceptance of patrilineal descent. Rather, stated Schindler, “I 
would like the child’s rearing—and ultimately his or her self-defini-
tion—to be on a par with genealogical factors in determining Jewish-
ness.” But he did not consistently give equal weight to his own argu-
ment for the centrality of Jewish self-identification. This portion of the 
argument was lost in Schindler’s many references to intermarriage 
and his concern “to make certain that our grandchildren will be 

                                                
18  Hyer, “Change Proposed,” p. A1. 
19  Alexander M. Schindler, Reform Innovations and their Impact on Jewish 

Unity (Waltham: Brandeis University, 1988), pp. 12–13. See also Alex-
ander M. Schindler, “Who is a Jew?” Reform Judaism 11 
(Spring/Summer 1983), p. 2. 

20  “Reform Group Rejects Schindler Proposal,” Jerusalem Post (December 
11, 1979), p. 2. 
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Jews.”21 This latter sort of rhetoric was most appealing to rabbis and 
lay leaders hopeful to respond to the challenges of Jewish assimilation. 

In 1982, the CCAR held its annual meeting in New York. There, 
at the behest of Schindler, Rabbi Herman Schaalman’s Committee on 
Patrilineal Descent finally put forward its resolution that stated: 
“Where only one of the parents is Jewish, the Jewishness of a child is 
derivable from the Jewish parent, and is expressed by participation in 
Jewish life.”22 The opposition was fierce, stoked by the committee’s in-
sistence upon affirmative Jewish self-identification. Many members 
had planned to vote for patrilineal descent—but not under the pro-
posed terms. One CCAR member opined that he “would find even 
more offensive, totally unacceptable, any decision to deny automatic 
Jewish status to the child of a Jewish mother.” Another pointed to 
Schaalman and declared that “this amendment is basically against the 
Jewish people, Mr. Chairman.”23 

A third rabbi made it clear that much of the CCAR delegation 
had arrived in New York to solve the “intermarriage problem” rather 
than to transform Reform Judaism’s conception of religious status and 
identity:  

 
I hope everyone recognizes that the amendment we 
passed turned upside down the proposal that Rabbi 
Schindler had made, and we are now voting on disen-
franchising the children of Jewish mothers.24 
 
The debated resolution had not at all betrayed Schindler’s earli-

est call for patrilineality or any subsequent statement. Nevertheless, 
advocates of the proposal had failed to articulate a coherent and en-
compassing message. Few understood what was meant by the resolu-
tion’s demand that Jewish status be determined by “expressed… par-
ticipation in Jewish life.” In response to the uncertainty, the motion to 

                                                
21  Alexander Schindler, “Status of Children,” Jerusalem Post (December 

12, 1979), p. 8. 
22  Herman E. Schaalman, “Report of the Committee on Patrilineal De-

scent,” CCAR Year Book 92 (1982), p. 76. 
23  Ibid., pp. 77–82. 
24  Ibid., p. 78. 
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adopt patrilineal descent was tabled and sent back to the committee 
for further review.  

Some of the confusion was the fault of imprecise nomenclature. 
“Patrilineal descent” provoked an image of egalitarianism. Without 
putting too much stock in the more detailed discussions, the rank-and-
file Reform rabbis and laypeople assumed that “patrilinealism” repre-
sented an effort to establish a gender-blind form of genealogical Jew-
ishness. This, of course, undermined Schindler’s attempt to reformu-
late the concepts of Jewish status and identity. For this very reason, 
Rabbi Joseph Edelheit eschewed the “patrilineal” designation. In-
stead, Edelheit was one of the first to introduce the phrase “non-lineal 
descent” into Reform discourse. “Non-lineal” bespoke a loosening 
from genealogical Jewish identity, the kind that Schindler and other 
Reform leaders had promoted. The majority, though, still referred to 
the matter in terms of “patrilineal” rather than “non-lineal.” 

One year later, the CCAR approved patrilineal descent by better 
than a 3-1 margin. It is unclear what caused the shift, but it may have 
had to do with fatigue and few other solutions to consider. Before the 
vote, a number of opponents like Rabbi Moses Cyrus Weiler and Dr. 
Jakob Petuchowski voiced determined disagreement. On this occasion 
in Los Angeles in March 1983, though, the majority of the Reform rab-
binate had come to terms with affirmative Jewish identity. To be sure, 
a few CCAR members remained cautious. Rabbi Rav Soloff feared that 
the patrilineal resolution represented a “move toward a confessional 
definition of Jewish identity.”25 Most, however, agreed with Rabbi 
Jerome Malino. Malino was unmoved by Soloff’s warning, believing 
that a more proactive requirement for Jewish identity was a “strin-
gency” that Reform should embrace. “What are we uneasy about—be-
ing machmirim?” chided Malino, seizing upon the Hebrew word for 
“stringent.” “We have been condemned over and over again because 
we have taken the easy way out or have seemed to take the easy way 
out.”26  

Accordingly, the conversation at the Los Angeles meeting and 
the final wording of the crucial section of the 1983 resolution were suf-
ficient to placate the undecided members of the CCAR. The framers of 

                                                
25  “Report of the Committee on Patrilineal Descent on the Status of Chil-

dren of Mixed Marriages,” CCAR Year Book 93 (1983), p. 150. 
26  Ibid., pp. 153–54. 
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the resolution made sure to state that a child of either a Jewish father 
or a Jewish mother was granted a “presumption of Jewish descent.”27 
This softened the force of the requirement for proactive religious iden-
tity and offered a genealogical foothold for all children of mixed mar-
riages.  

For many, the patrilineal issue was cause for celebration. Mrs. 
Agnus Macintyre of Deming, New Mexico, wrote to Schindler to in-
form the Reform leader, “[a]ll my life I’ve ‘felt’ Jewish, and have never 
known anyone who accepted me as such, except Gentiles.”28 Yet, it 
displeased the sensibilities of others who had desired more from the 
patrilineal proposal than a ‘quick cure’ to intermarriage. This group 
worried that the introduction of patrilineal descent merely projected 
a message that Reform Judaism had surrendered to intermarriage. The 
discontent festered. Months after the Los Angeles meeting, the Com-
mittee on Patrilineal Descent still wrestled with the use of “presump-
tion” in the text of the resolution which seemed to imply automatic 
entry into Judaism without affirmative acceptance of Jewish identity. 
Nevertheless, the committee decided to retain the wording.29 This dis-
appointed some, such as Rabbi David Polish, who complained that the 
non-lineal aspect of the resolution was “minimal and superficial.”30 
Other prominent Reform rabbis also expressed reservations after the 
fact and acknowledged a willingness, under the appropriate circum-
stances, to reconsider the resolution.31 

Commentators beyond the Reform enclave paid little attention 
to the “elective” and “religiously affirmative” aspects of the new con-
ceptualization of Jewish identity. A clearer articulation may not have 
helped win over pundits, but it may well have improved the civility 
of the ensuing discourse. Reform leaders and their opponents regular-
                                                
27  Ibid., p. 160. 
28  Agnus Macintyre to Alexander Schindler, April 2, 1984, Box 12, Folder 

4, MS–630, American Jewish Archives, Cincinnati, OH. 
29  Minutes of the Committee on Patrilineal Descent, October 17, 1983, 

MS–630. 
30  David Polish, “A Dissent on Patrilineal Descent,” in Towards the Twen-

ty-First Century: Judaism and the Jewish People in Israel and America: Es-
says in Honor of Rabbi Leon Kronish on the Occasion of His Seventieth Birth-
day, ed. Ronald Kronish (Hoboken: Ktav, 1988), p. 229. 

31  See Gabriel M. Cohen, “An Interview with Alfred Gottschalk,” Nation-
al Post and Opinion (June 28, 1989), p. 8. 
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ly faced off in the press. Rabbi David Ellenson, then professor at 
HUC’s Los Angeles campus, testified around this time that “barely a 
week passes that some major journal of Jewish life and thought fails 
to include an article or an address excoriating us for the passage of this 
resolution.”32 The media reports often left Reform leaders feeling un-
der siege. For instance, Rabbi Donald Tam of Atlanta and Rabbi Daniel 
Silver of Cleveland wrote with rather passionate rhetoric to their local 
Jewish weeklies to clarify that patrilineal descent was not tantamount 
to freewheeling permission for intermarriage. Both Tam and Silver 
emphasized that the new policy was intended to empower religious 
identity as the major determinant of Jewish status.33 Yet, this was not 
how many synagogue boards viewed the “Patrilineal Moment.” For 
instance, Rabbi Simeon Maslin published a pamphlet entitled, “Re-
form Rabbis and Mixed Marriage,” believing it “scandalous that so 
many congregations were declining to interview rabbis who would 
not officiate at mixed marriages.”34 

The Reform institutional engines also bellowed—rather than 
quieted—intermarriage discourse. In 1987, the Research Task Force 
for the Future of Reform Judaism published a report that found that a 
third of Reform leaders “oppose their [children] dating non-Jews” but 
“do not forbid it.”35 The same task force released another poll that 
pointed out that most Reform lay leaders “reported their strong oppo-
sition to their children’s interdating” and a considerable divide on the 
issue of Reform rabbis officiating at intermarriages.36 Of course, the 

                                                
32  David Ellenson, “The Integrity of Reform within Kelal Yisra-el,” CCAR 

Year Book 96 (1986), p. 22. 
33  See Donald A. Tam, “Patrilineal Debate Continues,” Southern Israelite 

(February 3, 1984), p. 6; and Daniel Jeremy Silver, “A Changed Ap-
proach Needed for Legal Definition of Jew,” Cleveland Jewish News 
(May 20, 1983), p. 12. 

34  Mark L. Winer, “Should Rabbis Perform Mixed Marriages?” Reform Ju-
daism 13 (Summer 1985), p. 2. 

35  Mark L. Winer, “Mom, We’re Just Dating,” Reform Judaism 15 (Summer 
1987), p. 7. See also “Questions of Balance Answered by Reform Jews,” 
Jewish World (November 6, 1987), p. 10. 

36  See Mark L. Winer, “Reform Leadership Survey: The Intermarriage Di-
lemma,” Reform Judaism 15 (Spring 1987), p. 18; and Mark L. Winer, 
“Should Rabbis Perform Intermarriages?” Reform Judaism 16 (Summer 
1988), p. 21. 
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commotion over intermarriage had commenced long before patriline-
al descent but the CCAR resolution fueled the discussion and motivat-
ed dialogue and research to help Reform and other Jewish groups gain 
a better grasp of the issues.37 A good share of the discussion was con-
structive—while another part was stewarded by a group that wished 
patrilineal descent and intermarriage to simply go away. Time and 
again, sizable numbers of Reform rabbis pushed the CCAR to rescind 
the patrilineal platform. On each occasion, the rabbinic leadership 
turned down the calls for reconsideration.38 Instead, the mounting 
concerns directed the Reform Movement and sociologists of American 
Judaism to conduct more surveys and more thoroughly research the 
causes and results of intermarriage like it was still a “disease” in Jew-
ish life. 

In all probability, May 1987—when Rabbi Eugene Lipman as-
sumed the presidency of the CCAR—was a lost opportunity for patri-
lineal gainsayers. Lipman ranked among patrilineal descent’s leading 
antagonists: “I voted against it, I don’t believe in it, I don’t practice it, 
I didn’t, I don’t, and I won’t.”39 He was also a more-than-formidable 
opponent. Alexander Schindler once admitted to Lipman that, 
“[n]eedless to say, the last thing I want is a public pissin’ match with 
Gene Lipman.”40 Still, Lipman, for the sake of institutional unity, 
could not be convinced at the CCAR conference to revisit the matter 
and rescind patrilineality. The proponents had persevered. At the 
very same meeting in Cincinnati, Schindler defended the good that 
patrilineal descent had brought to the national Jewish conversation: 

 
We have transformed American Jewry’s mindscape. The 
subject of intermarriage is no longer taboo, and the con-
cept of outreach, even conversionary outreach, is no long-
er a heresy within the American Jewish community. We 

                                                
37  See Lila Corwin Berman, Speaking of Jews: Rabbis, Intellectuals, and the 

Creation of an American Public Identity (Berkeley: University of Califor-
nia Press, 2009), pp. 53–72. 

38  See, for example, Jack Stern, “President’s Message,” CCAR Year Book 
96 (1986), p. 2. 

39  James David Besser, “Primal Debate,” Baltimore Jewish Times (January 
30, 1987), p. 70. 

40  Alexander M. Schindler to Eugene J. Lipman, January 20, 1987, MS–
630. 
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have taken the discussion of intermarriage out of the 
house of mourning and into the house of study—indeed, 
into the sanctuary itself. Without condoning intermar-
riage, we have recognized its reality and have begun to 
grapple with it.41 
 
Certainly, there were those in the Reform rabbinate who still 

grieved over patrilineal descent. A survey conducted around this time 
revealed that one third of the Reform rabbinate opposed it, and more 
than half concurred that the resolution was “one of the most divisive 
acts in contemporary Jewish life.”42 But most still stood by Reform’s 
revised definition of Jewishness. The majority claimed that patrilineal 
descent brought to Reform Judaism many people who otherwise pro-
bably would not have been so impelled to identify as Jewish. Still, the 
resolution fell well short of Schindler’s vision of both remedying inter-
marriage and assuaging fears of assimilation by redefining Jewish sta-
tus in American Jewish life. Despite the CCAR’s debates to the con-
trary, Jews tended to understand the patrilineal decision as a means 
to keep more Jews in the fold amid rampant intermarriage—not as a 
revolutionary reconsideration of Jewish status and identity in the 
twentieth century. But, perhaps more importantly, the rhetoric that 
surrounded patrilineal descent disabused the concerted attempt to ad-
dress intermarriage as something other than a “disease.” Henceforth 
and after so much debate and discussion, the American Jewish com-
munity still struggles to relate to intermarriage as a “defect” within a 
complex modern American culture.  
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42  Samuel Heilman, Jewish Unity and Diversity: A Survey of American 
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JEWISH PROCESS THEOLOGY AND THE PROBLEM OF 
EVIL: THE CASES OF HANS JONAS AND BRADLEY 
SHAVIT ARTSON 
 

Bar Guzi 
 
 
Introduction 
 

The problem of evil is one of the greatest challenges to every 
theistic system. Is it possible to reconcile a belief in an all-powerful 
and all-good God with horrific manifestations of evil in the world? 
Can a theodicy¾a vindication of both God’s goodness and provi-
dence in the face of evil¾provide a satisfactory explanation to the re-
ality of both natural evil¾such as earthquakes, hurricanes, and 
fires¾and moral evil¾such as genocides and child abuse? And in 
what sense can a theological formulation help us deal with evil and to 
recover from tragedy? 

One of the common ways of addressing the problem of evil and 
the apparent contradiction between God’s omnipotence and bene-
volence argues for the unintelligibility of God’s morality. This position 
is expressed already in the Bible, as we read in Isaiah 55:8: “For My 
plans are not your plans, nor are My ways your ways¾declares the 
Lord.”1 Such a position affirms the morality of God’s actions through 
denying the human ability to comprehend them. 

Another possible way of addressing this problem would be to 
argue, perhaps radically, that God is not all-good. Whether God has 
an “evil side” or is simply amoral or beyond good and evil, this 
position asserts that God is not confined to human moral sensibilities. 
Again, one might trace the origins of this position back to the Bible. 
The God of the book of Job seems to be amoral, not to say capricious: 

                                                
1  All biblical translations to follow are from JPS Hebrew-English Tanakh: 

The Traditional Text and the New JPS Translation, 2nd ed. (Philadelphia: 
The Jewish Publication Society, 1999). 
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When Job seeks moral justification for his suffering, God only declares 
God’s power and primordiality.2 Thus we read in God’s reply to Job:  

 
Where were you when I laid the earth’s foundations?  
Speak if you have understanding. 
Do you know who fixed its dimensions  
Or who measured it with a line?3  

 
To this declaration of divine power and primordiality, Job 

replies: 
 

See, I am of small worth; what can I answer You? 
I clap my hand to my mouth. 
I have spoken once, and will not reply; 
Twice, and will do so no more.4 

 
Although Job does not argue further, God speaks once more. In God’s 
second response to Job, God’s words link together the two aforemen-
tioned approaches of dealing with the problem of evil. It seems that 
God’s unintelligible moral superiority stems directly from God’s abso-
lute power: 
 

Gird your loins like a man; 
I will ask, and you will inform Me. 
Would you impugn My justice? 
Would you condemn Me that you may be right? 
Have you an arm like God’s? 
Can you thunder with a voice like His?5 

 
Once again, Job’s response expresses his inability to comprehend 
God’s power and justice: 
 

I know that You can do everything, 
That nothing you propose is impossible for You. 
Who is this who obscures counsel without knowledge? 

                                                
2  See, in particular, Job 38–42. 
3  Ibid., 34:45. 
4  Ibid., 40:4–5. 
5  Ibid., 40:7–9. 
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Indeed, I spoke without understanding 
Of things beyond me, which I did not know.6 
… 
I had heard You with my ears, 
But now I see You with my eyes; 
Therefore, I recant and relent, 
Being but dust and ashes.7 

 
Job, realizing he cannot comprehend God’s power and justice, chooses 
to “recant and relent.” A potential problem, however, of the two 
aforementioned approaches, is that it is not clear how one could 
establish a relationship with the God they describe.8 How is it possible 
to establish a relationship with an entity whose acts we cannot 
understand at all: an entity who does not share¾and even 
disregards¾our moral sensibilities? What is the meaning of praying 
to such a God? How can one have faith in such a God? What exactly 
does it mean to trust in an amoral God, to love God? As Carl Gustav 
Jung answered to Job:  
 

One can submit to such a God only with fear and trem-
bling and can try indirectly to propitiate the despot with 
unctuous praises and ostentatious obedience. But a rela-
tionship of trust seems completely out of the question to 
our modern way of thinking.9 

 
The problems that stem from the notion of God’s moral superi-

ority and its unintelligibility to human beings are perhaps best cap-
tured in two well-known literary works. In Albert Camus’ The Plague, 
Father Paneloux, reflecting on the death in agony of a little child, ex-
                                                
6  Ibid., 42:2–4. 
7  Ibid., 42:5–6. 
8  On this point, see the interesting discussion by Nechama Verbin in her 

Divinely Abused: A Philosophical Perspective on Job and His Kin (London 
and New York: Continuum, 2011). For Verbin, the book of Job tells a 
story of a failed relationship, or in her words, “a relationship that sub-
sists in brokenness” precisely because of the amoral and all-powerful 
image of God emerging from the book. See p. 142. 

9  C. G. Jung, Answer to Job, trans. F.C. Hull (London: Hodder and 
Stoughton, 1964), p. 35. 
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presses a version of this theological position as he remarks: “That sort 
of thing [the death in agony of a little child] is revolting because it 
passes our human understanding. But perhaps we should love what 
we cannot understand.” To this remark, Camus’ protagonist, Dr. 
Rieux, responds: “No, Father. I’ve a very different idea of love. And 
until my dying day I shall refuse to love a scheme of things in which 
children are put to torture.”10 Dr. Rieux simply refuses to accept Father 
Panloux’s demand to love that which he cannot morally understand. 
For him, a God who does not share his moral sensibilities is not wor-
thy of love. 

A similar, yet more detailed argument is made by Fyodor 
Dostoyevsky’s Ivan Karamazov. While Ivan accepts God, God’s 
wisdom—and even the “eternal harmony” of eschatological times—
he cannot accept the world created by God, a world in which children 
suffer.11 For him, no divine plan, no eschatological bliss, could justify 
“the unexpiated blood of a little victim.”12 Precisely because Ivan does 
not expect to understand God, who created the world as God did, he 
rejects any notion of future harmony:  

 
[T]oo high a price is asked for harmony; it’s beyond our 
means to pay so much to enter on it. And so I hasten back 
to give back my entrance ticket, and if I am an honest man 
I am bound to give it back as soon as possible. And that I 
am doing. It’s not God that I don’t accept, Alyosha, only 
I most respectfully return him the ticket.13 

 
Both Dostoyevsky and Camus point out through their 

protagonists the tension between God’s omnipotence, benevolence, 
and intelligibility. For them, simply put, it is meaningless to speak of 
God’s benevolence without affirming God’s intelligibility. God’s 
morality must, at the very least, conform with the most basic human 
moral sensibilities¾for instance, regarding the absolute evil in 
children’s suffering. For both, God’s morality is the most crucial 
                                                
10  Albert Camus, The Plague, trans. Stuart Gilbert (New York: Vintage In-

ternational, 1991), p. 218.  
11  Fyodor Dostoyevsky, The Brothers Karamazov, trans. Constance Garnett 

(Mineola, New York: Dover Publications, 2005), p. 213. 
12  Ibid., p. 222. 
13  Ibid.. 
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aspect of the concept of God, for if God is amoral, let alone immoral, 
it is impossible to worship God out of love and good will. Harold 
Kushner summarizes this stance nicely in a spirit akin to the earlier 
quote from C. G. Jung: 

 
A God of power extorts obedience, but cannot command 
love. A God who could spare the life of a dying child, 
who could prevent the earthquake but chooses not to, 
may inspire our fear and our calculated obedience, but 
does not deserve our love.14 
 
One of the most well-known statements to share this same 

sensibility was made by John Stuart Mill: 
 
Whatever power such a being [God] may have over me, there 
is one thing which he shall not do; he shall not compel me to 
worship him. I will call no being good who is not what I mean 
when I apply that epithet to my fellow creatures; and if such a 
being can sentence me to hell for not so calling him, to hell I will 
go.15 
 
 

*** 
 

In this paper I present another way of addressing the problem 
of evil, namely from the perspective of Jewish process theology. 
Process theology is a theological movement based on the philosophy 
of Alfred North Whitehead and the theology of Charles Hartshorne, 
John B. Cobb, David R. Griffin, and others.16 Process theology 

                                                
14  Harold Kushner, “Would an All-Powerful God Be Worthy of Wor-

ship?” in Sandra B. Lubarsky and David Ray Griffin (eds.), Jewish Theo-
logy and Process Thought (Albany: State University of New York Press, 
1996), p. 90. 

15  John Stuart Mill, An Examination of Sir William Hamilton’s Philosophy 
(London: Longmans Green, 1865), p. 131. 

16  A. N. Whitehead (1861, Kent, UK–1947, Cambridge, MA) was a mathe-
matician and philosopher. His philosophical work Process and Reality: 
An Essay in Cosmology (1929) introduced the foundations of what came 
to be known as process philosophy. Charles Hartshorne (1897–2000), 
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approaches the problem of evil from a different direction, for it 
abandons some of the classical assumptions of theism¾such as God’s 
omnipotence, omniscience, and immutability¾and suggests the 
concept of a limited God. Over the last century, a growing number of 
Jewish thinkers and theologians, mostly in America, were inspired by 
process theology and attempted to translate its insights into their 
Jewish tradition. This paper discusses the ways in which two Jewish 
thinkers¾Hans Jonas and Bradley Shavit Artson¾use process 
theology as they attempt to articulate a response to the problem of 
evil. 

 
 

Hans Jonas 
 

For Hans Jonas (born in 1903 in Mönchengladbach, died in 1993 
in New York), the twentieth-century was a century of trauma, 
destruction, and dislocation. As a German Jewish philosopher who 
escaped Germany in 1933 and lost his mother in Auschwitz, Jonas had 
both a philosophical and a personal motivation to address the 
question of human morality and the problem of evil. Jonas’ doctoral 
dissertation, Der Begriff der Gnosis (1928),17 written under the 
supervision of Martin Heidegger at the University of Marburg, deals 
with Gnosticism in ancient Christianity. His later philosophical 
oeuvre can be summarized as an attempt to formulate a new, 
alternative ethics for the nihilistic modern world. Later in life, Jonas 
observed that both Gnosticism and Heideggerian existentialism 
resulted in nihilism, for both reject the idea of the cosmos as a 
harmonious divine order, a whole that provides meaning to its 
individuals.18 However, Jonas deemed the modern nihilism of 
existentialism much more radical and desperate than the gnostic one:  
                                                

John B. Cobb Jr. (b. 1925), and David R. Griffin (b. 1939) are some of 
the preeminent American philosophers and theologians who associate 
themselves with process thought. 

17  Later published in German as Gnosis Und Spätantiker Geist (Göttingen: 
Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1934), and in English as The Gnostic Religion: 
The Message of the Alien God and the Beginnings of Christianity (Boston: 
Beacon Press, 1958). 

18  Hans Jonas, The Phenomenon of Life: Toward a Philosophical Biology 
(Evanston, Illinois: Northwestern University Press, 2001), pp. 211–234. 
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That nature does not care, one way or another, is the 
true abyss. That only man cares, in his finitude facing 
nothing but death, alone with his contingency and the 
objective meaningless of his projecting meanings, is a 
truly unprecedented situation.19 
 
For Jonas, it is particularly existentialism à la Heidegger that 

legitimates radical nihilism. Its indifferent nature is considered by 
Jonas to be worse than Gnosticism’s demonic nature, for it can provide 
no “direction” to meaningful existence. As the product of an 
indifferent nature, human beings must be indifferent as well; that is to 
say, they must reject the very possibility of the existence of any values 
or supreme meaning to their existence. In Jonas’ words, “[t]he 
disruption between man and total reality is at the bottom of 
nihilism.”20 

Yet Jonas was not a theologian and did not call for a return to 
religion. On the contrary, religion alone could not solve modern 
ethical problems for him. Instead, Jonas set for himself the goal of 
formulating “ethics no longer founded on divine authority,” but on “a 
principle discoverable in the nature of things.”21 In other words, he 
sought the objective reality of value¾no less than the good in and of 
itself.22 

                                                
Jonas sought to suggest here what he termed “a ‘gnostic’ reading of 
Existentialism” as opposed to, and as complementary to, his former 
“existential” reading of Gnosticism. 

19  Ibid., p. 233. 
20  Ibid., p. 234. 
21  Ibid., p. 284. 
22  Given his “universal” philosophical focus, my choice to write on Jonas 

as a primarily Jewish thinker is not an obvious one. However, several 
scholars have already highlighted the “Jewish dimensions” of Jonas’ 
work and their importance to understanding his work as a whole. See, 
for instance, Hava Tirosh-Samuelson and Christian Wiese (eds.), The 
Legacy of Hans Jonas: Judaism and the Phenomenon of Life (Leiden; Boston: 
Brill,) 2008; and Christian Wiese, The Life and Thought of Hans Jonas: Jew-
ish Dimensions (Waltham, Massachusetts: Brandeis University Press, 
2007). I share this view and seek in this paper to highlight the potential 
contribution of Jonas’ thought to Jewish philosophy and theology. In 
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Nevertheless, Jonas did experiment with theological writing, 
especially toward the end of his life. Occasionally, Jonas turned to 
what he called “speculative theology” precisely because he consid-
ered theological speculation¾particularly in the mode of myth, 
which, he argues, has the ability to express truths that cannot be ex-

                                                
this sense, this paper is an attempt to respond to Wiese’s call to bring 
Jonas “into dialogue with other representative and currents of modern 
Jewish thought,” (Wiese, The Life and Thought of Hans Jonas, p. 163). For 
a critical account of this view, see Eric Lawee, “Hans Jonas and Clas-
sical Jewish Sources,” Journal of Jewish Thought & Philosophy 23:1 (2015), 
pp. 75–125. While Lawee admits that “Jonas does invoke Jewish 
sources at points,” he argues that Jonas tended “to decontextualize 
and/or creatively reinterpret them” (ibid., p. 107). Lawee further 
argues that Jonas used Jewish sources  

 
fleetingly, in a manner shorn of all technical detail, and with 
no evidence of interest in exploring, let alone drawing on the 
wisdom of, the ample Jewish commentary tradition that had 
come to surround it [the Jewish source which Jonas uses]. 
(Ibid.). 

 
Thus, Lawee suggests that “Jonas was, in essence, a philosopher who 
happened to be Jewish rather than a philosopher of nature whose 
work was informed by Judaism” (ibid., p. 117). Nevertheless, Lawee, 
too, calls to  
 

extend efforts to create a dialogue between Jonas’s core 
teaching, his philosophical biology, and conceptions of the 
organic world propounded by more Jewishly engaged and 
learned thinkers as well as premodern exemplars of Jewish 
thought. (Ibid., p. 110.) 

 
In my mind, it is precisely Jonas’ creativity and originality of interpre-
tation that makes the “Jewish dimensions” of his thought interesting 
and worth studying, especially when brought into dialogue with other 
Jewish thinkers, some of whom (e.g., Artson) are more versed in Jewish 
tradition than he was. Moreover, the study of Jonas’ theological “spe-
culations,” understood as a continuation by other means of his philo-
sophy (see below), can shed light on the latter, or at least on Jonas’ mo-
tivation and philosophical temperament. 
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pressed otherwise¾as the most appropriate, perhaps the only, vehicle 
for dealing with ultimate questions, the answers to which lie beyond 
the limits of human knowledge.23 As Benjamin Lazier suggests, Jonas, 
in his theological writings, “continued by other means the itinerary he 

                                                
23  Jonas, following Kant and rejecting logical positivism, makes it clear 

that the fact something is not scientific demonstrable does not mean it 
is forbidden to speculate about it. In fact, his experience with studying 
the gnostic myths taught him that when it comes to certain questions, 
“philosophical Logos has nothing to say,” while mythology has the 
ability “for expressing a truth that couldn’t be spoken directly.” Hans 
Jonas, Memoirs (Krishna Winston, trans.) (Waltham, Massachusetts: 
Brandeis University Press, 2008), p. 216. 

 See also Hans Jonas, “The Concept of God after Auschwitz: A Jewish 
Voice,” in Lawrence Vogel (ed.), Mortality and Morality: A Search for 
Good after Auschwitz (Evanston, Illinois: Northwestern University 
Press, 1996), pp. 131–132; Hans Jonas, “Contemporary Problems in 
Ethics from a Jewish Perspective,” ibid., pp. 176–177. 

  Jonas argues that, through mythological language and symbolic inter-
pretation of it, theological speculations become more transparent and 
can express more successfully what cannot be expressed at all: the in-
effable. See, esp., Jonas, The Phenomenon of Life, pp. 259–261. To put it 
in Jonas’ words: 

 
The final paradox is better protected by the symbols of myth 
than by the concepts of thought. Where the mystery is 
rightfully at home, “we see in a glass darkly” [1 Corinthians 
13:12]. What does “in a glass darkly” mean? In the shape of 
myth. To keep the manifest opaqueness of myth transparent 
for the ineffable is in a way easier than to keep the seeming 
transparency of the concept transparent for that, to which it 
is in fact as opaque as any language must be. Myth taken 
literally is crudest objectification. Myth taken allegorically 
is sophisticated objectification. Myth taken symbolically is 
the glass through which we darkly see. (Ibid., p. 261.) 

 
Note that Jonas’ familiarity with Christianity is apparent in the quote 
above. Jonas, a student of early Christianity, feels comfortable enough 
to quote a familiar metaphor from the New Testament in his 
philosophical work. On Jonas’ use of Jewish sources in his thought see 
Eric Lawee, “Hans Jonas and Classical Jewish Sources” (supra). 
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began with Augustine, Paul and the gnostics.”24 Indeed, on several 
occasions, to support his philosophical, “secular” ideas, Jonas 
presented a myth, his variation of the Kabbalistic Lurianic myth of 
tzimtzum (self-contraction).25 This myth (in Jonas’ version) depicts a 
God who chose to renounce God’s being for the “endless variety of 
becoming” and who divested God-self of God’s deity “in order that 
the world might be and be for itself.”26 By withdrawing, God let the 
world run by chance, risk, and probability—without any divine 
direction and without knowing what this development will ultimately 
bring.27 Creation is understood here as a continuous and 
undetermined process that follows its own logic. The myth further 
depicts human beings as God’s partners in creation. Humans, through 
their knowledge of good and evil and the complete freedom to make 
moral choices, are, via their actions, able to alter radically both the 
world and God.28 

This myth has several theological implications. First, this God 
is “a becoming God,” a God in process: “[A] God emerging in time in-
stead of possessing a complete being that remains identical with itself 
throughout eternity.” This is not the perfect, trans-temporal, impassi-
ble and immutable God of the philosophers. Rather, Jonas’ God is af-

                                                
24  Benjamin Lazier, God Interrupted: Heresy and the European Imagination 

between the World Wars (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2008), 
p. 61. 

25  On the Kabbalistic concept of tzimtzum see Gershom Scholem, On the 
Kabbalah and Its Symbolism, (Ralph Manheim, trans.), (Schocken: New 
York, 1996), pp. 110ff.. 

26  Jonas, “The Concept of God,” p. 134. 
27  See also Jonas, Memoirs, p. 216. 
28  Jonas, “The Concept of God,” pp. 134–136. Precisely because of this 

“awesome impact” of humanity’s deeds on God’s own destiny, Jonas’s 
God accompanies humanity’s acts with  

 
the bated breath of suspense, hoping and beckoning, re-
joicing and grieving, approving and frowning¾and … [by] 
making itself felt to [human beings] even while not interven-
ing in the dynamics of his worldly scene. (Ibid., p. 136.) 
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fected by what happens in the world, including the acts of human be-
ings.29  

Second, and most critically for Jonas, this God is not omnipotent 
and, thus, is limited. Jonas rejected the very concept of omnipotence 
on logical grounds. Power, for Jonas, is always relational: One being 
has the power to influence another being with a lesser power. Because 
absolute power¾which contradicts the very existence of anything else 
besides itself¾“has not object on which to act,” it is for Jonas “a pow-
erless power,” or, simply, a self-contradictory and senseless concept. 
Omnipotence does not make sense theologically either: for Jonas, the 
Holocaust “added to the Jewish historical experience something un-
precedented and of a nature no longer assimilable by the old theolo-
gical categories.”30 So much so, that it is impossible to attribute to God 
omnipotence, goodness, and intelligibility all at the same time. Claim-
ing that God could have prevented the Holocaust but chose not to 
have done so means rejecting God’s goodness. On the other hand, 
claiming that God’s actions are unintelligible to us would mean disre-
garding our own moral sensibilities. Therefore, we would be better off 
renouncing the concept of omnipotence altogether.31 

And third, this myth portrays a suffering God who could be 
hurt and disappointed by the world God created. God’s suffering 

                                                
29  The idea of “a becoming God” helps Jonas reject the idea of eternal re-

currence, which he calls “Nietzsche’s alternative” to Christian and 
Jewish metaphysics. Jonas argues: 

 
[I]f we assume that eternity is not unaffected by what hap-
pens in time, there can never be a recurrence of the same be-
cause God will not be the same after he has gone through the 
experience of the world process. Any new world coming aft-
er the end of one will carry, as it were, in its own heritage 
the memory of what has gone before; or, in other words, 
there will not be an indifference and dead eternity but an 
eternity that grows with the accumulating harvest of time. 
(Ibid., pp. 137–38.) 
 

See also Hans Jonas, “Immortality and the Modern Temper” in Mortal-
ity and Morality, pp. 115–130, esp. pp. 124–125. 

30  Jonas, “The Concept of God,” p. 133. 
31  Ibid., pp. 139–40. 
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stems from God’s care about creation and humanity; it stems from the 
very relation God has with the world, from the moment of creation 
onward, and it can be found already in the Bible.32  

Jonas admits that his concept of God strays far from the concept 
of God as the Lord of history, the God who rewards the righteous and 
punishes the wicked. But this way of thinking about God allows him 
to shift the responsibility to evil from God to human beings. “From 
the hearts of men alone,” writes Jonas, evil “arise[s] and gain[s] power 
in the world.”33 And again: 

 
Having given himself whole to the becoming world, God 
has no more to give: it is man’s now to give to him. And 
he may give by seeing to it in the ways of his life that it 
does not happen or happen too often, and not on his ac-
count, that it “repented the Lord” to have made the 
world.34  

 
Jonas’ myth expresses a radical shift in the concept of God: 

According to it, God is not only limited, but, truly impotent. Else-
where, Jonas addressed this issue and sought to answer the question 
regarding what constitutes God’s power and action in the world. Jo-
nas, in a naturalistic fashion, did not want to understand God’s actions 
in the world as “crude miracles,” that is, as actions which breach, 
pierce, or disrupt nature’s causal chain. Instead, he understood God 
as operating in the world through human beings in a persuasive man-
ner, in such a nonphysical way that leaves the natural order intact.35 

                                                
32  Jonas argues that although it seems at first glance that the idea of such 

a God clashes with the biblical God, it is not really the case: The God 
of the Bible is rejected by human beings; God grieves over them and 
regrets that God created them (See, for one example among many, 
Genesis 6:5–7). This is particularly true with regard to God’s 
relationship with the chosen people. (Jonas refers in particular to the 
prophet Hosea). Ibid., pp. 136–138. 

33  Ibid., p. 141. 
34  Ibid., p. 142; “Immortality,” p. 129. 
35  Hans Jonas, “Is Faith Still Possible? Memories of Rudolf Bultmann and 

Reflections on the Philosophical Aspects of His Work,” ch. 7 of Law-
rence Vogel (ed.), Mortality and Morality: A Search for Good after Ausc-
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For Jonas, every time human beings act from conscious choice, 
they codetermine, in a nonphysical way, the external course of things. 
To be sure, Jonas’ naturalistic worldview remains intact, for our ability 
to affect the external course of things is limited by the laws of nature. 
Yet what Jonas sought to emphasize is that, unlike “blind nature” that 
“will nearly always select the most probable,” humans have the ability 
to “let the most improbable become actual.”36  

Now, if humans have the ability to codetermine the external 
course of things in a nonphysical way, we might think of God’s actions 
in the world in a similar way: 

 
If we can daily perform the miracle (and in some sense it 
is a miracle), with the choice of our souls, with our wish-
ing and willing, our insights and errors, our good or evil 
aims¾nonphysical, mental factors all of them¾to inter-
vene in and give our turn to the course of the world, then 
that kind of miracle that leaves the natural order intact 
should be possible also to God, although He may reserve 
such intervention for rare occasions and ends.37 

                                                
hwitz (Evanston, Illinois: Northwestern University Press, 1996), esp. 
pp. 157–161. 

36  Ibid., p. 157. 
37  Ibid. (italics in original). Evidently, in so doing Jonas attempts to “leave 

room for the divine,” while still remaining within a naturalistic world 
view. Unlike his concept of God in “The Concept of God after Ausch-
witz,” here God is depicted as limited, yet not as completely impotent. 
Cf. Jonas, Memoirs, p. 218:  

 
I’m profoundly convinced that pure atheism is wrong, that 
there’s something more, something we can perhaps 
articulate only with the help of metaphors but without 
which being in all its facets would be incomprehensible. 
Although it seems to me that a philosophical metaphysics 
can’t develop a concept of God directly, that this pathway 
has been closed to us ever since Kant’s critique of 
reason¾hence my resorting to myth¾I also believe that a 
rational or philosophical metaphysics isn’t prohibited from 
formulating “suppositions” about the presence of the divine 
in the world. It seems to me, rather, that philosophical on-
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Jonas goes so far as to argue for the possibility of revelation, under-
stood as “an irruption of transcendence into immanence.”38 Discus-
sing the biblical prophets, Jonas argued that they “were not discover-
ers of a hidden God, but hearers of a God making himself known and 
willing, through them, to make himself known in all the world.” In 
other words, Jonas’ God has a will and a power to act upon God’s will 
via the human soul. Jonas emphasized that the very notion of the reli-
gion of revelation stands or falls on the ability of God to act “’into’ the 
world and by a particular act, not simply ‘in’ the world and by way of 
its ever-present fitness for a transcendent interpretation.”39 I shall re-
turn to this point below in my discussion of the critique of process the-
ology. 

 
 
Bradley Shavit Artson 
 

Artson (b. 1959, San Francisco) is dean of the Ziegler School of 
Rabbinic Studies at American Jewish University, where he is vice pres-
ident.40 He admits that, as a congregational (Conservative) rabbi, he 
faced all kinds of life dramas, from spousal and child abuse to illness 
and death. But it was not until his own son, Jacob, was diagnosed with 
autism that he started to question his former theological position. In-
deed, as Artson admits in a letter to his son: 

 
Your diagnosis made it harder for me to clutch my liberal 
theology with a Monarch on high who might not manage 
every detail but who was nonetheless in control of the 
guaranteed outcome… For some time, I found myself lost 
and drifting, I still loved God and Torah, but I felt there 

                                                
tology is allowed to leave room for the divine. It’s a 
questionable, groping attempt, for which I’ve never claimed 
a monopoly on truth… Myth also tries to develop a concept 
of God that makes bearable that which otherwise couldn’t 
be borne. 

 
38 Jonas, “Is Faith Still Possible?”, p. 161. 
39 Ibid., (italics in original). 
40 As of July 2018. 
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was a rift, that I could not stand with you and still mouth 
those sentiments about Sovereign and commands, 
reward and paradise. For quite some time, I said nothing. 
I would not be disloyal to what I knew or to whom I loved 
by failing to assert that you did nothing to deserve 
autism, that it was neither punishment nor judgment, 
that God is neither arbitrary nor cruel.41 

 
Note that Artson has a different type of problem to deal with 

than Jonas. For here, he seeks to explain theologically not moral or hu-
man evil but what seems to be “natural evil,” namely his son’s autism. 
In other words, unlike the Holocaust, his son’s autism is nobody’s 
fault except, perhaps, God’s. In some sense, Artson faces a more diffi-
cult task than Jonas, for he cannot merely shift the responsibility to 
evil from God to human beings; natural evil seems to be exclusively 
God’s fault. Moreover, Artson rejects theodicies that argue for the un-
intelligibility of God’s morality, for he argues that, according to the 
Torah itself, human beings are granted by God the ability to dis-
tinguish between good and evil.42 Artson is determined to emphasize 
that the classic conception of God¾“the God of the philosophers”¾is 
a product of the influence of Greek philosophy, through which 
Judaism has been filtered for centuries. Greek philosophies, he argues, 
transformed the very way Jews understand their Judaism. But un-
derstanding God’s power as omnipotent in the coercive sense is not 
only “a philosophical mistake” but also “a religious disaster,”43 for it 
leaves us not only ethically tormented but also with a feeling of 
betrayal and abandonment.  

Nevertheless, Artson claims to find a way to solve this problem, 
through integrating process theology and Jewish philosophy. The me-
taphysical worldview of process theology is clear in Artson’s work. 
For him, human beings, like all there is, including God, are not autono-
                                                
41  Bradley Shavit Artson, God of Becoming and Relationship: The Dynamic 

Nature of Process Theology (Woodstock, Vermont: Jewish Lights Pub-
lishing, 2013), pp. 155–156. 

42  Artson, “I Will Be Who I will Be: A God of Dynamic Becoming,” in El-
liot J. Cosgrove (ed.), Jewish Theology in Our Time: A New Generation of 
Explores the Foundations and Future of Jewish Belief (Woodstock, Ver-
mont: Jewish Lights Publishing, 2010), pp. 5–8. 

43  Artson, God of Becoming, p. 131. 
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mous substances. Rather, everything that is is a dynamic event that is 
interconnected with other events. As modern physics teaches us, we 
are all interconnected with the entire cosmos, which is in a process of 
continuous and constant change.44 God is understood in this world-
view as the “organizing force”45 of an eternal process of continuous 
and constant change. Crucially, this organizing force exists not outside 
the world, but rather within the world. In Artson words, “God perme-
ates the world.”46 Elsewhere, Artson refers to God as the “grand inte-
gration of all becoming.”47 In this sense, for Artson, God is the whole 
that is greater than the sum of its parts; God, it seems, is more than the 
organizing Force/Power/Mind behind the process¾God is this pro-
cess itself, embracing the entire dynamic cosmos and changing with 
it. 

According to Artson, this God is neither omnipotent nor omni-
scient but is limited in power and knowledge and not in full control 
over creation. Like Jonas, Artson points out the logical fallacy in-
herent in the notion of omnipotence,48 which is rejected by Artson for 
theological and moral reasons as well.49 Creation, in Artson’s process 
theology, carries in itself a great risk, because the “cosmos itself does 
not follow a predetermined script.”50 Rather, the cosmos follows its 
own inner dynamic, which is bounded by the laws of logic and physics 
and subjected to the free choices human beings make. 

Following Maimonides, Artson argues that much of what hu-
man beings understand as “evil” is really a natural necessity that has 

                                                
44  Artson, “I Will Be Who I Will Be,” p. 8.  
45  Artson, God of Becoming, p. 22. 
46  Ibid., p. 15. 
47  Artson, “I Will Be Who I Will Be,” p. 9.  
48  Artson takes issue with God’s omniscience as well. While he agrees 

that “God knows absolutely everything possible to know,” he insists 
that “knowledge regarding the future is simply impossible because the 
future has not yet happened and one cannot know something that does 
not exist.” Ibid., pp. 4–5 (italics in original). 

49  Morally speaking, Artson argues that a “God who could stop a million 
babies from being murdered [during the Holocaust] and chose not to, 
for whatever reasons, is a monster and a bully.” Theologically speak-
ing, such a God would violate Judaism’s and the Torah’s own stan-
dards of justice and morality. Ibid., p. 5. 

50  Artson, God of Becoming, p. 31. 
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no inherent moral value. Earthquakes and hurricanes, for example, are 
simply natural, necessary, and amoral events.51 Process theology, as 
Artson emphasizes, understands these events in a similar vein, 
namely as “the very source of dynamism and life.”52 These are the 
very natural phenomena that brought forth life in the first place. The 
dynamism and change of this world mean not only growth and 
flourishing but also decay and death. Natural disasters, illness, and 
death are not God’s punishments but the logical outcomes of the 
metaphysics of becoming, according to which all material things are 
limited and finite.53 

We must stop here and ask, first, what kind of power does such 
a God possess? And second, where do we find or experience such a 
God in life? For Artson, God is the force in the cosmos generating 
creativity, novelty, innovation, complexity, and growth.54 God’s 
power is not coercive but persuasive, and it manifests itself in our 
ability “to do the right thing.” For Artson, the human ability to 
“innovate and [to] choose” to make “the best possible choice”—
despite and because of external constraints—is divine.55 We can 

                                                
51  Moses Maimonides, The Guide of the Perplexed, (Shlomo Pines, trans.) 

(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1963), p. 443 (III:12). 
52  Artson, God of Becoming, p. 31. 
53  Ibid., p. 32. 
54  This is the same terminology used by Mordecai M. Kaplan, perhaps 

the first Jewish thinker to integrate process thought and philosophy 
into Jewish thought. See especially his The Meaning of God in Modern 
Jewish Religion (New York: Behrman's Jewish book house, 1937); 
Judaism without Supernaturalism: The Only Alternative to Orthodoxy and 
Secularism (New York: Reconstructionist Press, 1958). For a discussion 
of Kaplan’s relation to process thought see Jacob J. Staub, “Kaplan and 
Process Theology” and William E. Kaufman, “Kaplan's Approach to 
Metaphysics,” in Emanuel S. Goldsmith, Mel Scult, and Robert M. 
Seltzer (eds.), The American Judaism of Mordecai M. Kaplan (New York 
& London: New York University Press, 1990); Sheila Greeve Davaney, 
“Beyond Supernaturalism: Mordecai Kaplan and the Turn to Religious 
Naturalism,” Jewish Social Studies 12:2 (2006), pp. 73–87; and Daniel R. 
Langton, “Jewish Religious Thought, the Holocaust, and Darwinism: 
A Comparison of Hans Jonas and Mordecai Kaplan,” Aleph: Historical 
Studies in Science and Judaism 13:2 (2013), pp. 311–348. 

55  Artson, “I Will Be Who I Will Be,” p. 9. 
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experience God’s work through human beings especially in moments 
of distress, suffering, and grief. For example, reflecting on the death of 
Joel, one of his congregants who succumbed to cancer, Artson says: 

 
I saw God being very busy throughout Joel’s struggle¾in 
moments of laughter and song, in the strength of the re-
lating that bound us all as a community and kept Joel 
feeling connected through his very last minutes, in the 
determination to be there with and for his family 
throughout and beyond the ordeal. I never expected God 
to guarantee an outcome or suspend reality. I did expect 
to find God in the steady constant lure toward good 
choices and responsibility. And that expectation God did 
not disappoint.56 
 
For Artson, then, evil is understood to be “that aspect of reality 

not yet touched by God’s lure or that part of creation that ignores 
God’s lure.”57 God’s “lure,” according to Artson, is the way in which 
God works in/through/with humanity. God offers us “the best 
possible next step,” and we have the opportunity to take it or to reject 
it. On our part, we intuit God’s lure “from the inside;” we know what 
we should do, but it is our choice to make.58 This understanding of 
God’s action in the world is similar to Jonas’, yet there seems to be a 
difference here: Where Jonas understands God to act “’into’ the world 
by a particular act¾“an irruption of transcendence into imma-
nence”¾Artson seems to hold a more immanent worldview that sees 
God’s “lure” as an ever-present potentiality “in and through all of cre-
ation, at any level, inviting every aspect of creation to respond affirma-
tively” to it. Yet Artson makes sure to emphasize that since God is dy-
namic and in the process of perpetual change, the “divine lure” is “u-
niquely appropriate” to every aspect of creation in a precise moment.59 
That is to say, although Artson¾as a process theologian who seeks to 

                                                
56  Artson, God of Becoming, p. 132. 
57  Bradley Shavit Artson, “Ba-derekh: On the Way¾A Presentation of 

Process Theology,” Conservative Judaism 62:1–2 (Fall–Winter 2010): p. 
22. 

58  Ibid., p. 14. 
59  Artson, God of Becoming, p. 41. 
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provide a consistent metaphysics¾affirms God’s lure to be an ever-
present potentiality in and through all of creation, he still leaves room 
for instances of individual and subjective revelation.  

 
 
A Partial Answer to the Moral and Epistemological Critiques of 
Jewish Process Theology 
 

In his discussion of the relation between the thought of Morde-
cai Kaplan to process theology, Jacob Staub observes that classical 
works in process philosophy and theology “are not entirely 
harmonious with the thrust of Kaplan’s vision.”60 Kaplan, on the one 
hand, ultimately understood God as a power or a process making for 
the good¾that is, for salvation, unity, creativity, and human worth-
whileness and highest fulfillment.61 On the other hand, process 
theologians tend to understand God as an all-empathetic God. Cri-
ticizing Charles Hartshorne’s process theodicy, Harold Schulweis ar-
gues that “Hartshorne’s God express his love through His all-embrac-
ing appreciation of all things… God is our friend, but He is the advo-
cate of our enemies as well.”62 God’s goodness is thus expressed by 
process theologians as God’s equal concern, or empathy, for all things; 
God does not favor one form of being over another. Consequently, 
such a God, in which both good and evil are included, is amoral. Thus, 
God’s goodness¾precisely what process theology seeks to save by 
abandoning God’s omnipotence and omniscience¾is undermined. In 
short, as Staub suggests, “[t]his is primarily a God of love rather than 
of justice.”63 Therefore, he argues that process theology cannot fully 
explicate and systematize Kaplan’s thought: 

 

                                                
60  Staub, “Kaplan and Process Theology,” p. 291.  
61  See, for example, Mordecai Menahem Kaplan, The Meaning of God in 

Modern Jewish Religion, pp. 60 and 76; Kaplan, Judaism as a Civilization: 
Toward a Reconstruction of American-Jewish Life (New York: The Macmil-
lan Company, 1934), p. 400; and Kaplan, Questions Jews Ask: Recon-
structionist Answers (New York: Reconstructionist Press, 1956), p. 103. 

62  Harold M Schulweis, Evil and the Morality of God (Jersey City, New Jer-
sey: KTAV Publishing House, 2010), pp. 59–60. 

63  Staub, “Kaplan and Process Theology,” p. 291. 
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A faithful explication [of Kaplan’s thought] will not al-
low for an empathic, nonjudgmental God who cares 
about us but who does not, in some sense, represent the 
imperative to seek righteousness. In firm Jewish tradi-
tion, the Kaplanian perspective chooses to identify the 
divine with the prophetic and rabbinic ethics rather 
than with an all-inclusive embrace of the totality of all 
things¾even at the expense of an account of the world 
that makes complete sense.64 

 
What about the theologies of Jonas and Artson? How do they 

relate to this tension? How should we reconcile Jonas and Artson’s 
approaches with the traditional Jewish notion of the God of justice? 
An attempt to provide full answers to these questions, as well as an 
attempt to point out all similarities and differences between Jonas, 
Artson, and other process thinkers and theologians is beyond the 
scope of this paper. Nevertheless, I would like to suggest several 
comments on them. By doing so, I hope to emphasize that Jonas and 
Artson, very much like Kaplan, exemplify not a pure form of “classic” 
process theology but something more akin to a synthesis of process 
thought, existentialism (for Jonas), and Jewish tradition (mostly for 
Artson). Furthermore, I believe Jonas and Artson’s personal 
backgrounds, motivations, and justifications—which are different 
from those of other, Protestant, process thinkers—push their thought 
even farther from “classic” process theology. 

To begin with, unlike other process theologians, Jonas does not 
see his myth as systematic theology. In fact, the opposite is true. For 
Jonas, theology strives not toward cognitive knowledge about God 
but toward “an understanding”¾that is, toward a meaningful con-
cept of God which is consistent with Jonas’ existential philosophy of 
biology.65 In other words, Jonas is not a theologian at all and therefore 
not a process theologian, but a philosopher who draws from his own 
philosophy as well as from Jewish and Protestant religious sources. 
Thus, as Ron Margolin observed, Jonas’ theological writings are 

                                                
64  Ibid., p. 292. 
65  Jonas, “The Concept of God,” pp. 131–132. See also Lawrence Troster, 

“Hans Jonas and the Concept of God after the Holocaust,” Conservative 
Judaism 55:4 (2003), pp. 20–21. 
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accompanied by “long apologies” regarding his very engagement 
with metaphysics and theology in a post-Kantian world.66 This is 
indeed the case in “The Concept of God after Auschwitz;” Jonas 
admits at the outset that what he has to offer is “a piece of frankly 
speculative theology”67 and concludes the essay with the following 
words: 

 
All this, let it be said at the end, is but stammering. Even 
the words of the great seers and adorers¾the prophets 
and the psalmists¾which stand beyond comparison, 
were stammers before the eternal mystery. Every mortal 
answer to Job’s question, too, cannot be more than that.68 

 
By this, I do not mean to suggest that Jonas’ argument does not 

deserve an argumentative assessment.69 Rather, I seek to point out a 
crucial difference between Jonas and other process thinkers. Jonas ar-
rived at his concept of a non-omnipotent God not simply because he 
was convinced by the logical soundness of Whitehead’s metaphysics. 
Rather, it was his own moral sense as well as his life-experience as a 
Jew (or, if you will, the “Jewish dimensions” of his thought) that led 
him to a specific theological worldview. 

In other words, Jonas justifies his most radical and significant 
claim¾that is, the rejection of God’s omnipotence¾by appealing to 
Jewish tradition, to what he understands to be its ideals, values, and 
concept of God. True, Jonas consciously rejects the traditional Jewish 
concepts of God as the Lord of history or as the God of justice who re-
                                                
66  Ron Margolin, “Mi-ḥeqer Ha-gnosis We-ʿad Muśag Ha-ʾelohim ’aḥarei 

’aushvits: Qavim Letoledot Ḥayyav Ul-haguto Shel Hans Jonas” (Hebrew, 
“From Gnosticism until the Concept of God after Auschwitz: The Life 
and Thought of Hans Jonas”), in Ron Margolin (ed.), Muśag Ha-ʾelohim 
ʾaḥarei ʾaushvits U-maʾamarim Nosafim (“The Concept of God after Ausch-
witz and Other Essays”) (trans. from German by Danit Dottan) (Tel 
Aviv: Resling, 2004), p. 20. 

67  Jonas, “The Concept of God,” p. 131. 
68  Ibid., p. 142. 
69  For a critique of Jonas’ argument in “The Concept of God after Ausch-

witz” see Paul Clavier, “Hans Jonas’ Feeble Theodicy: How on Earth 
Could God Retire?,” European Journal for Philosophy of Religion 3:2 (Au-
tumn 2011), pp. 305–322. 
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wards and punishes. But he does so from a Jewish standpoint, as it 
were, for he is well-aware that “on this question the Jew is in greater 
theoretical difficulty than the Christian:”70 

 
To the Christian … the world is anyway largely of the 
devil and always an object of suspicion¾the human 
world in particular because of original sin. But to the Jew, 
who sees in “this” world the locus of divine creation, 
justice, and redemption, God is eminently the Lord of 
history, and in this respect “Auschwitz” calls, even for the 
believer, the whole traditional concept of God into 
question.71 
 
Precisely because the Jew seeks God’s judgment in “this” world 

and in history, the Jew is baffled and perplexed in the face of the mani-
festations of evil in them. For Jonas, given the catastrophic events of 
his lifetime and the injustice he witnessed, holding on to the “tradi-
tional” concept of God would inevitably lead him to reject God alto-
gether. Yet, 

 
one who will not thereupon just give up the concept of 
God altogether… must rethink it so that it is still think-
able; and that means seeking a new answer to the old 
question of (and about) Job. The Lord of history, we sus-
pect, will have to go by the board in this quest.72 
 
Artson, on his part, who openly affirms process theology, is 

perhaps too versed in and influenced by Jewish sources and tradition 
to suggest a “classic” (i.e., Protestant) process theology. For instance, 
Artson rejects God’s omnipotence not merely because it is “an account 
of the world that makes complete sense.” Rather, his rejection of God’s 
omnipotence stems from his commitment to what he understands as 
“Judaism’s and the Torah’s own standards of justice and morality:”73 

 

                                                
70  Jonas, “The Concept of God,” p. 133.  
71  Ibid., italics in original. 
72  Ibid.. 
73  Artson, “I Will Be Who I Will Be,” p. 5. 
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I know that if I saw a baby about to be murdered and I could 
intervene and stop it, my refraining from action would vio-
late my Torah obligations. Such an abdication does not stop 
being a monstrosity just because God did it. Torah tradition 
affirms God’s goodness unambiguously and asserts two 
claims that some theologians do not like to remember: we 
are told… that God gave humans the ability to distinguish 
between good and evil and that we are made in God’s 
image. That is to say, Torah tells us explicitly that we share 
the same criteria.74 
 
In other words, process theology cannot fully explicate Artson 

for the same reason it cannot fully explicate Kaplan, for both see them-
selves committed to “Judaism’s standards of justice and morality.” 
But these are precisely the standards and values that led Artson to re-
ject God’s omnipotence in the first place in order to save God’s good-
ness.  

Thus, it would be more accurate to suggest that both Jonas and 
Artson use the categories and modes of thought developed within 
process thinking from Whitehead onward, without appropriating its 
entire metaphysical scheme, in their personal, and distinctively 
Jewish, attempts to deal with the problem of evil. Both seek to free 
God from the responsibility to evil in order to save God’s goodness, 
even at the cost of giving up the traditional Jewish concept of God as 
the Lord of history or the God of justice who rewards the righteous 
and punishes the wicked. 

Furthermore, Jonas and Artson do not understand God to be 
the amoral all-empathetic God of Whitehead. For Jonas, God possess 
a will and a power to act “into” the world through human beings. For 
Artson, it is only “those events that optimize love, justice, compassion, 
[and] relationship” that are considered revelatory.75 However, as I 
showed earlier, for both Jonas and Artson, like Whitehead, God’s 
power is not absolute, and it is the responsibility of human beings to 
act upon God’s will. This is a heavy responsibility, for human beings 
hold “the fate of deity in [their] hands,”76 for God and the world are 
affected by the deeds of human beings.  

                                                
74  Ibid.. 
75  Artson, God of Becoming, p. 43. 
76  Jonas, “Immortality and the Modern Temper,” p. 125. 
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I suggest that, for Jonas and Artson, the quest for justice and 
righteousness is inspired by God precisely because of God’s goodness, 
which in turn is achieved by the rejection of God’s omnipotence and 
omniscience. It is not only that God is not amoral, but it is God who 
provides morality and value to an otherwise cold and indifferent cos-
mos.77 God works for justice in/through/with humanity. Thus, I 
agree with Michael Marmur, who observes that Jonas and Artson’s 
process theologies replace theodicy by “odyssey of activism and the 
quest of justice.”78 In this sense, God is all-embracing only insofar as 
God inspires morality and justice or works for justice 
in/through/with every human being. Human beings possess the 
choice whether or not to listen, to follow, or to join God in this en-
deavor. Moral evil, in other words, is the direct outcome of the 
freedom of the entire cosmos, including human beings, to make “bad 
choices.” In regard to Schulweis’ critique, Jonas and Artson might 
respond that God is neither “our friend” nor “our enemies’ friend” 
precisely because God’s power is not coercive but persuasive. Put 
simply, God cannot coerce God’s judgment. All God can do is to per-
suade us, and our enemies too, to act with love, justice, and compas-
sion. 

However, such an answer would not satisfy a critic like Schul-
weis, who argues that what determines the moral goodness of God are 
God’s actions. But this very expectation from God to act in favor of the 

                                                
77  See, for example, Jonas, “Contemporary Problems,” pp. 169–171: 
 

The world of modern physics is neither “good” nor “bad,” it 
has no reference to either attribute, because it is indifferent to 
that very distinction. It is a world of fact alien to value… 
Darwinism, in other words, offers an “image-less” image of 
man. But, it was the image-idea with its transcendent 
reference by whose logic it could be said “Be ye holy for I am 
holy, the Lord your God.” The evolutionary imperative 
sounds distinctly different: Be successful in the struggle of 
life. And since biological success is, in Darwinian terms, 
defined by the mere rate of reproduction, one may say that 
all imperatives are reduced to “Be fruitful and multiply.” 

 
78  Michael Marmur, “Resonances and Dissonances: On Reading Artson,” 

Conservative Judaism 62:1–2 (Fall-Winter 2010): p. 107. 
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sufferer is at odds with the basic premise of process theology—that is, 
that God acts in the world in a persuasive, rather than in a coercive, 
manner.  

Elsewhere, Schulweis points out another epistemic and moral 
problem of process theology:  
 

How do we know whether what we do or what we are 
intent on doing is to be traced to “divine” luring, or 
“divine” persuasion, or “divine” invitation? Before or 
after the event, can we ever read the intent of mind of the 
One who lures? In what sense may it be claimed we know 
the “initial aims” of the lure and its “unfulfilled goals”?79 

 
Let me try to respond to Schulweis’ critique on his own terms. 

For Schulweis, the answer to the epistemic problem lies in what he 
terms “predicate theology.” Following Ludwig Feuerbach, Schulweis 
assigns the moral predicates of the divine a new status: Moral qualities 
no longer derive their meaning from their divine subject; rather, moral 
qualities are considered to be divine in themselves.80 To answer the 
question regarding what constitutes these moral qualities, Schulweis 
adopts both Mordecai Kaplan’s notion of the emergence of values 
within a community and his pragmatism. First, Schulweis argues that 
moral qualities are “discovered in doing, feeling, thinking, willing, 
prizing, and evaluating experience.” In other words, moral qualities 
of godliness are discovered, consensually agreed upon, and validated 
within a community; they are the products of cumulative experience 
“which have proven to be of ultimate importance to the believer and 
the community of faith.”81 Second, Schulweis adopts Kaplan’s (and ul-
timately James’ and Dewey’s) pragmatic method: The divine moral 
qualities are corrigible, that is, they are subject to testing “against the 
stones of reality.”82 

But what is the answer of Schulweis’ predicate theology to the 
problem of evil? What does it provide for the sufferer who asks, “Why 
me?” Simply put, Schulweis’ predicate theology provides no answer, 
                                                
79  Harlod Schulweis, “The Pull of the Divine Lure,” Conservative Judaism 

62:1–2 (Fall–Winter  2010), p. 56. 
80  Schulweis, Evil and the Morality of God, p. 129. 
81  Ibid., p. 135. 
82  Ibid.. 
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but merely a consolatory and compassionate hug. This is so because 
God, according to Schulweis, is not responsible for evil. Similarly to 
Kaplan, Jonas, and Artson—Schulweis understands godliness as 
discovered in the “powers and energies” that raise up human 
existence.83 Nature and history are both neutral and amoral. Godliness 
must be found within them, in human actions of encouragement, in 
compassion, in mutual aid, and in cooperation. For Schulweis, human 
beings, by their acts, create godliness, or, increase its presence in the 
world, a notion that resembles the Kabbalistic notion of tikkun 
(“rebuilding”), which views humanity as co-creator with God. 

We see then that, at least regarding its answer to the problem of 
evil, Schulweis’ predicate theology provides similar arguments to 
those of Jonas and Artson. True, Schulweis’ predicate theology pro-
vides¾by emphasizing that moral qualities are discovered, validated, 
and consensually agreed upon within the community¾a protection 
factor, as it were, from fundamentalism, fanaticism, and despotism. 
Yet this “protection factor” could be applied to process theology as 
well and thus answer Schulweis’ own epistemic critique. 
 
 
Conclusion 
 

As we have seen, scholars have argued that it is theodicy that 
lies at the heart of Jewish adaptations of process thought and 
theology.84 This paper follows this observation by asserting that the 
motivation of both Jonas and Artson in developing their process 
theologies was a moral one. Like other critics of classical theodicy, 
both Jonas and Artson claim that metaphysical accounts cannot 
answer the sufferer’s “why,” or more precisely, “why me.” According 
to them, no reason will adequately explain away the pain of human 
loss, tragedy, or illness. I sought to argue here that process theology, 
especially in its “Jewish version” of Jonas and Artson, does not merely 
attempt to answer the sufferer’s “why.” It attempts to do more than 
this. 

                                                
83  Ibid., p. 145. 
84  Schulweis, “The Pull of the Divine Lure,” p. 55; Marmur, “Resonances 
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First, it attempts to save not merely God’s morality but our own 
moral sense as well. It asserts that only a moral God is worthy of wor-
ship. That is to say, only a moral God can deserve our love—and not 
merely our fear. 

Second, the Jewish process theology manifested by Jonas and 
Artson understands theodicy as futile insofar as it is not primarily a 
call for action to eliminate suffering. For both Jonas and Artson, 
human beings are responsible for moral evil in this world, and any 
intellectual attempt to explain evil theologically not only misses the 
mark but testifies to irresponsibility on our part. In a critical essay of 
post-Holocaust theologies, Amos Funkenstein claimed that the focus 
on theology diverts us from acknowledging the real problem, namely, 
that human actions led to the catastrophe. Instead, Funkenstein called 
us to turn our attention from God to humanity. For him, the Holocaust 
is comprehensible and meaningful insofar as we understand it as a 
possibility of human life.85 Jewish process theology, as manifested by 
both Jonas and Artson, understands evil as a real possibility of human 
life, and does not attempt to deny human responsibility to it. Thus, it 
might serve us better as a post-Holocaust theology as well. Jonas and 
Artson’s emphasis on the moral autonomy and agency of human 
beings means real and heavy responsibility for all creation. The true 
sin, according to both, is to act similarly to Job’s friends: to disregard 
our own moral sensibilities in order to defend evil, “because it 
requires either blaming the victim or denying our ethical compass.”86 

And third, Jonas and Artson’s Jewish process theology does not 
reject the reality of suffering by telling the sufferer that her suffering 
is for some “greater good.” Rather, it tells the sufferer that she might 
never receive a satisfactory answer to her “why;” it tells the sufferer 
that God simply could not help. Furthermore, it affirms God’s suffer-
ing as well. But process theology provides not only an answer which 
releases the sufferer from the need to cling onto the idea of an omnipo-
tent God; it provides an existential and religious hope as well. Jonas 
quoted Etty Hillesum’s diary from the Nazi camp of Westerbork as 
testimony that even amid the Holocaust the idea of a non-omnipotent 
                                                
85  Amos Funkenstein, “Theological Interpretations of the Holocaust: A 

Balance,” in Francois Furet (ed.), Unanswered Questions: Nazi Germany 
and the Genocide of the Jews (New York: Schocken Books, 1987.), pp. 
275–303. 

86  Artson, God of Becoming, p. 132. 
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and suffering God had a religious and existential meaning. Hillesum, 
Jonas noticed, prayed for God: 

 
But one thing is becoming increasingly clear to me: that 
You cannot help us, that we must help You to help our-
selves. And that is all we can manage these days and also 
all that really matters: that we safeguard that little piece 
of You, God, in ourselves. And perhaps in others as well. 
Alas, there doesn’t seem to be much You Yourself can do 
about our circumstances, about our lives. Neither do I 
hold You responsible. You cannot help us, but we must 
help You and defend your dwelling place inside us to the 
last.87 

 
Margolin suggests that such a prayer resembles the Hasidic prayer for 
the sake of heaven, which is considered “loftier than a prayer for one’s 
sake.” He further suggests that, for Jonas, the aim of prayer is not to 
ask God to supply our material needs, but to “deepen the meaning of 
life by asking God to dwell in the world.”88 Such a God is a source of 
existential and religious hope for Artson as well, for “God is found not 
in the suspension of nature’s propensities, but in the intrusion of nov-
elty and surprise in normally established patterns, in the abiding na-
ture of hope and the transforming power of love, a power that is per-
suasive, not coercive.”89  

For both Jonas and Artson, then, God is still out there¾not in 
evil, destruction, death, and illness, but in the very ability of human 
beings to transcend themselves, to overcome disasters and recover 
from trauma, to find creative solutions in times of distress, and to risk 
their lives for love. By so doing, human beings can affect God and 
strengthen God’s presence in the world. In this sense, God is 
perhaps¾at least potentially¾omnipotent after all: God is the all-

                                                
87  Etty Hillesum, An Interrupted Life: The Diaries of Etty Hillesum, 1941–

1943, (trans. from Dutch by Arnold J. Pomerans) (New York: 
Metropolitan Books / Henry Holt and Company, 1996), p. 178. 

88  Ron Margolin, “Hans Jonas and Secular Religiosity,” in Hava Tirosh-
Samuelson and Christian Wiese (eds.), The Legacy of Hans Jonas: Judaism 
and the Phenomenon of Life (Leiden: Brill, 2008), pp. 253–254. 

89  Artson, God of Becoming, p. 132. 
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powerful and endless force enabling, or liberating, humanity’s divine 
potential to be more than we are. 
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OVERLAPPING MAGESTERIA: WHAT SCIENCE AND 
RELIGION HAVE IN COMMON 
 

Michael Wasserman 
 
 

I am a rabbi from a family of scientists. I have scientific skepti-
cism in my blood, but I have never felt that it conflicted with my work 
of building spiritual community. To the contrary, I believe that science 
and religion reinforce each other. Stephen Jay Gould wrote that sci-
ence and religion can never truly clash because they have nothing in 
common. They are “non-overlapping magesteria,” neither of which 
has standing to refute the other’s claims.1 I believe something more: 
that science and religion, truly understood, are at peace with one 
another because of what they share, not just because of how they dif-
fer. At a certain level, they support each other’s work. In an era when 
their cultures have grown polarized, when science and religion serve 
as rallying cries for warring camps, I feel that it might help to point 
out what the two kinds of inquiry, as I understand them, have in com-
mon. What follows is not a formal philosophical argument but a per-
sonal, practical effort to map out a middle ground in a world dominat-
ed by extremes. 

 
 

Empiricism and Religious Questions 
 

The commonality between science and religion that I have in 
mind has nothing to do with content. It is not due to any similarities 
in what they teach, such as those between the symbolism of medieval 

                                                
1  Stephen Jay Gould, “Non-overlapping Magesteria,” Natural History 

106 (March 1997), pp. 16–22. 
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Jewish mysticism and the physics of the big bang.2 Nor is it due to 
emotions that we might associate with both, such as the wonder at the 
natural order that Albert Einstein saw as the core impetus of science 
and the purest distillation of religion.3 Rather, it is due to an essential 
kinship in their missions. Religion, like science, is an effort to make 
sense of what we perceive. In contrast with those who define religion 
as faith in the unseen, I would argue that it is more properly under-
stood as an interpretation of the seen. Religion is akin to science in that 
it is rooted in empiricism in the broad sense. Like science, religion 
struggles to make sense of evidence, albeit a different kind of sense of 
a different kind of evidence. Religion, as I understand it, is the use of 
sacred language to interpret what we perceive about the world speci-
fically as human beings. It is the use of symbols, narratives, and con-
cepts to make reality coherent and intelligible to a searching self. Ri-
tual practice plays an important role as well in that it concretizes and 
intensifies sacred language. It enables us to inhabit that language more 
fully, to put our bodies into it as well as our minds, which deepens its 
power to make the world—and our place in it—comprehensible. Reli-
gion is empirical in that it is a particular kind of effort to make sense 
of what we see. 

One might ask: If empiricism is so broad a category that it can 
encompass things as different as science and religion, then is it not too 
broad a category to mean much of anything? If science and religion 
are both empirical, then what is not empirical? 

Perhaps by answering that question, I can make my point clear-
er. Let me offer an example of a non-empirical mode of thinking, 
which is antithetical to both endeavors, in order to highlight what they 
have in common. 

One of the most salient strands of anti-empiricist thought today 
is the reductionism (or reductive materialism) that pervades large 
parts of the academic world and much of the general culture as well. 
It is sometimes called physicalism because it teaches that the only true 

                                                
2  See, for an example of such discourse, Daniel Matt, God and the Big 

Bang: Discovering Harmony Between Science and Spirituality (Woodstock, 
VT: Jewish Lights 1996). 

3  Albert Einstein, “Religion and Science,” New York Times, November 9, 
1930, p. 136. 
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way to describe reality is through chemistry and ultimately physics.4 
It is also called scientism because it absolutizes science in a way that 
science itself does not. 

Reductionism, by whichever name we call it, is the ideology of 
the most caustic critics of religion today. Its core complaint against re-
ligion is not that religious answers happen to be false but that religious 
questions are not really questions in the first place. It dismisses all reli-
gious language as a kind of nonsense that does not rise even to the lev-
el of being incorrect. Questions about what life means, why it matters, 
or where it points are questions about literally nothing. The percep-
tions that motivate those questions—our glimpses of a deeper moral 
order and transcendent purpose that whet our appetite for meaning—
are illusions, shadows cast off by the chemistry and physics of our 
brains. More fundamentally, those questions are not really questions 
because the I that asks them, that seeks meaning and transcendence, 
is an illusion as well. There is no searching self but only the firing of 
neurons, which are reducible to the same laws that explain the rest of 
nature. 

The claim that only physical things are real is based on an epis-
temological premise, an assumption about how we know what we 
know. That premise is that there is only one reliable point of view from 
which to see the world, that of a depersonalized observer. In other 
words, the most accurate observations of the world will always be the 
most emotionally detached, the most thoroughly drained of every-
thing that makes them human observations. The more we strive to 
reach a vantage point entirely outside the self—like that of a camera 
controlled by a computer—the more clearly we will see reality. If one 
starts from that premise, then the conclusion that only physical things 
are real follows naturally. Since the only things that will appear real 
from a point outside the self are those that can be measured spatially 
and temporally, they must be the only things that are real. 

It has often been noted that there is nothing scientific about sci-
entism. The claim that there is nothing real except what we can see 
                                                
4  See, for example, Thomas Nagel’s discussion of physicalism, in the 

context of the mind-body problem, in What Does It All Mean? (Oxford, 
UK: Oxford University Press), 1987, p. 31. Nagel offers an extended 
critique of that philosophy in Mind and Cosmos: Why the Materialist Neo-
Darwinian Conception of Nature is Almost Certainly False (Oxford, UK: 
Oxford University Press 2012). 
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from an external, impersonal point of view is not a claim that can be 
tested in the laboratory. But the point goes deeper than that. It is not 
merely that the claim is unscientific but that it is anti-scientific. Even 
scientists who have no specific interest in defending religion, who are 
motivated strictly by scientific principles, ought to reject reductionism 
simply because it is anti-empirical. Its sensibility and method are the 
opposite of science’s. 

Scientific skepticism is, above all, skepticism toward dogmatic 
claims untested by experience. The essence of the scientific method is 
to give priority to evidence over theory. To be sure, the scientific meth-
od takes into account that our eyes can lie. But, when experience and 
theory conflict, science always breaks the tie with more experience. It 
never permits theory on its own to override what we observe. 

Reductionist reasoning moves in the opposite direction. It starts 
with the a priori claim that the only real things are those that we can 
see from an impersonal distance and rejects all evidence to the 
contrary. Specifically, it rules out all evidence that we derive from our 
inner lives. It dismisses self-awareness as a reliable source of data. 

What is the most direct perception of reality that we have, from 
the moment when we wake up in the morning to the moment when 
we fall asleep at night? It is the perception of ourselves as autono-
mous, reflective beings. We experience our subjectivity, our person-
hood, more immediately than we experience anything else. That was 
Descartes’ point when he argued that the one thing that he knew for 
sure was that his I, his conscious self existed—because, otherwise, 
who was having that experience of self-awareness? The self cannot be 
an illusion, Descartes insisted, because the very notion of illusion re-
quires that there be someone to deceive. We might be mistaken in our 
belief that we have a body—or even that we have a brain—but we can-
not be mistaken in our belief that we have a self—because it takes a 
self to be mistaken.5 

Reductionists are unmoved by Descartes’ argument. They insist 
that the self cannot be real because we cannot see it in the laboratory. 
When we probe the brain from the outside, we do not detect a self. We 
see the firing neurons that correspond to various mental states—in-
cluding, perhaps, a sense of self—but we do not see mental states 

                                                
5  René Descartes, Meditations on First Philosophy, 2nd Meditation. 
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themselves. Hence, the self, as we experience it from the inside, must 
be an illusion.6 

A number of researchers have offered theories that account for 
the experience of self-awareness by reducing it to neurological activi-
ty.7 The problem with all such theories is not that they are wrong but 
that they are beside the point. The thing that they explain is not the 
thing that they purport to explain. They account for what we can ob-
serve from the outside, but fail to truly touch on what we experience 
on the inside, the very thing that they claim to account for. They tell 
us nothing about actual self-awareness—unless we assume from the 
outset that what we see from an external point of view is all that there 
is to know about our inner world. But in that case, they argue in a cir-
cle. They ask us to assume exactly what they claim to demonstrate: 
that inner states are reducible to chemistry and physics. That is why 
Thomas Nagel and other critics of reductionism consider all such ef-
forts to explain the inner life from the outside futile.8 

For our purposes, the key point is that the premise of those ef-
forts is the opposite of scientific. If we are committed to empiricism, 
to putting experience first, then how can we justify writing off the 
most immediate perception that we have—our perception that we 
have selves, or rather that we are selves—simply on the basis of an a 
priori preference for one point of view over another? To dismiss direct 
evidence for no reason except prejudice against its source is not skepti-
cism but dogmatism. The same can be said of related perceptions that 
reductionists write off as illusions but that seem irreducibly true to us 
when we look at reality from the inside—that we make choices, for ex-
ample. We can certainly think of other instances in which we see real 
things from one perspective that we cannot see from another. 

To be clear, I am not claiming that empiricism validates some 
version of Descartes’ mind-body dualism. To suggest that our internal 
selves are as real as our external bodies need not mean that they are 
separate things, “the ghost in the machine” as distinct from the ma-
                                                
6  See, for example, Michael S. A. Graziano, Consciousness and the Social 

Brain (Oxford, UK: Oxford University Press 2013), pp. 15–17, where he 
compares the experience of awareness to the delusion of having a 
squirrel inside one’s head. 

7  Ibid.. 
8  Thomas Nagel, The View From Nowhere (Oxford, UK: Oxford Univer-

sity Press 1986), p. 16. 
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chine itself.9 The more modest explanation is that mind and brain are 
different aspects of the same basic substance. They are like two sides 
of a coin, except that we cannot change which side of it we are seeing 
simply by flipping the coin. We have to change where we stand. Dual 
aspect theory teaches that to see our nature in full requires two differ-
ent points of view: the view from outside and the view from inside.10 
It seems to me that, if we start with a commitment to empiricism, we 
cannot avoid considering some version of that theory. 

So, in answer to our question—If both science and religion are 
empirical, then what is not empirical?—I would start with the reduc-
tionism that pervades so much of our discourse today. It is perhaps 
the chief contemporary example of a mode of thought that demands 
that we ignore what we perceive. 

Having identified an adversary that science and religion have 
in common, we can start to see their commonality more clearly. We 
can say this much at least: The scientific spirit at its best defends reli-
gious questions. Why? Because religious questions are responses to di-
rect experience: the experience of selfhood, of autonomy and moral 
agency, of value and importance, of the numinous, and so on. From 
the outside, those things seem illusory. But from the inside, they 
appear as real as any physical facts. The empiricism at the heart of 
science challenges us to recognize that the questions that we ask about 
those things are real questions after all. 

 
 

Empiricism and the Search for Religious Answers 
 
Does the scientific spirit’s support for religious searching go 

any further? Does it validate attempts to answer religious questions 
as well? Does it sanction the work of weaving sacred narratives and 
constructing theologies, systems of meaning that cannot be tested 
from the outside? 

I believe that it does. In fact, I believe that a true commitment to 
empiricism not only validates the work of making meaning of what 

                                                
9  The phrase “the ghost in the machine” was coined by Gilbert Ryle as 

part of his critique of Cartesian dualism. 
10  See Thomas Nagel’s explanation of dual aspect theory in What Does It 

All Mean (Oxford, UK: Oxford University Press 1987), p. 34. 
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we perceive from the inside but requires some version of that work. 
The same sensibility that pushes us toward scientific inquiry to make 
sense of what we see from an external point of view also pushes us to-
ward the use of sacred language—or something functionally equiva-
lent to it11—to make a different kind of sense of things that we perceive 
about the world from the inside, from the perspective of our 
humanness. 

Before I try to make that case, let me offer some examples of 
how sacred language does that, how it serves as an interpretation of 
the seen. 

When we speak of  a human “spirit,” what are we referring to? 
If we start from Genesis as opposed to Plato, then what we are speak-
ing of is not a metaphysical construct, a non-physical entity impris-
oned in the body, but rather something very visible: the difference be-
tween life and non-life, which is crystalized in the metaphor of 
breath.12 In the story of creation, the Bible portrays God breathing hu-
man life into inanimate clay because that image captures the paradox 
that we perceive at the heart of our personhood: that our life is in our 
bodies but not entirely of our bodies, that there is a dimension to us 
that, while not separate from our physicality, is not entirely bounded 
by it either. The language of physiology has no way to capture that 
paradox, a paradox that, from our inner point of view, appears as a 
brute fact. Hence, we turn to sacred language to express what we see. 

Another example: When we speak of the world as created, we 
are not speaking primarily of something that we believe happened in 
the past. Rather, we are struggling to capture something that we see 
about the world right now. (In this, I am following the ancient rabbis, 
who taught that to believe in creation means to believe that it is con-
stantly occurring.13) We are naming something that seems irreducibly 

                                                
11  I do not wish to define religion so broadly that it leaves no room for 

other types of personal meaning-making. It is important to respect 
those who define their search as secular. Nevertheless, it seems fair to 
say that secular philosophical or poetic language that cannot be 
verified externally is like religious language in that respect. Moreover, 
in many cases,  such language is rooted in religious traditions. 

12  Genesis 2:7. The root meaning of the Hebrew neshamah, like that of its 
English equivalent, “spirit,” is “breath.” 

13  See, for example, near the end of the first blessing before the recitation 
of the Shema in the morning service: hamhaddeish betuvo bekhol yom 
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true from the perspective of our humanness but that chemistry and 
physics do not capture. That is that the world matters, that it has value 
and importance, that—beneath the mathematical relationships that 
correlate what is—there is an ought behind existence. The world not 
only is but rightly is. In speaking of the world as created, we turn to 
sacred language to align our understanding of the world with our raw 
experience of it. 

A final example: When we use the language of commanded-
ness, which is central to all Jewish discourse, we are not speaking 
mainly about something that occurred in the past, about which we 
know only second-hand. More fundamentally, we are expressing our 
experience, right now of being pulled by concerns beyond our own, of 
being morally compelled. When we look at other living things from 
the perspective of our humanness, we see more than chemistry and 
physics tell us that we are seeing, more than molecules and atoms. We 
see fellow creatures with a claim on our attention and concern. The 
language of commandedness gives us a way to name a force that we 
experience as immediately as any physical force: the moral gravity 
that draws us out of ourselves.14 

In all of these examples, sacred language makes intelligible 
what we perceive from the inside in something like the way in which 
a scientific theory makes intelligible what we perceive from the out-
side—by organizing and contextualizing it—except that the voice be-
hind this kind of language is a voice of personal engagement, not im-
personal distance. It speaks from the perspective of a searching self 
embedded in community and tradition, not from a position of emo-

                                                
tamid ma’aseh vereishit (“. . .[God], who in goodness, renews 
continually, each day, the work of creation . . .”). 

14  Specifically, I am referring here to the language of commandedness 
bein adam lahaveiro (between oneself and peers—or by extension other 
kinds of creatures). The language of commandedness bein adam lamma-
kom (between oneself and God)—which is the traditional basis of ritual 
as opposed to ethical law—is a different matter. What concrete percep-
tion grounds that language? Franz Rosenzweig argued that the experi-
ence of the numinous is in itself commanding. Whatever ritual legisla-
tion it inspires is rooted in the raw experience of being pulled upon by 
the transcendent. See Rosenzweig’s letter in Nahum N. Glatzer, On 
Jewish Learning: Franz Rosenzweig (New York, NY: Schocken Books 
1955), pp. 119–124. 
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tional detachment. Hence, it cannot be judged by the criteria of a sci-
ence. 

Now we can answer the question that we asked above: In what 
sense does a commitment to empiricism push us toward the use of sa-
cred language—or something equivalent to sacred language—to 
make sense of what we perceive about the world from an internal, hu-
man point of view? In what sense does empiricism validate not just 
religious questions but the search for religious answers as well? 

If empiricism is a commitment to be guided, first and foremost, 
by what we perceive, then one of its implications—as we have seen—
is that we must not favor certain types of evidence over others based 
on a priori preferences. Another implication of that definition—specifi-
cally the part about being guided by experience—is that we must make 
some effort to interpret what we experience, to make sense of it. With-
out some attempt to contextualize what we perceive, we cannot be 
guided by it. Raw observations have no meaning on their own. They 
take on meaning only as we organize them into a conceptual scheme. 

Science weaves together things that we perceive from an 
external, impersonal point of view. It constructs theories that explain 
how they relate to one another, which can be tested by further 
observations from the same perspective. But, if we were to stop 
there—if we were to limit ourselves to scientific answers in our search 
for meaning and coherence on the grounds that only those answers 
can be externally verified—then we would be violating the first 
implication of our definition. We would be making a decision to be 
guided by just one type of data, and we would be doing so based on 
nothing but an arbitrary preference for one point of view over another. 
We would be declaring that what we perceive from the inside—
simply because we perceive it from the inside—is unworthy of our 
work of meaning-making and must be relegated to the realm of 
unintelligible noise. In doing so, we would be placing ourselves 
squarely in the anti-empiricist camp. 

So empiricism, broadly understood, must be a commitment to 
interpret what we perceive on its own terms, to recognize that different 
kinds of data call for different modes of comprehension. To interpret 
our experience even-handedly—to honor what we see regardless of 
which point of view we see it from—means to grant that we must 
process different kinds of information differently, in ways consistent 
with the nature of the information. Making sense means different 
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things from different perspectives. Hence, a commitment to be guided 
by experience requires openness to different definitions of what kind 
of sense we ought to try to make of it. If empiricism calls on us to 
interpret external data from the outside, then it calls on us to interpret 
internal data from the inside, to make things that we perceive 
specifically as human beings intelligible to ourselves as human beings. 
The logic of empiricism, the same logic that drives our search for sci-
entific knowledge, pushes us to turn to other kinds of language, lan-
guage that cannot be tested from the outside, to interpret things that 
we know but cannot prove, things that we see but cannot measure. 

 
 

Science and Spiritual Humility 
 

I have argued that the scientific spirit supports the work of reli-
gion in that the empiricism at the heart of science motivates and vali-
dates religious searching too. But when I claimed at the outset that sci-
ence and religion reinforce each other, that was only half of what I 
meant. I believe that religion, at its most authentic, supports the work 
of science as well, and that it does so on the basis of another value that 
they have in common: intellectual integrity. 

In the real world, as we know, religion frequently does the op-
posite. Even when the scientific world respects religion, religion often 
fails to return the favor. Reactionary strands of faith push back against 
the sciences. They hold up sacred narratives as quasi-scientific claims 
about the world, as refutations of geology and biology. In that respect, 
they trespass on science’s terrain.  

But the insistence that religion has the kind of knowledge that 
can refute science is not essential to religious faith. To the contrary, re-
ligious fundamentalism as we know it is a recent innovation.  Before 
modernity, when religion had less to be defensive about, it rarely 
made such quasi-scientific claims about the world. 

Consider, for example, biblical narratives. When the Bible tells 
us that such and such a thing happened, modern readers often assume 
that its purpose was to give us the kind of information that we would 
turn to science or history to provide, the kind of information that a 
cold-eyed witness would have reported had he or she been at the 
scene. But the actual character of the narratives belies that assumption. 
Biblical stories are not anything like what we would expect of an at-
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tempt to nail down external facts. They are full of loose ends. They 
contradict themselves without apology. They ignore questions that a 
scientist or historian would consider crucial, and they concern them-
selves with claims that would have been impossible to check, even by 
one who was there at the time. All of this suggests that their purpose 
was never to tell us what a dispassionate observer would have seen. 
It was to paint a picture of reality according to what we today would 
call the inner point of view. 

The same can be said of most pre-modern systems of theology. 
To the extent that ancient and medieval theologians made seemingly 
objective claims about reality—such as the claim that God treats peo-
ple fairly—they generally did so in a way that was impossible to falsi-
fy. Again, it seems that their purpose was not to describe reality from 
an impersonal perspective but to describe the world as they experi-
enced it from the inside. It was not external facts that they were trying 
to account for but the world as it appeared to them as meaning-seek-
ing human beings. The question that is so important to us—How does 
reality look to a detached, impartial witness?—was not their question. 

It was not their question because they did not distinguish as 
sharply as we do between the external and internal points of view in 
the first place. They did not yet have the kind of modern selves that 
strive to step back from their natural vantage point and see the world 
from an entirely detached position. The objective point of view as we 
know it, a perspective that aspires to exclude the viewer’s person-
hood, did not yet exist. 

The core dilemma that religion faces in the modern world is to 
choose what it will do about a way of seeing that did not exist during 
the centuries when religion evolved. In responding to that challenge, 
religion has two options. Which one it takes depends on which of two 
traditional traits it prioritizes—traits that it never had to choose be-
tween before: comprehensiveness and integrity. 

Until modernity, religion could claim jurisdiction over all that 
we perceive, and it could make that claim with full integrity. Imper-
sonal investigation, as we understand it, did not yet exist because we 
had not yet asserted the degree of psychological distance that would 
make that kind of inquiry possible. But, today, if religion still claims 
ownership of all that we see, it engages in an act of willful denial. And 
the cost of willful denial is always some measure of integrity. 
Reactionary fervor always takes a toll in intellectual honesty. 
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Alternatively, religion can prioritize integrity and give up its 
claim to comprehensiveness. It can admit that it no longer owns all 
points of view, that there are types of knowledge that it does not have. 

It seems to me that the more historically authentic of the two 
options, the one that requires less repudiation of the past, is to choose 
integrity over comprehensiveness. Religion that is less than all-
encompassing is still recognizably itself. But religion that is less than 
honest is distorted beyond recognition. When religion claims to have 
the kind of knowledge that its very nature precludes, it turns into a 
caricature of itself. It betrays the very heritage that it claims to defend 
and forfeits the terrain where it could still do good. 

Choosing honesty, even at the cost of comprehensiveness, 
seems to me to be the only way for religion to preserve its reason for 
being today. And to make that choice—to renounce what it cannot do 
for the sake of what it can—leads naturally to honoring science as a 
complementary endeavor. The self-limitation that makes sacred 
language relevant today also makes science necessary. 

This is what I mean when I say that religion at its best affirms 
the work of science, just as science at its best affirms the work of 
religion. The honesty that makes religion matter cannot help but 
honor scientific inquiry, just as the empiricism at the heart of science 
supports religious searching. The line that we have drawn between 
their jurisdictions—between the inner and the outer points of view—
is not an arbitrary truce line between two adversaries. Nor is it an 
impenetrable wall between two worlds that know nothing of each 
other. Rather, it is a division of labor that honors the essential 
characteristics of each type of work and is sanctioned and supported 
by the best in each. The core values of science and religion point 
toward the same partnership. More broadly, they point toward a 
middle ground in the culture wars, a place of modesty and 
moderation in a world torn by extremes. 
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A BIBLICAL CHALLENGE: 
CAN AN ACADEMIC APPROACH AIMED AT ‘BEST 
EXPLANATION’ OF THE BIBLICAL TEXT BE IMPORTED 
INTO THE SYNAGOGUE-SERMON WORLD OF 
‘INTERPRETATION?’ 
 

Richard L. Claman 
 

 
Recent years have seen a renewed discussion of the question 

whether, and, if so, how, “modern” historical (including philological) 
study of the Bible (“MSB”)1 should be brought into the synagogue 

                                                
* Editors’ note: This essay is intended to illustrate the sorts of issues and 

discussions for which we are inviting submissions, in our call for sub-
missions, printed in the final pages of this issue. 

1  We will employ the abbreviation ‘MSB’ to signal that this phrase has a 
specific meaning here. We do not mean, by the term “modern,” to in-
clude all contemporary approaches to study of the Bible: contrast, e.g., 
the description of “The Modern Study of the Bible” in the essay by 
Adele Berlin and Marc Zvi Brettler in Berlin and Brettler, eds., The Jew-
ish Study Bible (New York: Oxford U.P., 2004), pp. 2084–2096.  
In particular, we exclude, for purposes of this article, approaches that 
are “post-modern.” For a general critique of post-modern approaches 
to historiography, see, e.g., Moshe Rosman’s opening discussion, “In-
troduction: Writing Jewish History in the Postmodern Climate,” in his 
How Jewish is Jewish History? (Oxford: Littman Library of Jewish Civili-
zation; 2007), asserting: 
 

Against extreme postmodern practice, a position that has 
evolved among historians, including those writing Jewish 
historiography, is that language, non-transparent and a 
priori interpretative as it is, is our only means to access 
reality; but there is a reality to be accessed and it can be ac-
cessed. (P. 11.) 
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sermon.2 

                                                
Accordingly, we include within MSB, for purposes of this essay, only 
study that sees itself bound by the general methodologies of historical 
research noted in, e.g., David Hackett Fischer, Historians’ Fallacies: To-
ward a Logic of Historical Thought (NY: Harper, 1970). 
This is not to say that post-modern approaches are not also valuable, 
in their own ways: but there are, we suggest, important differences 
and consequences between modern and post-modern approaches, as 
will be noted further infra; and so we limit ourselves here to just 
modern approaches. See again, e.g., Berlin and Brettler, supra, who 
conclude their article by noting that (what they call) 
 

Cultural hermeneutics, though not uninterested in 
historical reconstruction, also focuses on the ways in which 
access to the power to interpret the text and construe its 
meaning serves to empower those who have traditionally 
been marginalized. And postmodernism has attempted to 
underscore the ironies of all such strategies, since in its view 
a stable and definitive meaning always eludes the inter-
preter. (P. 2096.) 

 
(They also note that the broad label ‘feminist interpretation’ includes 
both modern and postmodernist approaches.) 

2  For a recent raising of this question, see Rabbi Elliott Cosgrove’s 
sermon on May 15, 2010, with the punning title “Kugel on a Hot 
Sommer Day” (referring to James Kugel and Benjamin Sommer; see 
below), available online at https://pasyn.org/resources/sermons/ 
%5Bfield_dateline-date%5D-23. Rabbi Cosgrove began his sermon by 
asking:  

 
If every single Jewish studies professor, from every campus 
across North America, were to get on an airplane that took 
off, flew away, and never came back again, would Jewish life 
change at all? Our synagogues, our Hebrew Schools, our 
Jewish summer camps, our UJA’s, our relationship with Is-
rael—if there were no Jewish studies departments on cam-
pus, would it have any effect on the Jewish community?  
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A central participant in this renewed discussion has been 
Benjamin D. Sommer, Professor of Bible and Ancient Semitic Lan-
guages at the Jewish Theological Seminary of America (in New York). 
Sommer has sought, inter alia, both (a) to argue, at a theoretical level 
(contra to, e.g., James Kugel) that MSB can be integrated into a contem-
porary theological understanding of Judaism,3 and (b) to illustrate 
how such an integration might be accomplished, in respect of the key 
question of what God commanded at Sinai, in Revelation & Authority: 
Sinai in Jewish Scripture and Tradition.4 And his efforts have in turn 

                                                
For an example of a discussion of our question already 100 years ago, 
see the “Introduction” to Solomon Schechter, Studies in Judaism: First Se-
ries, first published in England in 1896, reprinted in Philadelphia: JPS, 
1911, and now available online at https://archive.org/details/ 
studiesinjudais00schegoog/page/n4. Schechter (1847–1915, President 
of the Jewish Theological Seminary of America from 1902–1915) there 
spoke with apparent approval of Leopold Zunz (Germany, 1794–1886), 
and Zunz’s historical analyses showing that, e.g., Leviticus was written 
during the post-Exilic period, and so was later than Deuteronomy. 
Schechter suggested that such results could, in the short term, be inte-
grated into ‘the synagogue’ via an evolutionary understanding of “Tra-
dition.” In the long run, however, he suggested that Judaism would 
need to re-emphasize that it stands for specific theological positions, or 
‘dogmas.’ This nuanced position is very different from the position often 
associated with Schechter based on the title of his talk, “Higher Criti-
cism—Higher Anti-Semitism,” delivered at a banquet in honor of Dr. 
Kaufmann Kohler, March 26, 1903, reprinted in Seminary Address and 
Other Papers (Cincinnati: Ark Publishing, 1915), pp. 35–39. (That text can 
also now be found online at http://www.bombaxo.com/2009/06/27/ 
higher-criticism-higher-anti-semitism/, at the “biblicalia” website.) All 
references in this article to materials available online were accessed on 
August 29, 2018.  

3  See, e.g., Sommer, “Two Introductions to Scripture: James Kugel and 
the Possibility of Biblical Theology,” in JQR vol. 100, no. 1 (Winter 
2010), pp. 153–182. (This is the essay referenced in Rabbi Cosgrove’s 
sermon; see fn. 2, supra). Sommer was here reviewing James L. Kugel, 
How To Read The Bible: A Guide to Scripture, Then and Now (New York, 
NY: Free Press, 2009). 

 See also the collection edited by Sommer, Jewish Concepts of Scripture: 
A Comparative Introduction (NY: NYU Press; 2012).  

4  New Haven: Yale U.P., 2015. 
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spurred substantial discussion.5  
Against this backdrop, the aim of this paper is limited and 

pragmatic. This essay proposes to identify four practical obstacles 
facing the rabbi who wishes to introduce MSB into his/her synagogue 
sermon.6 

First, we note that MSB does not speak in one voice. Part 1 of 
this article presents, as an example, how five prominent modern 
biblical scholars have understood a single word, and, hence, a single 
verse in the book of Jeremiah in different and, indeed, mutually incon-
sistent ways and used their respective interpretations as foundations 
for five different and mutually inconsistent understandings of Jeremi-
ah’s general message and, in particular, Jeremiah’s relationship to the 
book of Deuteronomy. This presents, we suggest, a challenge for the 
synagogue rabbi of how to go about choosing amongst such compet-
ing explanations. 

One might ask however: but why is it necessary to choose? 
Cannot one just draw upon the differing ‘insights’ of, say, Baruch Hal-
pern, or Richard Elliot Friedman (two of the five scholars to be dis-
cussed infra), in the same way that we routinely draw upon the differ-

                                                
5  See, e.g., the contributions to “Revelation and Authority: A Sympo-

sium,” at https://thetorah.com/revelation-and-authority/. And see 
Sommer’s response (February 2018) at https:// 
marginalia.lareviewofbooks.org/response-benjamin-d-sommer-
jewish-theological-seminary/. See also, e.g., Yehudah Gellman, 
“Conservative Judaism and Biblical Criticism,” CJ 59:2 (Winter 2007) 
pp. 50–67, addressing an early version of what would become Revela-
tion & Authority. (See Sommer’s discussion therein at pp. 298–299, re-
sponding to Gellman).  

6  We are excluding, accordingly, the question of how academic students 
of the Bible, in their own personal lives, have sought to integrate MSB 
with their individual halakhic observance. See, e.g., Eliezer Diamond, 
“Torah Study” in Martin Cohen, ed., The Observant Life (NY: Rabbi-
nical Assembly, 2012), esp. at pp. 88–91.  

 We are also excluding ‘adult-education’ venues outside of the syna-
gogue sermon itself, where certain of the obstacles noted herein might 
be mitigated. 
Lastly, in referring to the ‘rabbi,’ we mean to include also anyone 
speaking in the sermon slot typically assigned to the rabbi. 
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ing insights of the four great medieval commentators found in our so-
called Rabbinic Study Bible (“Miqra’ot Gedolot”),7 namely, Rashi,8 
Rashbam,9 Ibn Ezra,10 and Nachmanides11? 

The short answer is that there is a fundamental difference be-
tween the purpose of MSB (as narrowly defined, see fn. 1, supra), and 
traditional commentary—and it is helpful, we suggest, for the overall 
point of this article, to identify this difference up-front. In brief, the 
medieval commentators were striving to implement the dictum in 
Numbers Rabbah 13:15 (12th cent.) that there are 70 faces (or facets) to 
the Torah, so that the text can legitimately be interpreted, simultane-
ously, from multiple different perspectives. The Zohar (late 13th cent.), 
in seeking to legitimize its own mystical perspective, referred to four 
such approaches with the acronym PaRDeS—referring to the perspec-
tives of: peshat (“plain meaning”, or meaning based on the immediate 
context of the passage at issue); remez (literally, “hint,” referring to al-
legorical and/or philosophic implications of the text); derash, or mid-
rash (referring to the method of the classic Rabbinic commentaries 
from the Land of Israel in Late Antiquity, e.g., Genesis Rabbah and Le-
viticus Rabbah); and sod (the “mystical”).12 

While, on rare occasions, we might say that a grammatical 
proposition asserted by one of the medievals is just incorrect in light 
of our modern knowledge of the Hebrew language and comparable 
Semitic languages, for the most part, when, say, Rashbam contends 
that his grandfather Rashi relied too much, in commenting on a 

                                                
7  Michael Carasik, between 2005 and 2018, working with JPS, has pub-

lished an English version of Mikra’ot Gedolot, thus allowing the English 
reader to see all of the major medieval commentators addressing, on a 
single page, the same verse—thus highlighting the dialogue amongst 
them.  

8  R. Solomon ben Isaac, 1040–1105, northern France. See Carasik, supra, 
for summaries concerning these medieval commentators.  

9  R. Samuel ben Meir, ca. 1085–ca. 1174, northern France, grandson of 
Rashi. 

10  R. Abraham Ibn Ezra, 1089–1164, b. Spain, d. England.  
11  R. Moses ben Nachman, 1195–ca. 1270, b. Spain, d. Israel. 
12  See the essay by Barry Walfish on “Medieval Jewish Interpretation,” 

pp. 1876–1900 in the Jewish Study Bible, supra fn. 1. See also, e.g., various 
essays in Sommer, ed., Jewish Concepts of Scripture, supra fn. 3. Other ty-
pologies have also been suggested. 
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particular text, on “midrash”-style analysis, and failed to address the 
“peshat”-style approach to its fullest extent, the modern rabbi remains 
free to draw upon both Rashi and Rashbam, simply recognizing their 
different perspectives. 

By contrast, MSB, insofar as it is constrained by the standards 
of modern (as opposed to post-modern, see fn. 1, supra) study of the 
past (whether of past events, and/or of past literary product), at-
tempts to provide a ‘best’ explanation in response to a historical or 
philological question, subject to generally accepted methodological 
standards.13 As a consequence, for example, it is generally accepted 
that certain theories that were advocated in the past have now been 
refuted by, inter alia, discoveries of new texts, and/or better readings 
of previously known texts. E. A. Speiser, in his ground-breaking com-
mentary on Genesis,14 asserted that the triplet of stories featuring the 
‘wife as sister’ (Genesis 12:10–20, Gen. 20:1–18, and Gen. 26:1–12) 
could be explained in reference to a custom that he discerned in cer-
tain texts from the ancient Mesopotamian city of Nuzi. But subsequent 
re-investigation of the issue, “based on almost twice the amount of do-
cumentation available to Speiser, … revealed that Speiser’s interpreta-
tion of the Nuzi texts could no longer be maintained.”15 Likewise, 
while James Michener, in ch. 3 of his novel The Source,16 relied upon 
the accepted understanding, as of that time, of Canaanite engagement 
in ritual prostitution for his dramatic portrayal thereof, Jeffrey Tigay 
has explained that  

 
There is in fact no evidence available to show that ritual 
intercourse was ever performed by laymen anywhere in 
the ancient Near East, nor that sacred marriage, even if it 
involved a real female participant, was practiced in or 
near Israel during the Biblical period.17 

                                                
13  See fn. 1, supra.  
14  N.Y.: Doubleday [Anchor Bible], 1964. 
15  Barry Eichler, “On Reading Genesis 12:10–20,” in Mordechai Cogan et 

al., Tehillah le-Moshe: Biblical and Judaic Studies in Honor of Moshe Green-
berg (Winona Lake: Eisenbrauns, 1997), pp. 23–38; quote from p. 25.  

16  NY: Random House; 1965. 
17  See his Excursus #22, at pp. 480–481 in his commentary on Deutero-

nomy (Philadelphia: JPS, 1996). 
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Now, for various reasons, MSB has not yet reached the point of 

achieving general agreement upon a ‘best’ explanation. And modern 
Bible scholars are well aware of this deficiency. Thus, a recent 
scholarly review concerning the portions of the book of Isaiah often 
attributed to an 8th century B.C.E. prophet referred to as First Isaiah 
begins:  

 
The deep divide among scholars regarding the composi-
tion and redaction of Isaiah [chs. 1–39] undermine the 
progress and impact of all research on the book. Disa-
greement among scholars is natural and inevitable, but 
when prominent perspectives differ by multiple centu-
ries on the date of a given text, outsiders to the debate 
could be forgiven for doubting whether there is much sci-
ence to our scholarship. Empirical approaches grounded 
in comparative data from Isaiah’s ancient Near Eastern 
world offer a potential way forward.18 

 
Nevertheless, MSB remains committed to seeking, by the lights 

of “modern” methodologies for studying the past (including its lite-
rary products), a ‘best’ available explanation, and not to offering only 
alternative ‘interpretations.’ Accordingly, we submit that the “deep 
divide” (as quoted above) within present-day MSB in respect to many 
fundamental points, as illustrated in Part 1 herein, indeed presents a 
pragmatic problem to our hypothetical rabbi.  

Part 2 of this article notes, moreover, that, even within MSB, 
there are several competing frameworks—so that even if it appears, 
on the surface, that there is nothing controversial in the argument of a 
particular Bible scholar, nevertheless, he or she may be relying upon 
an underlying framework that is controversial. We illustrate this by 
reference to Sommer’s Revelation & Authority, which relies specifically 
upon certain controversial tenets of the so-called neo-documentarian 
hypothesis. Once these underlying ‘framework’ battles are identified, 
the question returns: how is our hypothetical rabbi supposed to 

                                                
18  Christopher Hays, “Introduction,” at p. 1, in the issue, “The Formation 

of Isaiah in its Ancient Near Eastern Context,” Hebrew Bible and Ancient 
Israel, vol. 6, no. 1 (2017).  
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choose amongst the competing ‘modern’ underlying frameworks? 
Part 3 herein focuses on a conceptual limitation inherent to 

MSB: it seeks to read any given biblical text as it was understood at 
the moment(s) in the past when the text was first spoken, and/or pub-
lished19; and it is beyond the scope of MSB, as a sub-discipline of the 
modern study of the past, to say anything about how any such 
‘original’ understanding might be relevant today (or might be re-cast 
to become relevant).20 We are all familiar with instances where various 
biblical texts, by their express statements, present challenges to our mo-
dern understandings of Jewish ethics (in reference to, e.g., commands 
to wipe out the then-existing inhabitants of the Land).21 Less obvious 
may be cases where a modern value is missing from the text; and, in 
Part 3, we discuss an example of such a ‘missing’ value. If we are to 
adopt MSB, we need to recognize the conceptual limits of that ap-
proach; but are those limitations acceptable—given our need in the 
synagogue to address contemporary problems?  

Finally, in Part 4 herein, we note a more localized contextual 
concern: the sermon is often delivered following a ‘Torah service’ that 

                                                
19  We use ‘published’ here in the sense of Baruch Halpern, “Jerusalem 

and the Lineages in the Seventh Century BCE: Kinship and the Rise of 
Moral Liability,” in Halpern and Hobson, eds., Law and Ideology in Mo-
narchic Israel (Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1991) pp. 11–107, e.g., at p. 79, ar-
guing that “it appears that Hezekiah commissioned the first collection 
of literary prophecy” and then publicized that collection as part of his 
specific political/strategic program. (This essay is reprinted as ch. 10 
in the collection of Halpern’s essays published as From Gods to God: The 
Dynamics of Iron Age Cosmologies [Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck; 2009].) 
Such ‘publication’ may have been transmitted, however, by means of 
oral reciters; see generally David M. Carr, The Formation of the Hebrew 
Bible: A New Reconstruction (NY: Oxford U.P., 2011). 

20  See, e.g., the remarks delivered by Prof. Baruch J. Schwartz, on March 
22, 2015, at the Pardes Institute, Jerusalem, on the publication of the 
second edition of the Jewish Study Bible, available at https:// 
thetorah.com/how-can-a-torah-commentary-be-source-critical-and-
jewish/, “How Can a Torah Commentary be Source-Critical and Jew-
ish?.” 

21  See K. Berthelot, J. E. David and M. Hirshman, eds., The Gift of the Land 
and the Fate of the Canaanites in Jewish Thought (NY: Oxford U.P., 2014). 
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was substantially reformulated in the 17th and 18th centuries to reflect 
the mystical approach of the 16th century kabbalist R. Isaac Luria 
(1534–1572) (referred to as the “Ari”—ha-elohi Rabbi Yitzhak, the saintly 
Rabbi Isaac22). How does MSB fit within that liturgical context? 

 
 
Part 1: The Problem of Multiple Inconsistent Positions 
 

Consider the following verse from Jeremiah, ch. 8 vs. 8:23 
 

ֹת הָ֤כיֵא  הָׂ֔שָע רֶקֶּׁ֣שַל הֵּ֣נִה ֙ןֵכָא ּונָּ֑תִא הָ֖וֹהְי תַ֥רֹותְו ּונְחַ֔נֲא םיִ֣מָכֲח ּ֙ורְמאֽ
 ׃םיִֽרְפֹס רֶקֶׁ֥ש טֵ֖ע

 
Baruch Halpern proposes the following translation: 

 
How can you say, ‘We are wise men, and the Torah of 
Yhwh is with us’, even as the pen of deceit of scribes 
made it into deceit [sheker]?24 

 
A quick review shows that modern Bible scholars have prof-

fered multiple—but mutually inconsistent—explanations for this 
verse, and its significance. Thus: 

 

                                                
22 See Lawrence Fine, Physician of the Soul, Healer of the Cosmos: Isaac Luria 

and his Kabbalistic Fellowship (Stanford, CA: Stanford U.P., 2003) at 28.  
23  While earlier and later portions of ch. 8 are included in the synagogue 

haftarah cycle (see the haftarot for Tzav and Tish’ah Be’Av), this verse is 
‘skipped’ and, so, is not generally familiar to synagogue-goers—
whether in the standard Ashkenazic or Sephardic traditions. (See the 
“new JPS” Prophets [1978], “Table of Scriptural Readings” [including 
Ashkenazic and Sephardic traditions] at pp. xiii–xviii).  

24  Baruch Halpern, “The False Torah of Jeremiah 8 in the Context of Se-
venth Century BCE Pseudepigraphy: The First Documented Rejection 
of Tradition,” ch. 4 in his collection From Gods to God, supra, fn. 19 (first 
appearing in a 2007 festschrift, which version is available also on-line). 
JPS, The Prophets (1978) translates as follows: “How can you say, ‘we 
are wise, and we possess the Instruction of the Lord’? Assuredly, for 
naught the pen has labored, for naught the scribes!” 
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1. According to a well-known book by Karel van der Toorn,25 this 
verse shows that Jeremiah was opposing the book of Deuteronomy, 
which was, at that time, first being endorsed and publicized by King 
Josiah.26 Thus, van der Toorn asks us to note “the disparaging refer-
ence in the Book of Jeremiah to the ‘Teaching of Yahweh (torat yhwh) 
as the product of the deceitful pen of the scribes’ (Jer. 8:8),” and asserts 
that “it makes sense to think that it was indeed an early edition of Deu-
teronomy that provoked Jeremiah’s criticism.”27 This view might cer-
tainly strike an American who grew-up reading Richard Elliott Fried-
man as odd—since Friedman (see the next paragraph) has argued that 
indeed Jeremiah, together with his scribe Baruch, wrote the book of 
Deuteronomy!  

 
2.  Friedman, in his popular book Who Wrote the Bible,28 agrees that 
Jeremiah was, in this verse, objecting to some existing book. But, Fried-
man reasons, since Jeremiah (in his view) (co-)wrote Deuteronomy, Je-
remiah must have been objecting to some other book. And so, by pro-
cess of elimination—since Friedman assumes that whatever Jeremiah 
was objecting to is included within our Torah—Friedman concludes 
that the ‘book’ to which Jeremiah objected must have been “P,” the 
Priestly Code (corresponding to most of Leviticus, plus the first part 
of Numbers, the last chapters of Exodus, and various insertions in Ge-
nesis). Hence, according to Friedman, this verse is evidence showing 
that “P” must have existed as an identifiable source prior to the time 
of Jeremiah, and, hence, prior to Deuteronomy! Thus Friedman argues 
(at pp. 209–210):  

 
We have already seen quotations of P in the book of Jere-

                                                
25  Karel van der Toorn, Scribal Culture and the Making of the Hebrew Bible 

(Cambridge, MA: Harvard U.P., 2007). 
26  Van der Toorn follows the theory that Deuteronomy, in whatever form 

it was ‘discovered’ in the ruins of the Temple (see 2 Kings 22:8–20), 
was not ‘known’ until that ‘discovery.’ Contrast, e.g., other views sug-
gesting that at least parts of Deuteronomy were known earlier, e.g., 
Halpern, fn. 19, supra.  

27  At p. 143. 
28  Richard Elliott Friedman, Who Wrote The Bible? (2d ed.) (N.Y.: Harper 

Collins, 1997), at pp. 146–148. 
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miah itself. Jeremiah plays upon P expressions, reverses 
the language of the P creation story, denies that God em-
phasized matters of sacrifices in the day that Israel left 
Egypt. Jeremiah knew the Priestly laws and stories. He 
did not like them, but he knew them. 
How hostile he was to them can be seen in an extraor-
dinary passage in the book of Jeremiah. Jeremiah says to 
the people: 
 

How do you say, “We are wise, and Yahweh’s to-
rah is with us”? In fact, here, it was made for a lie, 
the lying pen of scribes. 

 
The lying pen of scribes! Jeremiah uses even tougher lan-
guage than the modern Bible critics [such as Van der 
Toorn] (“pious fraud”). Jeremiah says that a torah that the 
people have comes from a lying pen. What torah is that? 
Most investigators have claimed that it was Deutero-
nomy. They assumed that it had to be Deuteronomy be-
cause they accepted the Wellhausen hypothesis that P 
was not yet written in Jeremiah’s days. But this meant 
seeing Jeremiah as attacking a book written in the same 
style as his own book. It meant seeing Jeremiah attacking 
a book with which he agreed on virtually every major 
point. And, to my mind, it meant seeing Jeremiah as at-
tacking a book that he (or his scribe) wrote. All because 
they thought that P was not written yet. But it was. 
It is not surprising to find Jeremiah so hostile to the 
Priestly torah. The Priestly stories attacked his hero, Mo-
ses. The Priestly laws excluded him and his family from 
the priesthood. What we have in Deuteronomy is just 
what we might expect: a hint that its author was ac-
quainted with P, but no sign of acceptance of P as a 
source of law or history. 
Conclusion: the P stories and laws were present in Judah 
by the time of Jeremiah and [Deuteronomy]; that is, be-
fore the death of King Josiah in 609 B.C. 
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3.  Baruch Halpern, in a well-received article,29 agrees that Jeremi-
ah is here objecting to some existing text; but Halpern argues that the 
text to which Jeremiah is opposed is an early version of ‘JE,’ i.e., the 
old versions of the Genesis/Exodus/wilderness-wandering stories, 
which versions still endorsed child sacrifice—including a version of 
the ‘Akedah’ (Genesis ch. 22; the ‘Binding of Isaac’) that existed before 
it was re-written to express an opposition to child sacrifice, in accord-
ance with the arguments advanced by Jeremiah and Ezekiel in opposi-
tion to child sacrifice. Thus Halpern summarizes: 

 
The upshot is that pre-seventh century BCE sources pre-
suppose infant sacrifice, which was of course practiced in 
Jerusalem until Josiah’s day, at the Tophet that he defiled 
in the Valley of Hinnom. From a preliminary viewpoint, 
in other words, it would appear that Jeremiah and Ezeki-
el, in an age of the rejection of tradition, embrace the re-
jection of JE, probably already combined and promulgat-
ed in the early seventh century, in favor of the traditions 
represented by Deuteronomy, the Deuteronomistic His-
tory, and P. 30 

 
4.  William Schniedewind, in his How the Bible Became A Book: The 
Textualization of Ancient Israel, which focuses on the relation between 
oral and written modalities of transmission of Biblical traditions, ar-
gues that Jeremiah is here opposing the fundamental concept of reduc-
ing any of the Biblical traditions to writing, in contrast to the tradition-
al oral transmission:  

 
The wider context of the Jeremiah passage, however, 
puts it into perspective. In Jeremiah 8:7–9, this written To-
rah of YHWH is juxtaposed with different types of oral 
tradition:  
 

7 Even the stork in the heavens knows its times; 
and the turtledove, swallow, and crane observe 
the time of their coming; but my people do not 

                                                
29  See fn. 24, supra. 
30  At p. 340, in the 2007 pagination.  
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know the tradition (mishpat) of YHWH. 8 How can 
you say, “We are wise, and the Law (Torah) of 
YHWH is with us” [when in] fact, the false pen of 
the scribes has made it into a lie? 9 The wise shall 
be put to shame, they shall be dismayed and 
taken; since they have rejected the word (davar) of 
YHWH, what wisdom is in them?  

 
Critical to the proper interpretation of this passage from 
Jeremiah are the Hebrew terms (italicized in parentheses 
in the translation) mishpat, Torah, and davar. Clearly, the 
Torah of YHWH refers to a written text, though scholars 
usually debate which text. Some think that it refers to 
Deuteronomy; others suggest that it refers to already 
written (and false) interpretations of Deuteronomic law. 
I think the issue is not which text, but the authority of any 
written text as opposed to oral tradition. The context 
clears up the issue. Verse 9 refers to the “word (davar) of 
YHWH”; this is a technical term in Biblical Hebrew litera-
ture that refers to the oral word of God given to the pro-
phets. Wisdom is associated with the oral tradition of the 
community and proclamations of God’s messengers, so 
how could one reject them and still be wise? 
The term mishpat in verse 7 is a bit more fluid in meaning; 
however, it may be translated as “the tradition of YHWH” 
or “the custom of YHWH.” Mishpat is often found in 
biblical literature in places where it appeals to no known 
written tradition, yet there is obviously a well-
established custom or tradition at work. So, for example, 
a new king is installed in a traditional procedure and 
place, “according to the custom (i.e., mishpat) of the king” 
(2 Kgs 11:14). The prophet Samuel warns Israel about 
“the ways (i.e., mishpat) of a king” (II Sam 8: 9, 11). The 
use of mishpat as a legal term does not reflect written 
texts, but rather legal judgments. In most cases, there is 
no written text as such that could even form the basis of 
the judgment (e.g., Gen 18:25; Lev 19:15). Both the social 
context of Jeremiah’s day and the immediate literary 
context suggest that Jeremiah 8:8 is a protest against the 
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authority of the written texts that were understood as 
subverting oral tradition and the authority of the 
prophets.31 

 
5. Moshe Weinfeld (1925–2009), in his classic Deuteronomy and the 
Deuteronomic School,32 argued that, in effect, all of the foregoing have 
mistranslated the line from Jeremiah, in not recognizing that “la-
sheker,” as an idiom, means something different from “sheker” standing 
alone—as already recognized (he contends) in the Septuagint. Thus 
Weinfeld, in suggesting that Deuteronomy emerged from a “scribal 
circle,” explained Jeremiah’s statement as follows:  

 
Jeremiah fully identified himself with the religious ideo-
logy of the book of Deuteronomy and also appears to 
have supported the Josianic reforms (Jer. 11:1–8). There is 
no evidence to support the view that Jeremiah regarded 
Deuteronomy as an invention and forgery, as many 
scholars contend. The word sheker in Jer. 8:8 does not 
mean ‘forgery’, but ‘in vain’, ‘to no purpose’ as in I Sam. 
25:21: ‘Surely in vain (la-sheker) have I guarded...’. The 
prophet in our verse is not denouncing the book of 
Deuteronomy but condemning the ‘hakhamin sofrim’ for 
not observing the teaching that they themselves had 
committed to writing: the pen of the scribes has made (i.e. 
composed) to no purpose, the scribes have written in 
vain.33 

 
This is not the place to attempt to adjudicate as to which of these 

five competing general understandings of the book of Jeremiah, and 
of the relations between that prophet and the book of Deuteronomy, 
is soundest, according to accepted principles of historical/philological 
research. But plainly these positions cannot all constitute the ‘best’ ex-
                                                
31  William Schniedewind, How the Bible Became A Book: The Textualization 

of Ancient Israel (NY: Cambridge U.P., 2004), at pp. 116–117. 
32  Moshe Weinfeld, Deuteronomy and the Deuteronomic School (first 

published, Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1972; reprinted, Winona Lake: 
Eisenbrauns, 1992).  

33  At p. 160. See also “Preface” at p. vii and at pp. 158–160. 
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planation for the text. Nor, as outlined above, could our hypothetical 
synagogue rabbi simply present, e.g., Friedman’s position as constitut-
ing an interesting ‘insight’ into the past: Friedman, and the others not-
ed here, are not seeking to be ‘interesting,’ but rather to provide what 
each asserts is the ‘best’ available explanation; and each proposes to be 
judged, and cited, accordingly. If, say, Weinfeld’s analysis of the text 
is the best explanation, then Van der Toorn is not ‘interesting,’ but 
rather simply wrong. 

But, how is our hypothetical synagogue rabbi supposed to 
choose amongst these, for purposes of a sermon?  
 
 
Part 2: The Problem of Underlying Inconsistent Frameworks 
 

There have been, in recent years, two major attempts to utilize 
MSB in the cause of progressive Jewish theologies: David Frankel’s 
The Land of Canaan and the Destiny of Israel (hereafter, abbreviated as 
The Land),34 and Benjamin Sommer’s Revelation & Authority (see fn. 3, 
supra). While these works do not appear to directly conflict in the man-
ner discussed in Part 1, supra, nevertheless, the underlying frameworks 
of these two works, in reference to their fundamental approaches to 
the study of the biblical text, are, however, incompatible—and, in-
deed, as Sommer acknowledges, his main argument would fail if 
Frankel’s framework approach were adopted.  

In brief, Sommer argues that there is a certain unanimity 
amongst (what he sees as) the key four predicate documents compris-
ing the Pentateuch—i.e., what he regards as J, E, P, and D,35 as those 
documents stood as of around the 6th cent. B.C.E.—in respect of their 

                                                
34  David Frankel, The Land of Canaan and the Destiny of Israel: Theologies of 

Territory in the Hebrew Bible (Winona Lake: Eisenbrauns, 2011). 
35  The division of the Pentateuch in reference to four main sources, 

known as “J,” “E,” “P,” and “D,” has been standard in Biblical scholar-
ship for two hundred years. The precise delineations amongst these 
sources, however, continues to be a subject of debate. Moreover, many 
scholars, as noted infra, identify additional sources. Thus, the author of 
Leviticus 19 (the so-called “Holiness Code”) is often associated with a 
later ‘priestly’ author referred to as “H.” And the ‘Balaam’ cycle in 
Numbers is sometimes associated with a source from the East of the 
Jordan River.  
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understandings of Sinai, and the importance of law to the ongoing 
lives of the Israelite community.36  

                                                
36  Thus Sommer writes:  

 
While the four sources disagree in considerable ways in re-
gard to lawgiving—where it happened, when it happened, 
why it happened, and most of all what the actual law is—
they agree on the importance of law. [Sommer’s footnote at 
this point refers to Frankel, The Land, and seeks to 
distinguish Frankel’s approach.] For each of the four, Sinai 
was not merely about theophany or God’s self-disclosure; it 
was about command. It is worth pausing to note this, 
because one could of course imagine revelation in other 
ways, and some biblical texts outside the Pentateuch do so. 
A few poetic texts refer to Sinai as a place where God 
appeared to Israel for the sake of the manifestation itself, 
regardless of lawgiving (Habakkuk 3.3–6; see also Psalm 
114, which alludes to Exodus 19 subtly while conjoining the 
event at Sinai and the event at the Reed Sea but does not 
mention law specifically). Others speak of Sinai or similar 
locations south of Canaan as the place from which God 
went forth to wage war on behalf of His people (Judges 5.4–
5; Psalm 68.8–10). A similar understanding of Sinai plays a 
role in Exodus 3–4, where Moses experienced God’s 
presence in the form of a strange flame inside a bush. There 
God revealed the divine name (Yhwh) and commissioned 
Moses to serve as Yhwh’s lieutenant in the war of liberation 
against Israel’s Egyptian overlords. One may ask, then, who 
appeared at Sinai—God the lawgiver; God the warrior; or, 
quite simply, God? While there need be no contradiction 
among these three possibilities, different texts emphasize 
them differently. The section of the biblical canon that came 
to be most authoritative in all forms of Judaism, however, 
accentuates the legal aspect of revelation. (This statement is 
equally true of rabbinic and Karaitic Judaism, and it was 
valid for Qumran Judaism as well. It applies even more 
strongly for the Samaritans, who regard only the Penta-
teuch as canonical and do not accept the Prophets and Writ-
ings in their scripture.) Within the Tanakh it is specifically 
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Sommer, however, is a follower of the methodology known as 
the neo-documentarian position.37 According to that position: (a) we 
can see how J, E, P, and D—as once-separate documents—were all 
merged together at one point in time; but (b) we cannot say anything 
about the pre-history of any of those four documents, i.e., prior to the 
time of that merger. Accordingly, we must accept D as it appears to-
day, where the ‘law section’ in Deuteronomy, chapters 12–26, is com-
bined with a Sinai (or more precisely, Horeb) narrative in ch. 5.  

However, Frankel believes (as do many others) that we can, for 
example, discern different layers within what is now the book of Deu-
teronomy; and, in particular, we can see that, at an early stage, D did 
not include any reference to Sinai (or Horeb)!38 Scholars who believe 
that we can identify layers within D often point to, in support of their 
approach, the opening lines of the “Arami Oved” [‘my father was a 
wandering Aramean’] ‘confessional’ (from Deuteronomy 26:5–10), 
from which we read today at the center of our modern Passover Hag-
gadah—and note that there is no reference therein to Sinai, in between 
the references therein to the Exodus, and to the entry into the Land. 
Accordingly, Frankel, and others, e.g., Alexander Rofé,39 would argue 
that those lines represent an ancient tradition that had not yet incor-
porated the alternative Sinai/Horeb traditions, and hence an older 
‘layer’ of D.40  

                                                
the Pentateuch that is normative for Jews, and the Penta-
teuch (in this respect following each of its main predecessor 
texts) consistently interweaves lawgiving with revelation. 
In Judaism’s core canon, God’s self-manifestation took 
place not only to teach theology or to establish relationship 
but also to command. (Pp. 123–124.) 
 

37  At p. 270, fn. 67. See also, advocating for this approach, Joel Baden, The 
Composition of the Pentateuch: Renewing the Documentary Hypothesis 
(New Haven: Yale U.P, 2012); and Jeffrey Stackert, A Prophet Like Mo-
ses: Prophecy, Law and Israelite Religion (NY: Oxford U.P., 2014). 

38  Frankel, The Land at pp. 85–96. 
39  Alexander Rofé, Introduction to the Literature of the Hebrew Bible (Jerusa-

lem: Simor; 2009). 
40  See Frankel, The Land at pp. 38, 119–120, and 727. Rofé, supra fn. 39, at 

pp. 258–259, explains: 
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The ordinary reader, reaching Deut. 26:5–10 after having 
read most of the Pentateuch, thinks that these verses are a 
summary of the familiar story. Von Rad’s hypothesis, how-
ever, turns the matter right round. Rather than a summary, 
we have here the first oral kernel, in its Sitz im Leben in the 
communal life of the Israelite cult, that was later developed 
into a comprehensive and detailed story by J and by the oth-
er authors of the Pentateuch who followed him. 
I find von Rad’s bold hypothesis plausible. In its favour is 
the evidence of those elements of the first-fruits recitation 
that run contrary to the usual story of the Pentateuch, and 
which thereby demonstrate that the first-fruits recitation, far 
from being a précis of the longer story, is instead a dis-
tinctive, ancient kernel. Note that the worshipper’s con-
fession begins, not with the three Patriarchs, but with one 
only, i.e., Jacob, who is called an ‘Aramaean’. (It is not clear 
whether Jacob is so designated on account of his mother or 
of his having resided with Laban, or of some other tradition 
regarding his origins.) In any event, the sequence of the 
three Patriarchs has not yet become part of this confession. 
More remarkable still is the fact that the ‘first-fruits re-
citation’ describes YHWH as intervening in Israel’s destiny 
only from Egypt onwards; he had not revealed himself to Ja-
cob. We have here a clear parabola. First the Israelites were 
nomads; cf. ‘oved’ [meaning] ‘wanderer’, as in ‘tzon ovdot,’ 
‘wandering sheep’ (Jer. 50:6), after which they became so-
journers in Egypt and then slaves; then, when they were at 
their nadir, they cried to ‘YHWH, our God’ (according to 
LXX) who intervened, took them out of Egypt, and made 
them masters of the land ‘which you, YHWH, have given 
me’. YHWH first revealed himself, then, not to the Patri-
archs, but to Israel in Egypt—a unique description which 
could not have been coined as a summary of the books with 
which we are familiar. It preserves, rather, the memory of 
an independent tradition, that preceded the formulation of 
the Pentateuchal documents. At the same time, the confes-
sion is at the centre of the religious awareness of the ancient 
Israelite worshipper. Thus, it is very, likely to be the ancient 
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Accordingly, if one accepts the methodology of Frankel and 
Rofé, and, if one has concluded that earlier identifiable traditions 
within D thus did not include Sinai and also did not include an 
emphasis upon law, then Sommer’s unanimity argument is called into 
question.41  

Conversely, however, there are some good reasons why the 
neo-documentarians like Sommer have rejected alternative method-
ologies: approaches like those of Frankel (or Rofé) have trouble ex-
plaining how the texts could have been changed in so many respects, 
in such an ongoing and continuous process of change, over such a long 
period of time. On their evolving-text approach, it is as if every night, 
over a period of at least two hundred years (from, say 500–300 B.C.E.), 
partisans of different ideologies took turns sneaking into the Temple 
in Jerusalem, and making various changes to the official Torah text 
that was kept there, in favor of one or another political position. For 
example, one scholar following this methodology has argued that we 
can see, within Numbers ch. 27, how advocates of Priestly power in 
the Second Temple period modified the pre-existing text telling the 
story of how Moses transferred leadership to Joshua, by adding-in a 
role for the high priest at the time (i.e., Aaron’s son Eleazar).42 (We dis-

                                                
kernel from which, over time, the documents with which we 
are familiar developed. 

 
See also at pp. 294–298. 

41  Sommer is aware, of course, of Frankel’s position: see Revelation & Au-
thority at p. 312, fn. 111. 

42  See Itamer Kislev, “The Investiture of Joshua (Numbers 27:12–23) and 
the Dispute on the Form of Leadership in Yehud,” Vetus Testamentum 
59 (2009), pp. 429–445. According to Kislev, the original text, before a 
role for Eleazer was written-in, was as follows (at p. 438):  
 

*And YHWH answered Moses, Single out Joshua son of 
Nun, an inspired man: lay your hands upon him thereby 
placing some of your radiance upon him, so that the whole 
Israelite community may obey him. By his instruction they 
shall go in and out of battle. Moses did as YHWH com-
manded him.  

 
Kislev asserted (at p. 440):  
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cuss that text further in the next section.) But, did no one notice that 
these changes were being made? Did no one object?  

Accordingly, if our hypothetical synagogue rabbi wishes to pre-
sent a sermon based upon Sommer’s ‘reading’ in Revelation & Author-
ity, can he or she fairly do so, without also noting how Sommer has 
adopted ‘framework’ constraints that are controversial even within 
MSB? And must our hypothetical rabbi take a position in respect of 
those ‘framework’ disputes, in order to present a particular scholar’s 
contention fully and fairly?  
 

 
Part 3: What Happens When MSB Shows That Our Texts Are Miss-
ing Values We Consider Important?   

 
Many of us would like to be able to argue—in reference to cir-

cumstances today both in the United States, and in Israel—that liberal 
democratic values are inherent in Judaism. 43, 44  

As just noted, the Torah does include a story concerning the se-
lection of a new leader, i.e., upon the imminent death of Moses—and 
thus had the opportunity to teach a ‘democratic’ lesson: but our text 
does not do so.  

In Numbers 27:17–23, as it now stands, Moses suggests to God 
that Israel will need a new leader once Moses dies; and God directs a 
ceremony to be held whereby Moses, with the aid of the High Priest 
Eleazar, designates Joshua as the new leader.  

                                                
 

It may be surmised that the background for these revisions 
lay in the aspirations of priestly leadership that came 
about during the Persian period, as the hopes for reinstat-
ing the monarchy weakened and eventually receded into 
the realm of messianic imagination. 
 

43  Those of us living in Canada may be experiencing less of a tension to-
day. We do not mean to exclude Jewish communities elsewhere in the 
world. 

44  See, e.g., for a typical advocacy of this position, Bernard M. Zlotowitz, 
“The Biblical and Rabbinic Underpinnings of the [American] Constitu-
tion,” Judaism vol. 37 no. 3 (1988), pp. 328–334. 
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Imagine, however—to dramatize the ‘opportunity missed’ (and 
with apologies in advance insofar as the attempt at humor in the pro-
posed counter-narrative falls flat)—that the story in Numbers 27 had 
gone like this:  

 
• Moses suggests that a new leader be designated. 
• God proposes the following: the 600,000 Israelite men 

of fighting age are to be gathered into 600 groups of 
1000 each; and each group is to designate one repre-
sentative, to be called an ‘elector.’ These 600 electors are 
then to gather and vote on the person most qualified to 
be the new leader. If the electors choose wisely, they, 
and the designee, and all Israel will be blessed; but if 
they do not choose wisely, everyone will be cursed.  

• The 600 electors then gather. 500 vote for Joshua; 100 
vote for a very young Bernie Sanders. God is pleased 
and blesses everyone.  

 
The point of this counter-story is, of course, to highlight that 

there isn’t any democracy in the Torah. Imagine how different the his-
tory of Christian Europe, with its ‘divine right of kings,’ might have 
been, if the Torah had, from the beginning, endorsed democracy. And 
imagine how different Jewish political theory might be today, if there 
had been a clear alternative in the Torah itself to a Davidic king as the 
ideal.45 

A common reaction, when I have previously ‘tried out’ this hy-
pothetical counter-narrative, has been: but, of course, the Torah did 
not teach democracy, for Numbers was written before anyone else in 
the Ancient Near East had thought about democracy.  

To which my response has been—yes, that’s exactly the point: 
the Torah was written within a particular historical context, as illumi-
nated for us by MSB. MSB can contextualize for us the values that the 
Torah does and/or does not teach: but it is simply beyond the role of 
MSB to argue as to how we might nevertheless ‘derive’ contemporary 
values from our time-specific text.  

                                                
45  See my article “A Proposed Distinction Between Expectational and As-

pirational Messianism” in Zeramim II:2 (Winter 2017–2018), pp. 121–
138. 
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There may, however, be good reason why, in advocating for a 
contemporary understanding of Judaism, we would be reluctant to 
thus flat-out ‘admit,’ per an MSB analysis, that the Bible is missing 
some values that we today regard as essential. Perhaps we appropri-
ately prefer ‘midrash’ to MSB precisely so that we don’t have to con-
front this values gap. Strikingly, chapter one of Martin Goodman’s re-
cently published A History of Judaism46 begins not with the Pentateuch 
nor with the Prophets, but rather with Josephus, in the first century 
C.E.—and his midrashic review of the ‘tradition.’ 

Moreover, as American Jews, we are living, perhaps surprising-
ly, in an age of renewed Christian Bible Fundamentalism, as seen in, 
for example, the assertion by the U.S. Attorney General Jeff Sessions 
that the New Testament, in Romans 13:1–5, commands, in the name of 
God, that the immigration laws as interpreted by our government offi-
cials must be strictly followed, regardless of the cruel penalties im-
posed on parents and children seeking entry into this country.47 And 
a fundamentalist ‘Bible Museum’ now stands in the heart of Washing-
ton D.C..48 

One way to oppose such Christian Fundamentalism is to argue 
that that is just not what ‘the Torah’ means. But, as a minority in this 
country, it is difficult for us to make that argument.49 Moreover, we 
cannot then avoid the rebuttals that point out that the Torah also 
endorses a number of values that liberal Jewish Americans tend to 
reject, e.g., the death penalty, or slavery, or the unequal treatment of 
women.  

There is an important late midrash that takes a different ap-
proach. We learn in Pesikta Rabbati 5 (following the translation of Ste-

                                                
46  Princeton: Princeton U.P., 2018. 
47  See, e.g., USA Today, 6/16/2018 (available online at https:// 

www.usatoday.com/story/news/2018/06/16/jeff-sessions-bible-
romans-13-trump-immigration-policy/707749002/), “Jeff Sessions 
Quotes Romans 13 Defending Trump Immigration Policy.” 

48  See Candida Moss and Joel Baden, Bible Nation: The United States of 
Hobby Lobby (Princeton: Princeton U.P., 2017), reviewing the back-
ground ideology of the new museum.  

49  See my “Judaism and American Civil/Political Society In the Age of 
Trump” in Zeramim I:3 (Spring 2017), pp. 111–129. 
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ven Fraade):50 
 
R. Judah b. R. Shalom (ca. 375) said: Moses requested [of 
God] that the oral teaching [mishnah] be written. The Ho-
ly One, blessed be he, foresaw that in the future the na-
tions would translate the Torah and read from it in Greek 
and say, “They are not Israel.” The Holy One, blessed be 
he, said to him, “O Moses! In the future the nations will 
say, ‘We are Israel; we are the children of the Lord.’ And 
Israel will say, ‘We are the children of the Lord.’ Now, 
the scales would appear to be balanced [between the two 
claims].” The Holy One, blessed be he, would say to the 
nations, “What are you saying that you are my children? 
I only recognize as my son one in whose hand are my 
‘mysteries’?” They would say to him, “And what are 
your ‘mysteries.’?” He would say to them, “the oral 
teaching [mishnah]." . . . Said the Holy One, blessed be he, 
to Moses, “What are you requesting, that the oral teach-
ing be written? What then would be the difference be-
tween Israel and the nations?” Thus, it says, “Were I to 
write for him [Israel] the fullness of my teaching [torah]”; 
if so, “they (Israel) would have been considered as 
strangers” (Hos. 8:12). 
 
In other words, our answer to such Christian Fundamentalism, 

then and now, might be—our covenant with God is based on the Oral 
Torah, and on how it interprets the (written) Torah.  

The implications of this midrash for the place of MSB in contem-
porary Jewish thought seem to me to be double-edged. On the one 
hand, perhaps what this midrash is teaching is that, in effect, there is 
no place for MSB, because all that counts is the Oral Torah. On the 
other hand—and this is, perhaps, the approach taken by medieval 
commentators like Rashbam (supra fn. 9): since we have the Oral Torah 
as a separate source of authority for our halakhic practice, we should 
                                                
50  See Steven Fraade, “Concepts of Scripture in Rabbinic Judaism,” in B. 

Sommer, ed., supra fn. 3, Jewish Concepts of Scripture at p. 39. A parallel 
version is set forth in Tanhuma, Vayyera 5, as discussed in Moshe Hal-
bertal, Concealment and Revelation: Esotericism in Jewish Thought and its 
Philosophical Implications (Princeton: Princeton U.P., 2007) at pp. 2–3.  
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feel even more comfortable in examining the Torah critically and 
contextually.51 Perhaps a better understanding of where ‘we came 
from,’ and of the original context of Scripture, will show how far our 
values have evolved, and suggest ways in which they might further 
evolve. 

It may seem odd, however, to ‘return to Tradition’ in this way: 
for Moses Mendelssohn (Germany, 1729–1786), at the start of the so-
called Enlightenment (“Haskalah”) movement, sought precisely to re-
turn Judaism to a focus on Bible, to escape what he viewed as the con-
straints of the Talmudic ‘tradition.’52 See, similarly, David Ben-Gu-
rion’s ‘turn to the Bible’ for purposes of his Zionist ideology.53 

Perhaps, instead of ping-ponging between Bible and Talmud, 
we need an approach that incorporates, yet moves beyond, both of 
these (see, e.g., Schechter’s suggestion in fn. 2, supra). Surely, however, 
that is a topic for another day; it is enough here to note that MSB, by 
its inherent limits, forces us to confront some uncomfortable broader 
questions. 
 
 
4. The Problem of Liturgical Context 

 
We turn, as our last ‘problem,’ to a concern that is more prosaic, 

and more specific to the synagogue.  
The high point (in physical terms, if not also emotional terms) 

of the ‘Torah liturgy’ in many contemporary synagogues occurs when 
the Torah scroll is lifted (‘hagbah’), and (in many synagogues) we all 
proclaim54: 

 

                                                
51  See, similarly, Bernard Schwartz, supra fn. 20.  
52  See Barry Scott Wimpfheimer, The Talmud: A Biography (Princeton: 

Princeton U.P., 2018) at pp. 196–198.  
53  See Wimpfheimer, supra, at pp. 204–207. See also Alan Levenson, 

“Reading the Bible,” JQR vol. 107, no 4 (Fall 2017) pp. 557–568, re-
viewing, inter alia, Anita Shapira, The Bible and Jewish Identity [Hebrew] 
(Jerusalem: Hebrew U. Magnes Press, 2005). 

54  Translation from The Artscroll Siddur (RCA edition) (Brooklyn: Meso-
rah, 1990), at p. 445. 
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This is the Torah that Moses placed before the Children 
of Israel, upon the Command of Ha-Shem, through 
Moses’ hand. 

 
And many of us also point with a pinkie finger, or tallit, to-

wards the Torah, as it is lifted and opened. 
This fundamentalist declaration is, of course, not contained in 

any single verse in the Torah: rather, it is a mash-up of Deut. 4:44 and 
Numbers 9:23. 

Professor Ruth Langer has shown,55 through her exhaustive 
historical analysis of all available pre-modern prayer books (and/or 
manuscripts, and commentaries), that: (a) the recitation of the first half 
of the above-quoted declaration, i.e., consisting of only Deut. 4:44, is 
first attested only in the mid-16th cent.,56 and (b) the addition of the 
concluding words, from Numbers 9:23, is first attested in 1700, “ex-
plicitly as a custom of” R. Isaac Luria, the great 16th cent. Safed Kab-
balist (known as the “Ari,” see fn. 22, supra).57 

Langer also notes:58 
 
Not a single [pre-modern] prayer book or halakhic text 
on Torah reading dictates the now-common custom of 
pointing to the text while reciting these words. The origin 
of the custom is obscure, both in Ashkenaz and in the 
oriental rites where it is also common. It is possible that 
it is somehow connected to the widely imitated custom 
of [R. Isaac] Luria, the Ari, to try to be close enough to the 
scroll at this point to be able to read its letters... [H]e was 
known deliberately to follow the Torah scroll to its place 
of display so that he could read the letters and receive the 
“light” transmitted through the contents of the scroll 
itself.  
 

                                                
55  Ruth Langer, “Sinai, Zion and God in the Synagogue: Celebrating 

Torah in Ashkenaz,” in Ruth Langer and Steven Fine, eds., Liturgy in 
the Life of the Synagogue: Studies in the History of Jewish Prayer (Winona 
Lake: Eisenbrauns, 2005).  

56  At p. 138. 
57  At p. 148 and fn. c. 
58  At p. 143, fn. 56; and continuing with pp. 151–152. 
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The sermon is often delivered very shortly after this funda-
mentalist declaration, and physical affirmation, derived from the Ari’s 
mystical beliefs as to the sanctity of each letter of (and indeed of each 
seemingly blank space in) the Torah scroll. 

How is one to move from that mystical ‘high’ to the mundane 
historical/philological analyses of MSB? How can we teach a critical 
understanding of the Torah’s contents, and at the same time imagine 
the Torah scroll itself as mystically embodying God’s presence, and 
leading us into battle, scattering God’s foes?  

Perhaps we need to also teach a historical-critical under-
standing of our liturgy, in addition to, and as a prelude to MSB. In any 
event, however, do we wish to have our contemporary understanding 
of the Torah framed by the mysticism of the Ari? Perhaps the task of 
bringing MSB into the synagogue is even more essential, as a counter-
balance to the unwillingness of many synagogues to alter ‘the litur-
gy’—regardless of how ‘recent’ that liturgy might be. (Or perhaps we 
might re-locate the sermon to before ‘hagbah.’) 
 
 
Conclusion 

 
I see three insights emerging generally from the welter of MSB:  

 
1. A variety of different groups, with different backgrounds and 
with different historical experiences, all have wanted to be included 
in ‘Israel’ and have wanted their traditions to be included in the 
overall story. Thus, for example, Yigal Yadin argued that the ‘Tribe of 
Dan’ began as one of the Philistine-type ‘Sea Peoples,’ but joined 
Israel, and its story came to be included as part of the ‘twelve-tribe’ 
narrative.59  
 
2.  Despite their differences, the different components comprising 
Ancient Israel all shared certain values—even though they debated 
sharply as to how to prioritize those values.  
                                                
59  Yigal Yadin, “‘And Dan, Why Did He Remain in Ships? (Judges 5:17),” 

reprinted as ch. 12 in Frederick Greenspahn, ed., Essential Papers on 
Israel and the Ancient Near East (NY: NYU Press, 1991) (first published 
in 1968). 
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Sometimes, the Tanakh itself has preserved both sides of a de-
bate. Thus, for example, as shown by Paul Hanson,60 the prophet 
known as Third Isaiah, in Isaiah ch. 66 (the haftarah for Shabbat Rosh 
Hodesh) and the prophet of Zechariah ch. 3 (in the haftarah for Shabbat 
Hanukkah and also for the portion Beha’alotekha) debated sharply as to 
the primary need for those residing in Jerusalem as of around 520 
B.C.E. (i.e., following the destruction of the First Temple in 586 B.C.E.): 
Isaiah advocated a program of general economic development, and 
spiritual enrichment, while Zechariah focused on investing all avail-
able resources in building the Second Temple.  

Other times, modern scholarship helps us to imagine one of the 
otherwise-unattested voices in an ancient debate. Thus, Römer and 
Brettler61 have argued that there was once a debate as to whether the 
Torah itself should include the story of Israel’s entry into and conquest 
of the Land, i.e., including what is now the book of Joshua, so that the 
Torah would consist of six volumes, or whether the Torah should stop 
with the death of Moses—thus focusing more on the role of law, rather 
than the role of the Land, for Jewish life. (And applying this approach 
elsewhere, one can hear a variety of minority voices implicit, even 
where the text appears to be univocal.)  

 
3.  Conversely, MSB has also shown how other texts has 
harmonized debates. Thus, to take a famous example: whereas Ex. 12:9 
required that the Passover offering be roasted by fire, and Deut. 16:7 
required that the offering be boiled, 2 Chron. 35:13 reported that when 
Josiah caused the people to celebrate Passover, “they boiled the 
paschal-offering in fire, according to law”—a culinary contradiction.62 

 
I suggest that we need inclusiveness, and we need to hear differ-

ing, and different, voices, but we also need to understand how to har-
monize. If MSB can point us to precedents for how we achieved these 
goals in the past, then that might well warrant inclusion of MSB in our 
                                                
60  Paul Hanson, The Dawn of Apocalyptic: The Historical and Sociological 

Roots of Jewish Apocalyptic Eschatology (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 
1975), esp. pp. 170–186. 

61  Thomas Römer and Marc Brettler, “Deuteronomy 34 and the Case for 
a Persian Hexateuch” JBL 119/3 (2000), pp. 401–419.  

62  See Michael Fishbane, Biblical Interpretation in Ancient Israel (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1985) at p. 135.  
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synagogue sermons today—but the obstacles noted here should not 
be overlooked. 
 
 
 
 
 
Richard L. Claman teaches and writes about issues in contemporary Jewish 
thought. He is a Senior Editor of Zeramim and is head of business litigation 
at a boutique New York City law firm.
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Zeramim: An Online Journal of 
Applied Jewish Thought 

 

presents 
 

a call for papers 
for our Spring 2019 issue 

on 
 

BIBLICAL SCHOLARSHIP AS A 
MODERN JEWISH HERMENEUTIC 

 
Although Bible scholars continue to ask new questions 
regarding the historicity, origins, and implied subtexts of the 
Hebrew Bible's contents, something of a Jewish “folk religion” 
that espouses a nearly fundamentalist understanding of Jewish 
sacred texts still permeates many Jewish communities. But, 
when Jews seek to engage with tradition through a critical lens, 
the veritable challenges academicians have posed demand 
coherent responses that are intellectually honest and religiously 
sensitive. In the Spring 2019 issue of Zeramim, we would like to 
highlight problems and proposals, and questions and answers 
that work towards the formation of a 21st century Judaism that 
has embraced (or otherwise attempted to respond adequately 
to) the complexities highlighted by biblical scholarship. 
 
For this upcoming special issue, we invite submissions that 
relate to any of the following themes: 
 

• To what extent has biblical source criticism constituted a 
Jewish enterprise? (Whereas, nearly a millennium ago, 
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Abraham ibn Ezra hinted at late interpolations into 
Biblical texts, many rabbinic dicta preceding and 
following him have confidently asserted that “one 
shepherd” gave the entirety of the Torah. In recent years, 
James Kugel has written of the compartmentalization of 
his religious identity and his scholarship, and Benjamin 
Sommer has written of his integration of his theology with 
his scholarship. Can reconstructing original texts help 
Jews encounter preferable, coherent, and compelling 
lessons learned from textual layers—and, if so—how?) 
 

• What lessons can the Jewish community learn from, or in 
spite of, the Hebrew Bible’s exclusion or 
underrepresentation of certain contemporary (and 
presumably ancient) phenomena (miscarriages, gender-
non-conforming persons, conversations between non-
male humans, the domestication of animals, disabilities, 
pacifism, and adoption, to name a few)? 

 
• How can Jews today reconcile their modern moral 

compasses with the sanctification of biblical passages 
that, in text or subtext, may condone actions commonly 
perceived as unethical (for example, genocides, physical 
abuse of partners or children, or capital punishment as a 
response to certain transgressions that do not physically 
harm others)? 

 
• What outcomes do anthropology, philology, and cultural 

studies provide Jews today when exploring the myths, 
narratives, and peoples described in the Hebrew Bible? 
(What folk practices, linguistic tendencies, and societal 
norms ought Jews today, as the heirs of an ancient culture, 
accept or reject?) 

 
Please send your submissions to submissions@zeramim.org by 
February 12, 2019 in accordance with the following guidelines: 
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GENERAL SUBMISSION GUIDELINES 
 

Content 
Zeramim welcomes the submission of essays in any subject of ap-

plied Jewish studies—articles analyzing subjects of Jewish inquiry that offer a 
unique lens on any aspect of Jewish life or thought that affects the present 
and/or future of how Jewish culture, religion, and/or people operate in the 
modern world. 
 

Style 
Submissions should be intellectually informed by and informative of 

current understandings in Jewish academia, referencing recent studies. Any 
terminology or abbreviations likely to be unfamiliar to non-specialists should 
be succinctly clarified in the article itself. Submissions should be accessible to 
a lay readership and helpful to professional academics and/or Jewish profess-
sionals; an ideal submission should be able to bring a nuanced exploration of 
a subject to a diversity of readers. 

 
Gendered Terminology 

Gendered pronouns for entities that might be either without gender 
(e.g., “God Himself”) or not necessarily restricted to one gender (e.g., “a schol-
ar should doubt himself”) should only be used if the author intends to convey 
a point about gender by identifying a gender in such situations. Likewise, 
gender-neutral nouns (e.g., “humanity”) are encouraged instead of gender-ex-
clusive nouns (e.g., “mankind”) unless a point about gender is intended to be 
conveyed by using gender-exclusive terminology. Zeramim encourages gen-
der-neutral language (e.g., “God’s self”) and gender-inclusive language (e.g., 
“a scholar should doubt himself or herself”); we ask our authors to be sensi-
tive to the assumptions involved in such usages and how our readers will per-
ceive those assumptions. 

 
Length 

Submissions may be no longer than 10,000 words. 
 

Citation 
All articles should include their notes in the form of footnotes (i.e., not 

endnotes). Zeramim does not publish appendices of cited sources. Authors 
may base their style of citation in any recognized methodology of citation 
(MLA, Chicago, Manual of Style, etc.) so long as the (not comprehensive) 
guidelines below are met: 

• All citations of published works should include the full names of the 
referenced works along with the works’ authors and dates of pub-
lication. 
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• BOOKS: Citations from books should include the names of the 
books’ publishers. 

• ANTHOLOGIES: Citations of works from anthologies should indi-
cate the names of the anthologies’ editors. 

• JOURNALS: Citations from journals should include the journals’ 
volume and issue numbers. 

• WEB: Web citations should include a URL and date of access.  
 

Languages 
Submissions should be in English but may integrate terms and pas-

sages from non-English languages as long as the foreign language text is trans-
lated into English. Key characters, terms or phrases in languages written with 
characters other than those of the Latin alphabet (e.g., Hebrew, Greek, Arabic, 
etc.) should appear in transliteration (and—if able to assist a reader—their na-
tive spellings). Authors may follow any system of transliteration (e.g., SBL, 
Library of Congress, Encyclopaedia Judaica, etc.) but should be consistent within 
a single submission. 

 
Biography 

Every submission should include a 2–5-sentence biography of any and 
all of its authors. 
 

Submitting 
All submissions must be submitted to submissions@zeramim.org as 

.docx files, and all appendices to articles must be part of the same document 
submitted for consideration. 

 
 

SPECIAL GUIDELINES FOR 
SUBMISSIONS TO MIDRASH ZERAMIM 

 
Midrash Zeramim is a designated venue for publication of creative 

works that make use of artistic forms to illuminate ideas relevant to thought-
ful Jewish lives—whether in the form of visual arts, creative writing or music. 

Submissions for Midrash Zeramim, though artistic in nature, should in-
clude an introductory statement that addresses the point that the submission 
seeks to make and refers the reader/listener/observer to relevant sources that 
inspired the contribution and may provide further thought. 

For all other matters related to style and format, please see the General 
Submission Guidelines above. 
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